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FORETVORD

This Ret/iew of Environmental Irw in Solomon klands has been implemented as an
important aomponent of the Regional Environment Technical .Assistance (RETA)
Project. The RETA project has been developed to address environmental issues in a
number of Pacific countries. It has been funded by the Asian Development Bank and
canied out with technical assistance from IUCN - the World C.onservation Union. The
RETA project is an important regional initiative, which reflects the need for careful
management of the Pacific environmenl
Pacific Islanders have lived in close harmony with their island environments for thor.rsands
of years and are well aware of its importance to their way of life. Pacific peoples face the
mmplex challenge, in mmmon with many other countries of the world, of integrating
economic development with the need to protect the environment. This is the primary aim
of sustainable development, and must be addressed if the Pacific way of life is to survive.

The introduction of appropriate legislation represents one important means by which
sustainable development can be achieved in the Pacific. A fundamental hrst step is the
identification and review of existing environmental legislation in each Pacific country.
The Review of Environmental I-aw of Solomon Islands mntained in this publication is
inde€d timely. It has identified the major laws relating to the environment and to natural
resourc€ management. This law has then been examined in terms of ia effectivene.ss in
addressing the major environmental issues existing in the country. The research has had a
particular focus on the development of practical recommendations that build on the
findings of the Review.
This Review is an important step along the road to improved environmental management
in the Pacific region. It is important to build on this base and to ensure that environmental
law reflects the unique needs and circumstanoes of each Pacific country. It is also
important that this law reflecs, and where appropriate, incorporates, customary laws and
practices that relate to environmental protection.
This Review forms part of a series of five kgal Reviews; the other countries reviewed are
the Republic of Manhall Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, Cook Islands and
the Kingdom of Tonga.

This and the other four l-egal Reviews have been supported by the Environmental Law
Centre of ICUN - the World C.onsewation Union. I would like to thank the C-entre for its
financial and technical assistance. I would also like to pay tnbute to Professor Ben Boer
who prepared this Rwiew, and who was responsible for coordinating and editing the five
Reviews. In addition, the work of Ms Elizabeth Harding, who prepared the Revieqn of
Environmental Law in the Republic of Marshall Islands and the Federated States of
Micronesia, and Ms Mere Pulea, who prepared the Revieun of Environmental l-aw in
C.ook Islands and the Kingdom of Tonga, should be recognised here.

M
Vili A Fuavao

Director
South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
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ST]MMARY
This review of the law relating to environmental management in Solomon Islands is part of the
Regional Environment Technical Assistance (RETA) Project. The project has been coordinated
by the South Pacific Regional Environment Progamme and is supported by the Asian
Development Banh the World C.onservation Union and tbe Australian Centre for
Environmental Law.

The Review is written in the light of recent international deliberations on tbe global
environment" and takes into account the docnments arising out of the United Nations

in Rio de Janiero n lWz. In
attempts to be consistenf with the recommendations of. Agenda 2.1, a set of
principles and programmes agreed on by governments at UNCED.
C-onference on Environment and Development (UNCED), held

particular,

it

The Review begins with an ovewiew of sustainable development and its implementation through
environmental law, in the context of the international debate concerning environmental matters.

The various regional and global mnventions affecting the country are briefly examined. It is
recommended in particular that Solomon Islands sign the Conventian on the Intemational Trade
in Endangered Species as soon as possible. It is noted that the World Heritage C-onvention was
recently signed by Solomon Islands, and a recommendation is made to pass legislation
im plementing the C-onvention forthwith.

The Review canvasses the mnstitutional structure of Solomon Islands and in particular takes
into account the customary law and practices which are constitutionally entrenched. The vital
role of the Ombudsman in environmental matters is also emphasised.
The Review takes into serious account the question of land tenure and the need to consider
customary ownership when government wishes to take environmental initiatives.

The Review tentatively suggests a procedure for identiffing primary and secondary rights holders
in land and protecting their interests, through the introduction of a statutorily-based I-and
Commission.
Subsequent chapters of the Review canvass the following substantive areas:

'
-

environmental planning
environmental impact assessment
water quality and management
water,land, air and noise pollution
environmental health
conservation of biodivenity
conservation of cultural heritage
off-shore and onshore frshing
agriculture
forestry
mining and enerry
tourism

Each of these chapters briefly covers the elements of the relevant legislation, examines any
difficulties with its administration and makes recommendations for reform.

(i)

The chief recommendation of the Review is the enactment of a comprehens ive Environment Act.
Ideally, such an Act would cover:

-

the setting up of a National Environment Board or Council;
the appointment of a Dirertor of Environment;
a new scheme of environmental planning to replace the Town and Country

PlannkgAct;
the introduction of environmentalimpact assessment requirements;
comprehensive provision for pollution control;
th3 protection of natural and cultural heritage and of traditional artifacts;
effective mechanisms for enforcement.

It must

be said however that enacting new legislation though significant, will not be sufficient,
the administrative opjectives agd structures tdimplement iimuit also be overhauled. Ie;lly;
the new-legislation should itself establish administrative structures where Done presently exist, t"o
ensure that the legislation is.properly administered. Equally, the shape and contents of modern
environment protection legislation in Solomon Islands mtxit be geired to the traditions and
needs of the country.

philosolhical and practical basis for this legislation is Agenda 21, refened to above.
4 go$ 2/
emphasises the need to- integrate environiental and divelopmental mncerns at the

Agenda

pgli?' planning and management_levels. To achieve this integration, it promotes the setting uf
of effective legal and regulatory frameworks and the use of iarious eionomic instruments. It

also sets out the need to develop wotkable programmes to review and enforce compliance with
the laws, regulations and standards that are adopted. It states that an element of this should be
the setting up of training programmes in environmental law.

In enacting legislation such as that

suggested in this Review, Solomon Islands will be at the
forefront of Pacific Island Developing
Quntries mncerning the development of mechanisms to
Promote environmental management. The legislation should improve'the ability of the notion
to sus-tainably develop its environment and to meet the needs of tire people both-at present and
into the future.

The Review makes a range of other recnmmendations which are found in the following pages.
The recommendations are referred to by number in the text and are reproduced at thJ ind. of
each relevant chapter.
The Annex to this Report contains a set of preliminary drafting instructions for an Environment
discussions with many
people during the course of the research and wriling of this Report, some of the ideas found in
the. provincial environmental legislation already iriptace, as well as the draft environmental
legislation produced by two sepaiate legal consuitantsover the past three yean.

Act. The drafting instructions incorporate a.range of ideas deiived from

The concluding.chapter to this Review briefly canvasses the need to set up a new administrative
options_for_ administrative structures are spelled out in more detail in the
Solomon Islands Natianal Environment Manageme-nt Stra-tegl, *trictr is the main output of the
RETA project (RETA 1992). The Stratery should be read in-mnjunction with this Review.

structure' Various

(ii)

LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS
These recommendatioru are also rccorded at the end of each Clwpter. The page nwnben noted
relevaru b the recommendation
n the passage in the

below refer

tu

CTIAPTER ONE

Comprchensive Envimnmental legislation

1.

That integrated environmental legislation be drafted in plain legal language to oover
environmental planning, environmental impact assessment, pollution control, pesticide
use, and natural and cultural heritage protection, preferably within one Envirorunent Act.
In any new legislation enacted, the customary law and practices of Solomon Islanden
relating to environmental management should be taken into account (page 3).

Legal advisers

2.

That a concerted effort be made by both the Provincial and Natioual Government
authorities to recruit suitable lawyen to enable each Province to have its own kgal
Adviser (page 4).

CIIAPTER TWO
International conventions

3.

That Solomon Islands signs the Convention on Intentational Trade in Endangered Specics
as soon as possible (page 11).

4.

That Solomon Islands enacts legislation for the implementation of the World Heritage
Conventian as soon as possible. Such legislation should ensure that arrangements are
made for management of World Heritage propertiss and, in particular, to include
participation in decision making and income sharing by the relevant customary
landowners (page 11).

CIIAPTER TTIREE
0mbudsman

5.

That the Ombudsman (Further Provision) Act 1980 be reviewed and amended to bring it
into line with comparable legislation in other countries (page 19).

Lcadership c:ode

6.

That the Leaderchip Cde (Further hovision) Act 1979 be more rigourously enforced
(page 20).

CTIAPTER FOUR

Lsnd tenurr

7-

That a programme of education and consultation be launched through neunpapers and
radio on how the land tenure law works, what problems there are with it, and to canvass
proposals for reform (page 28).

(iii)

l
8.

That a [-and Commission be established by a Land Commbsion
Crxtomary l-and Appeal Court Sptem (page 28).

Aa n

replace the

CIIAPTER FIVE
Toum and cuuntrX planning

9.

That comprehensive Regulations under the Town and Country Ptanning Act 1979 be
Pass€d to ensure that environmental and customary matters are addressed when
applications for development are being considered 6lage f t;.

10.

in the Town and Country Planning Act 1979 be
strenghened: I! particular, prwision for a Stop Notice, allowing immediate stopping of
worh should be included in the legislation (page32).

11.

That Ministerial powers in the Town and Country Plannkg Act

That enforcement provisions

1979

spelled out in Regulations (page32).

12.

be clarified and

That allowance should be made for appeals from the Minister's decision on

a

development application (page 32).

Environmental im pact assessment

13.

That all local and foreign development activity requiring approval under the Investment

Act 190 be subject to an appropriate level of Environmental Impact

Assessment,

supervised by the Ministry of Natural Resources (page 33).

14.

That a representative from the Environment and Conservation Division of the Ministrv
of Natural Resources be added to the Investment Board (page 33).

15.

That all existing and proposed development which affects or is likely to affect the
environment be subject to Development Application procedures and an appropriate
level of Environmental Impact Assessment (page 35).

76.

That a new Division within the Ministry of Natural Resources or a new Agency be
created, to, among its
responsibilities, administer the Environmental Impact
-other
Assessment provisions of the proposed Environment Act (page 35).

Researth Act

t7.

That mnsideration be given to devolution of the functions under tbe Research Act 1982
to the Provinces and a relaxation of the provisions in the Provincial Govemment Act 1981
so as to allow the Provinces to consult with the National Government, for the purposes
of obtaining the sen"ices of oveneas agencies to assist with environment protection in the
Provinces (page 35).

CITAPTER SIX

\{ater management and nater quality

18.

That Provincial Brecutives be encouraged to exercise their powers
catchment reserves in forests in order to protect watersheds (page 38).

19.

That new mmprehensive water legislation be implemented on the basis of the Solanes
Report 1988 (page a0).
(iv)

to declare water

CHAPTER SEVEN

Pollution

20.

That comprehensive provisions controlling water, air and noise pollution be drafted for
Solomon Islands and preferably, incorporated into the suggestd Environment Act (page
4r).

CTIAPTER EIGIIT

Environmental Health

21.

That the Publb Health Bill 1990, after suitable amendment and simplification, be
enacted, and implemented in stages. Consideration should be given to moving specific
pollution control provisions to a separate Pollwion Act, or inmrporating them into the
suggested EnvirownentAct (sen, page 48).

22. The staged implementation of the new mmmunity

health legislation must

be

accompanied by appropriate publicity in newspapen and by radio (page 8).
CTIAPTER NINE
Biod iversity conservation

23.

That the Solomon Islands Govemment introduce a protected areas syistem for Solomon
Islands either through the proposeA Environment Act or through a separate hotected
Areas Act (page 53).

24.

That the Solomon Islands Government enact a WiHlife (Import and Eqort) Regulation
Act as a matter of urgency (page 55).

CTIAPTER TEN

Cultural heritage conseivation

25.

That a National Heritage Policy be developed in mnsultation with the Provinces Gage
60).

26.

That a comprehensive heritage conservation education programme be established to
ensure that all Solomon Islanders continue to be aware of their cultural heritage (pug"
60).

27.

That provincial cultural heritage Ordinances be made consistent with each other, and
that National Heritage provisions be introduced into the proposeA Environment Act,
setting up a Register of National Heritage. These provisions or a separate national
Heritage Act muld cover both cultural and natural heritage of national and world
significance. This s)lstem could be administered in the short term by the National
Museum, with a view to establishing a Solomon Islands Heritage C-ommission in the
longer term (page 65).

28-

That a National Heritage Fund, attracting funds from foreign sources interested in
conserving the heritage of Solomon Islands, be established in order to finance the
development of the National Heritage Poliry, the education programme, the Register of
National Heritage, the work of the National Museum and the legislative mechanisms
recommended above (page 65).
(v)

CIIAPTB"R ELEVEN

Fisheries

29.

That further study and data collection in relation to the inshore fishery be initiated (page
67).

30.

31.

That Regulations under the Fisheries Act be updated, particularly in relation to penalties
and, to take into account the provisions for limitation and the banning of the mllection
and orport of endangered marine species in the proposed 1991 amendments to the
Regulations (page 68).

That a Multi-Fishery Policy be drafted by the Ministry of Natural Resources in

collaboration with the Provinces (page72).

32.

That a_r-egxter of customary fishing rights be established under the Fisheries Regulations
(page 73).

33.

That a register of

34.

That comprehensive new fisheries legislation be drafted and enacted by the Solomon
Islands Government, and that the basis for the new fisheries legislation b6 tne Food and
Agricultural Organisation Fisheries kgislation Report. Assistance from the Forum

fis.
rights agreements between customary reef owners and f,shing
"hing
operators be established under the Fisheries Regulations @age73).

Fisheries Agency should be requested in this task (page 74).

35.

That a special Fisheries Management and Development Fund be established,

as

recommended by the Food and Agricultural Organisation Fisberies l-egislation Report
(page 74).
CHAPTER TWELVE

Agriculturr

36.

That all Agriculture Division Officen engaged in fieldwork be specifically trained in
environmental management as it affects agriculture (page77).

37.

That the Environment A_ct,suggested by this Report include provisions for assessing the
environmental impact of the use of existing and new pesticides (page 78).

38.

That the use of pesticides be regulated by tbe enactment of a Pesticide ActAlternatively, that the Pharmacy and Poisons Act I94I be comprehensively updated, and
to include the importation, manufacture and use of all pesticides (page 78).

CIIAPTER THIRTEEN
Forestry

39.

That new ogmprehensive foresJry legislation covering both existing and proposed

fgrestry activities, based on the Fingleton Report, the suggestions made in thG Ri:port,
the terms of the C-onvention on Biological Diversity, and the Forestry Principles agreeO
to at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, be drafted and
enacted as a matter of urgency (page 80).

40.

The Standard Logging Agreement, if retained as part of the new Forestrylct, should be
strengthened and completely redrafted, to make is easier to understand; Plain English
drafting principles should be used (page 86).

("i)

CIIAP1ER FOI]RTEEN

Mineralsand pboleun

41.

That in the absence of provisions for environmental impact assessment incorporated in
an Envimwnent Act, the Mnes and Mberah Act be amended to include specific
requirements as to tbe form and content of environmental impact statements for all
proposed mining operations (page 101).

42.

That the suggested Envimnnenl Act cover the environmental impact assessment of all
proposed petroleum operations (page 102).

43.

Tbat an EnergtAct for Solomon Islands be drafted and enacted
ruz).

as soon as pocsible (page

CIIAPTER FIFTEEN

Tourisn

4.

That new legislation be drafted to control the development of tourism in Solomon
Islands (page 1O4).

45.

That all Provinces develop a Policy on Tourism compatible with the National Policy on
Tourism; an appropriate model would be the draft Tourism Policy of Western Province
(page 105).

(uii)
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CIIAPTER ONE
EI{VIRONMENTAL LAW At{D SUSTAINABILITY IN SOITOMON ISLANDS

A Solomon Islander is a tniquc Melanesian, and whatever lnws or rcgulations are
passed shouW be made to suit thc Melanesian lifestyle. Cottrt procedures andlor
forms of punishment slnuld also be Melnrcsiary but with modifrcations, taking into
account the meria of panbular circumstances. Too often both qatriates and.
Melanesiarc (especially polititiarc) malcc he same misnles over and over again by
aying to implant or impose foreign laws and concepts on Melanesiaru and ryect
them to adhere to such changes with a wave of the magic wand (Billy Gatu
197798).

Many societics have rules raoted n )*',r.)o*n that require the sstainable and
efuient use of natural resources. The obligation of stewardshrp b a feature of
westemised legal systems- In nations following the common law traditia4 the
doctrine of waste requires ownen of land to use it ssninably. Elsewhere, u$tomary
law systems demand strict rules goveming the allocation attd use of resources. There
is, therefore, an eisting legal culure into which our generation's obligations towards
the world's resources can be seL
New laws should not be passed unless they ft into this sisting setting and can be
enforced Every legal instntment shouA be assessed for its practicaliry, in terms of its
contefr, the resources available to implement and enforce it, and iu acceptability to
the society concemed
The role of local authority legislatian should not be underestimated Wile national
standards should, wherever possible, be set and adhered to (and should themselves
reflect intematianally-agreed rules), both federal and unitary states shouW accept
that strbter environmental protection measures may be enacted at sub-national and
local leveL Local authoritics should be encouraged to use their own powen to
protect their environment, especially when community involvement
the
and
implementation
of
the
measures
mal<zs
them
more
effective
formulation

in

(IUCN 19e1).

1.1

Introduction

This Review examines the legal regulation of environmental matten in the Solomon Islands at
national and provincial levels. It is part of a series of reports prepared under for the Regional
Environment Technical Assistance (RETA) project. Ttre RETA project was largely funded by
the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and was carried out through the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme (SPREP). The I-gal Reviews have been funded through the World
C-onsenration Union OUCN) input to the RETA and coordinated through IUCN's
Environmental Law C.entre in Germany. The RETA was direrted to the development of a
National Environment Management Sirategr for Solomon Islands, coordinated fhrough the
\{inistry of Natural Resources. Other reports in the series relate to the Kingdom of Tonga,
C,ook Islands, the Republic of the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia.

The Review is r+ryitten in the light of the intemational debate on environmental matten,
particularly focussing on some of the issues raised by the Brundtland Report Our Common
Fun4re (WCED 1987), the World Conservation lJnion's, Caring for the Eanh (IUCN 1991) and
by C-onventions and agreements arising out of the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development in 1992. The lessons of this environmental debate are that environmental
issues are to be addressed at the same time as development issues. They should go hand in
hand, if the long term sustainability of natural and social sptems is to be achieved.

1.2

SustainableDevelopmentStr:etegies

The_report_9! thg World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future

(WCEP 1?87, also tnown as the Brun4tland Report), spells oui the basic strategies whicb
countries should implement to ensure that their environments are adequately cons-erved and
protected.

T\e Brundtland

olllqptog{

Report defines sustainable dwelopment as ndevelopment that meets the needs

without compromising the ability of future generatiois to meer their own needs.n
(W-CEO 19f37:43). Sustainable development thus calls for an integration of economics and
ecologl,rather th-an that economic and environmental needs are put in opposition to each other.
Sustainable development actually is an ageold concept derived fron iriOitional conservation
practices of human beings from the earliesi stages of human civilisation.
Despite tbe general use of the term, sustainable dwelopment is widety misunderstood and often
inappropriately applied.
tst" groupl representing development interests refer to the concept
as if it means only sustainable economn: development.

In"
9luttperson of the World Commission on Environment
Brundtland, has explained the

and Development, Gro Harlem

concept of sustainability in this way:

There are many dimensions to sustainability. First it requires the elimination of
Poverty and deprivation. Second, it requires the conservation and enhancement
of the resources base which alone can ensure that the elimination of poverty is
permanent. Third, it requires a broadening of the concept of development so
that it covers not only economic growth but also social and tultural development.
Fourth and mos_t important it requires the unification of economics and erologl
in decision making at all levels (Brundtland 1987: 175).
One of the important documents agreed to at the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Derelopment n 1992 was Agenda 21. This document is a comprehensive statement of
principles
programqg !9 achieve glgba! sustainability in the 21si century. In particular,
.and^
Chapter 8 o-f Agenda 21 "Integrating Environment and Development", r-ecommends the
enactment of new environmental legislation to assist in the integraiion of environmental and
economic needs and aspirations.

This Review is written with an awareness that although Solomon Islands faces many
environmental problems, the government also has many pressures on it to ensure that its

economic situation is improved. Solomon Islands is in this sense at a turning point: will there be
a headlong plunge into development of the country's resources in order tolddress its economic

aspirations, wi-th little regard for the- environment, or will that development take place in a
measured and considered way, in the light of notions of ecological, social and- cultural
sustainability?
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Customary practice snd custonary ownership

One of the dfficulties of ensuring that environmental issues are adequately addressed in the
Solomons, as elsewhere in the Pacific, is how to accommodate traditional or curitomary practices,
y.hen there is also pressure for formal regulation of environmental matters to be put-iito place.
The history of environmental regulation in Solomon Islands from earliest tim* needs to be
borne in mind, especially sin-ce-there are many. traditional management practices used by people
in rural areas, which may well shape the direction of the legal reforms required in environmental
regulation and practice.
This Review attempts to take into account tbe actualities of the environmental situation in
Solomon Islands. Little effective planning exists at local or national level, and most
development decisions are taken on an ad hoc basis rather than oD the basis of a coordinated
national development plan. Also, development decisions are often taken independently of
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environmental considerations. The vast majority of the people live in rural areas, with
insufficient recourse to formal education. This means that the necessary changes to develop an
effective environmental awareness among the people may take a long period to berome
effertive. Further, the provision of basic sen'ices such as sewerage and safe drinking water,
needs to be kept in mind as a primary consideration, among the many changes that may be
required.

It is possible, though not always desirable, to adequately reflect customary law and kuorvledge in
written laws enacted through a formally constituted legislature- There are a number of
examples where this has been done both in national and in provincial legislation in Solomon
Islands. However, any new legislation enacted at national level to address environmental issues
should be drafted in such a way as to be capable of taking into account local customs and
Practices relating to the exploitation and conservation of resouroes. Provinces and Area
Councils should be able to address local issues through Regulations and by-laws which are
consistent with the national legislation.

1,4

The need forcomprchensive envimnmental legislation

Solomon Islands has no mmprehensive environmental legislation at the national level. Some
provinces have passed legislation to regulate environmental matters. On the whole, this
legislation falls short of what is required in terms of modern environmental regulation. The
Sector Reports prepared for the NEMS Seminar (Ministry of Natural Resources 1991c)
indicated concenu about the adequacy of the present legislation governing the sectors,
particularly in relation to the environment. Major reviews of some of the environment-related
legislation have been undertaken in the past few years. The Environmental Health, Fisheries and
Forestry legislation has been recently examined through outside agencies, and two drafs of
environment legislation have been generated by two separate consultants.

The main recommendation of this Review is the drafting and enactment of a comprehensive
Envbonment A ct

1.5

(w

Recommendation 1).

Msin National Acts of Perliament relatlng to the environment
Environmental Health Act 1980
Fisherics Act 1972
Forests and Timber Utilisation Act 1969
Land and TitlesAct 1970
Mines and Mkerals Act 1990 and Regulations 1991
National Parlcs Act 1954
Notth New Georgia TimberCorporationAct 1979
Ombudsman (Funher hovision) Act 1980
PetroleumAct 1987
Protection of Wrecl<s and War Relics Act 1980
hovkcial Govemment Act 198I

NverWatenAct 1978
Solomon I slands Tourist Authority Act 1970
Town and Country PlanningAct 1979
WiU Birds hotectionAct 1914
Draft Fislrcries Bill 1987
Drafi Forestry Bill1990
Drafi Publit Health BiIl1990
Draft Environment Bills are:
Environmental Management BiIl (Harding 1990)
Environment Bill (Lipton 1992)

1.6 Msin

Provircial Ordinsncrs relating

to the environment

(See

References).

full list in

the

The main ordinances are as follows:

Centrsl

No environmental legislation

Choiseul

No legislation of its own, but Westem hovhce Ordinarces continue to operate

Guadalcanal Mldlife Management Area Ordinance Ig90
hotection of Historic Places Ordinance 1985

Isabef

Prvsewation of Culure Ordinance 1988
Isabel hovince Widlife Sancuary (Amendnen) Ordin"o,nce

Mslaita

No environmental legislation

Makira

heservation of Culare and WiHlife Ordinance 1984

Temotu

Preservation of Culture Ordinance 1989
Environmerual Prote ction Ordinance 19 89

Western
Prcvince

I99I

Business Lbence Ordinance 1989
BuMingOrdinance 1991
Coastal and Logoon Shipping Ordinance 1991
Preseruation of Culare Ordinance 1989
Public Nuisance Ordinance 1991
Simbo Megapode ManagementArea Ordinance 1990
Draft Environmental Management Ordinance I99l

(AmendingActs not noted;

a

full

list appean in the References at the end

of this

Review).

Many of these statutes are referred to and analped in subsequent chapters.

1.7 Attomeys-Geneml and Legal Advisers
At national level, legal advice is gven by the government by the Attorney-General's
Department. No legalofficers are specifically designated to advise on environmental matters.

No Provincial Governments have Attornep-General. The Provincial Governments of Malaita,
Temotu and Western havq I'e,gal Advisen. In the Provincial Reports on the Environmeni
p-roduced for the National Environmental Management Seminar under the RETA (Ministry of
Natural Resources 1991b), a number of provinces identified the lack of a Irgal'Advisei as
hampering the development of policy and legislation, and thus a substantial"limitation on
achieving environmental goals. The lack of human resources to enforce existing legislation was

seen by a number of provinces to be a matter of some concern.

The Provincial IrgalAdviser positions (like those of the Public Solicitor) have often been filled
by volunteer solicitors from New 7*aland, the United Kingdom and Australia. The National
goleryme3t.paln a_localsalaryand either it or the Provincial government provides housing. The
price for Solomon Islands to obtain such professional human resources is'a relatively sma"ll one,
and is perhaps an opportunity which should be further exploited. All the Provinces should be
encouraged to work through the Ministry of Provincial Government in Honiara to obtain their
own Irg-al Adviser. The ggyernment could request the volunteer agencies in New Tnaland,
United ffingdom and Australia to recruit suitable solicitors so these eight positions are filled on a
continuing basis (see Recommendalion 2). It would be of further benefit if these lawvers could
be used to carry out some counterpart training of Solomon Island law students in their'university
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vacations, or train selected government lawyers for a period, particularly in the field of
ental regulation.

environ

m

1.8

The scope of envimnmental Inw

For the purpos€s of this review, the area of environmental law is taken to encompass a broad
range of elements of government policy and private sector endeavour. In line with many other
countries, environmental law is thus taken to cover environmental planning (pbpical planning),
pollution control and environmental health, environrnental and social impact assessment,
resouree management and conservation, and the protection of natural and cultural heritage.
Environmental law has close links with a number of other areas of law, and can be seen to tie
some of these other areas together in various wap. Thus constitutional law, administrative law,
tort law (especially negligence and nuisance), property law and criminal law are all relevant to a
proPer study of environmental law. In addition, to gain an adequate appreciation of
environmental matters, some familiarity with various areas of the natural sciences, especially
ecologr, as well as tbe social sciences, such as anthropolog, geography, sociologt and political
science, is desirable. Sources of environmental law include legislation, judge-made law (i.e.
oommon law precedents and those derived from the interpretation of legislation) administrative
orders, policy directives and administrative practice (see Fowler 1984).

1.9

The mle of Environmentat Lsw

The central role of environmental law needs to be recognised in ensuring sound environmental
protection and management, particularly concerning the implementation of the National
EnvironmentalManagement Stratery (SPREP, ADB and ruCN 9E2) for Solomon Islands.

In is response to the Brundtland Report, the World Conservation Union
in relation to the role of environmental law:

is

worth quoting in full

Establishing norrns and procedures with rcspect to resource issues is at least as
important as incrtased funding. Tbere is indeed a need to critically scrutinise
the body of law available to nations in the field of resouroes and environmental
concerns. The essential and crucial purpose of such an exercise is to ascertain
whether the basic elements of a comprehensive body of environmental law are
available. Mechanisms to prevent and mntrol pollution of the soil, air and
waters; mechanisms to prevent over-exploitation of living resourc€s that are
used; and mechanisms to control or allocate land uses are all required, along with
legal devices inducing positive resourse management-

It is too often forgotten that these basic requirements are often only partially
met, if they are met at all. In achieving or improving the existing national
instruments, the following considerations should be kept in mind:
Recognise basic rights end rcsponsibilities. The duty

of the State to

take

measures regarding environmental conservation for the benefit of present and
future generations murst be recognised as a matter of principle in national law.
As a means of assisting in the realisation of this duty, the rights of individuals to
have access to environmentally relevant information as well as to have aooess to
legal remedies and means of redress must also be insured.

Create cmss-seclortl links. Iegal mechanisms must be established to permit
ecological dimensions to be considered at the same time as the economic, trade,
enerry, agricultural and other dimensions. Achieving this is only possible if a
number of legal strategies are used to that effect, such as providing for: public
participation in the decision making process; consultation or participation of the
environmental agencies in this process; requirement of environmental impact
assessment.
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Be imaginstive with enfortenent essistance. While there is no effective
substitute for a strong national agency for many environmental problems, in
tint-1tly all countries means of enforcement are scarce and trained personnel
insufficient. C-ompliance with- environmental law requires, however, a high
degree of monitoring and enforcement. Maximum use should be made of
voluntary assistance, such as that of conservation groups, to assist in enforcement
actions when individuals or associations can genuinely claim to possess the
necessary expertise.

C-onsider ecologicnl damage. When preventive measures have failed, it is
imperative that a s)6tem of remedies bb in place which takes into account not
only the economic damage but also the ecological damage. A particularly
important shortcoming. T. present legal q6temi is the failure to -develop i
mherent theory of liability to mmpensate for damage caused to the
environment. Most national laws still insist upon a legally recognisaUte interest
which has been advenely affected, but wildlife oi oiher elements of the
biosphere are not ofter recognised as bgiog the subject of such rights. Few legal
s)Etems aryeqt ecological damage_as being recoverable, often due to uncertainty
as to how it should be assessed. In the international field, however, the msts o?
environmental restoration have recently been used as a yardstick and this
development may herald a new departure.
Do not spoil what you alrcady have. CtItomary law should be given appropriate
lecognition in national-legislation. In many countries which nav'e gaineA
independence
-during the past few decades, an understandable urfe for
modernisation has led to sweeping social changes, which have been refldteA in
legislation. Frequently, these have involved transplanting foreign models in what
appears now to have been a rather doctrinaire fashion. Among the casualties of
this process have frequently been counted long-established custlomary laws which
in_ many cases embodied traditional wisdom about the sustainable managemenr
of land, particularly pastures and forests; examples include legislation whiJh vests
the ownenhip of all trees in the state or some public body, wittr ttre result that no
incentive remains for private individuals to replant.

Implement s ctrss-media or ecosystem eppmach. An integrated vision will also
require a- cross-media approach to problems rather than a sectoral one, which
often shifs problems like pollution from one environmental medium to another.
In the same vein, use ofliving resources should be regulated, taking into account
both the resource mnsidered, and the effects of t[is use upon-bther species
which have an ecological relationship with the harvested ipecies (e.g. prey
species) and on_ the erosptem as a whole. These trpo elements point-to thi
necessity to esta_blishlegulalory mechanisms which are area or ecos)rtem based,
rather than tackling single elements in parallel GUCN 1989).

1.10

Intemational obligations

Another aspect of this review concenm the duties and obligations placed upon Solomon Islands
as a signatory to maJ-or _international _conventions, treaties
_and agreements, including the
instruments generated through the United Nations ConferenoJ
on Environment" and
Development in 1992. These are the Conventbn on the Corceruation of Biotogbal Divenity, the
Conventian on Climate
9Ungt, the Rlb Declaration on Environment and DevZlopment, Agenda
21 and the Forestry hinciples.

l.l1

AdministrativeArrrngements

This review has also
1,jgTpr"O to ascertain whether the relevant legislation that exists is actually
being implemented. Without some appreciation of what happens in practice this rwiew wouli
be of much less use. To this end, interviews have been carried out wiih officials in a number of
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relevant govenment sectors. The material obtained in these interviews has been integrated
where possible into the analpis of the relevant legislation in each chapter.

L.lz
1.

2.

Reommendations for Chepter One

That integrated environmental legislation be drafted in plain legal language to oover
environmental planning, environmental impact assessment, pollution control, pesticide
nse, and natural and cultural heritage protection, preferably within one Envirownenl Act
In any new legislation enacted, the customary law and practices of .Solomon Islanders
relating to environmental management should be taken into account (page 3).

That a eoncerted effort be made by both the Provincial and National Government
authorities to recruit suitable lawyen to enable each Province to have its oum lrgal
Adviser (page a).
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CIIAPTER TWO
INTERNATIONAL ETWIRONMENTAL CONVENTIONS

2.1

Introduction

This chapter considers the various international conventions, treaties and agreements which the
Solomon Islands Government has signed, as well as the instruments which the government
should give consideration to signing if it is to meet its obligations to the international community.

2.2

Human nghtq development end envlmnment prutection

If the right to dwelopment is a human right, then tbe right to manage and mnserve natural
resouroes for present and future generations and the right to benefit from the oommon heritage
of humankind can also be declared human rights. The promotion of these rights as human rights
could lead to reform in existing policies and practices and provide better redress for those whose
rights are affected. If relief cannot be found under existing procedures, then relief could instead
be found through structures that provide for human rights (see Pulea 1988:36).

Principle 21 of the StocWnlm Declaration (proclaimed at the United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment in 1972) states:
Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of
life, in an environment of quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being, and
he bears a solemn re.sponsibility to protect and improve the environment for
future generations.

It is now becoming more widely recognised that human righa include not only the right to
development, but the right to a clean and healthy environment, adequate to me€t both the basic
needs of people, but also to meet their spiritual cultural and social needs, this has been
expressed in Principle One of the Rio Declaratian as follows:
Human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development. They
are entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature.

23
2.3.1

Conventions which affecl Solomon Islands
Convention

for the hotectian of the Naural

Resources and Environment

of the South

Pactfic, Noumea 1986 (tbe SPREP Convention)

The SPREP Convention was adopted in 1986, together with protocols ou cooperation in
combating pollution emergencies and on the prevention of pollution by dumping. It came into
force in 1990. The preamble to the C,onvention is summarised as follows:

The C.onvention recognises the threat to the marine and mastal environment,
posed by pollution and by the insufficient integration of an environmental
dimension into the development process
The parties therefore saw the need for cooperation between themselves and with
international, regional and sub-regional organisations, to ensure a coordinated
and mmprehensive development of the natural resouroes of the region

The C-onvention notes that existing international agreements about the marine
and coastal environment do not cover all aspects and sources of marine pollution
and environmental degradation and do not entirely meet the special
requirements of tbe South Pacific Region
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The Convention seels to ensure that resource development will be in harmony
with the maintenance of the unique environmental quality of the region and the
evolving principles of sustained resource matragement

It

therefore encourages the parties to conclude bilateral or multilateral
agreements, including regional or subregional agreements, for tbe protection,
development
rn_Irjrg€ment of the marine and coastal environment. (Se€
-and
Preamble to the SPREP Convention, 1986).
The Convention mvers pollution from boats, land-based sources, sea-bed activities, air-borne
sources, disposal
wastes, the storage of toxic and hazardous substances and the testing of
_of
nuclear devices. It also coven mining and coastal erosion (Articles 6 to f 3).It puts an obligalion
on member countries to-take all appropriate measures to protect and prdservb rare and fragile
ecosystems and depleted, threatened or endangered flora and fauna as well as their habitat in
tbe convention area. They,are thus obliged to establish protected areas such as parks and
res-eJv-es and prohibit or regulate any activity likely to have advense effects on species, e,cos)6tems
or biological processes.

It can be noted that the SPREP Convention applies only to the marine environment and has no
specific application to land as such. However, land-based activities attached to the marine
environment are covered. Article 3 allows any Party to add areas under its jurisdiction "within
the Pacific oceann, which means that land could be included in the future.
The,SPREP Convention is the most significant regional convention operating in the South Pacific
in terms of the broad duties it places on countries in relation to the marine e-nvironment.

provisiol that countries shall 'endeavour to establish laws and regulations for the effective
djscharge of the obligati_ons prescribed in this Convention" (Article 5(5), is of particular
significance for Solomon Islands, given the lack of adequate legal regulatiori of envirbnmental
matters in the country.
The.

2.3.2

Convention on Consewation
Convention)

of Nature in the South

Pactfi.c,

Apia 1976 (tbe Apia

TheApia Convention was draflted in1976 but did not come into force until 1990. It is of limited
effect. The Convention stresses the creation of protected areas, and the continued existence of
national Pallo, restricting their exploitation for commercial profit 'except after the fullest
examinationn. Similarly under Article 3(3), the hunting, killing, captuie or collection of
sperimens, including eggs and
of. flora or fauna in national-parts is prohibited 'except
-shells
when carried.out.by or under the direction or control of the appropriate autfrorities or for duiy
authorised scientific investigationsn. The problem of providingafull examination' or 'direction
and control of the appropriate autboritiesn is particularly acute in Solomon Islands, where
relevant government departments are inadequately staffed to carry out tbese functions.

Under Article 6, customary use of areas and species is allowed in accordance with traditional
cultural practices. Under Article 7(ii) the parties shall nwherever practicable' conduct research
relating.to the mnservation of nature. They are also obliged undei Article 7(v) to "examine the
possibility of developing programs of education and public awareness relating to conseflation of
nature". The C-onvention contains no provisions relating to managemeni plans, community
Participation or consultation with affected interests when protected areas are-being establishei
or discarded.
Various weaknesses of the Convention are bein_g addressed by the nAction Strategl for Protected
Aleas" arising out of the 1985 Third Parks Conference in Noumea. In general, thE establishment
of national parts for the purposes of nature conservation has not worked well in the Pacific; the
situation relating to national parla and protected areas in Solomon Islands is addressed in
C_hapter 9. Carew-Reid (1989) argues that eventually the Apia Convention, the SPREP
Convention and its protocols, the Action Plan and the Action Strategy should be meshed into
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one regional legal framework with clearly defined lines of authority and communication. In the
1990s, the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme, with is newly-won independent

status, will move more rapidly to achieve this goal. The Regional Environment Technical
Assistance Project of which this legal review is a part is already a manifestation of these
aspirations.

2.3.3

South Pacifu Foru,m Fisheries Conventio4 1979

Sixteen muntries in the Pacific region are participating memben of the Forunn Fisheries
Convention The C-onvention recognises the need for effective cooperation for the conservation
and optimum utilisation of the highly migratory species of the region and establishes the Forum
Fisheries Agency to give strength to the union of the member countries in all matters coDnected
with fishing in the Pacific. The headquartem of the Forum Fisheries Agency are in Honiara.

The Forum Fisheries Agency carries out the following functions for the benefit of member
muntries:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

it collects, anallaes, evaluates and disseminates statistical and biological
information about all marine resourc€s, particularly the highly migratory species;
it mllece and disseminates information concerning management procedures,
legislation and agreements from throughout the world;
it collects and disseminates information on prices, shipping, processing and
marketing of fth;
it provides, when requested, tecbnical advice and information, assistance in the
development of fisheries policies and negotiations and assistance in the issue of
business licences, the collection of fees or surveillance and enforcement of
national fsheries legislation; and
it seeks to establish working_arrangements with other international organisations,
in particular the South Pacific C-ommission.

The expertise available to Solomon Islands from the Forum Fisheries Agency in establishing the
sustainable exploitation of its fishery cannot be underestimated. (See paragraph 11.11 of
Chapter l1 below).

2.3.4

Convention for the Prohibition of Fishing with Inng Drifne$ in the South Pacifia 1989

This C-onvention provides in Article 2 that
each party undertakes to prohibit nationals and vessels documented under its
laws from engaging in driftnet fishing activities within the C-onvention area.

The Convention extends to obliging each State party to prohibit the import of fish products
caught using a driftnet and restricting port acoess to driftnet fshing vessels.

2-3.5

The United Nations Law of the Sea Convention, 1982

Fiji, the Federated States of Micronesia and Manhall Islands have ratified this Convention.
Solomon Istands and another ten Pacific hland States bave signed the Convention, but have not

it. Thi$ means that they have not yet taken on any obligations under the Convention.
In any case, the Convention iaelf is not yet in force, due to an insufficient number of

yet ratified

ratifications.

This Convention sets out detailed provisions for the use of the world's oceans and seas.
intended to promote the establishment of

a legal order for the seas and oceans which will facilitate international
communication and will promote peaceful uses of the seas and oceans, the
equitable and efficient utilisation of their resourses, the conservation of their

It

is
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living resources and tbe study, protection and preservation
environment (Law of the Sea Convention, Preamble).

of the marine

The Convention creates Exclusive Economic Tanes (EEZ) up to 200 nautical miles from the
masts of signatory countries, exc€pt where countries, such as island countries, are closer
together. In that case, tbe E,EZis split betrveen them.

{-T_ the point of view of the Pacific countries, the Exchsive Economic Zones are of great
significance, giving jurisdiction to many of these countries over vast areas of ocean- Solfuon
Islands _it g9 :"q"ption, with jurisdiction over some 1,340,000 square kilometres of ocean.
(Carew-Reid 1989:11)
2.3.6

Conwntionon Intemational Ttade in Endangered Specbs 1973

T\e

Convention on Intemational Trade in Endangered Species GIfEq includes a range of
provisions to mntrol trade
-in endangered sp_ecies of flora and fauna. It places sp-ecific
obligations on countries which have signed the C-onvention to ensure that strict introls are put
in place on a national level.
Solomon Islands has a number of rare and endangered species of wildlife within its borders.
Some of these
fPecies have been subject to international trading, both with official permits and,
aPParently, without permits. It is recommended that as one step to addressing the problem of
:xPort. of endangered species, Solomon Islands sigu this Convention (see Rec6nmendation 31.
A further step is the enactment of appropriate legislation (see chapter 9).

2-3.7

Convention for the hotection of the World Cuhural and Naturat Heritage, 1972

Some 124 countries are signatories to the World Herilage Conventian Until 1992, none of the
South Pacific countries were signatories. A total of 358 places of 'outstanding universal valuen
for the cultural and natural heritage are now on the Woita Heritage Ust. The-Solomon Islands
Government decided to apply for membership in July 190, 6UNCEO Report l99l:34) and
information booklets were prepared. Solomon Islands became the first S6uth pacific islanO
:ou-|try to accede to the Convention, on_Septemb_eL 10, 1992.The initial proposals are to apply
for listing of Rennell Island and Morovo l:goon (Ministry of Tourism andAviation 1991a, b'ani
c).

The signing of th_is Convention may well prove to be of vital importance for Solomon Islands,
both in terms of ecological and economic benefit. However, bxperience in other countries
indicates that in order for the inleglty of-World
J{elt?ge sites t6 be safeguarded, adequate
manageme_nt
llrllegies need to be formulated. In Solomons Islands, thJintegrity of iome
potential W94d Heritage sites could-be destroyed gnless adequate management arrangements
are made. Management strategies should be developed to take into account the deniand for
resources, the benefits and disadvantages of tourism and the need for conservation. Such
strategies should ideally be developed with close involvement of local customary landowners.
There should be a guarantee in_ the arrangements for management of any World Heritage site
for customary owners to benefit from the tourism inmme-generated tirough visiting "World
Heritage sit-es. In- order to ensure that the World Heritage C-onventidn is adfuuately
implemented at a domestic level, it is suggested that appropriate legislation be passed as joon ai
possible. A WorA Heriuge Propenies Consena{wn- Bill w6s preparei in lW2 (see
Recommendation 4).

2.3.8

Convention on the Corcentation of Biologbal Divenity Ig92

The Bi.divenity conventian signed at Rio in

lw2,

is dealt

with in chapter 9.
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2.4.

Roconnendetions for Ctapter Tho

3.

That Solomon Islands signs the Convention on lt*mational Tradc in hrdangered Specics
a$ Eoon as

possible (page 11).

That Solomon hlands enacts legislation for the implementation of the WorA Herimge
Convention as loon as possible. Such legislation should ensure that arrangements are
made for management of World Heritage properties and, in particular, to include
participation in decision making and income sharing by the relerrant customary
landoumers (page 11).
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CHAPIER THREE
CONSTTTUTIONAL AND N)N{INSTRATTVE STRUCTT]RE

3.1

Relevant l-egislation

Cotutittttion of Solomon Islands
Land and TitlesAct 1978
I*adenhip Cde (Further hovisions) Act 1979
Ombudsman (Further Provisioru) Act 1980
hovincial G ovemment Act 19 8 I
Solomon Islands Independence Order 1978

3.2

Constitutional structurc

Solomon Islands became independent of Britain by virtue of the Solomon Islands Independence
Order 1978. ?s might be expected, the C-onstitution and the rest of the legal s)6tem is based on
British legal mncepts. However, the way it has developed since independence has given it a
distinctly Melanesian flavour, particularly in relation to land matters.
The preamble to the Constitution declares that

all power in Solomon Islands belongs to its people aud is exercised on their
behalf by the legislature, the executive and the judiciary established by this
Constitution;
the natural resources of our country are vested in the people and the government
of Solomon Islands.

The preamble also contains a commitment to ensure the participation of the people in the
governanc€ of the affairs of the country and to provide, witnin the hamework of national unity,
for the decentralisation of power.
Section 114 of the Constitution provides for the muntry to be divided into provinces, and the
National Parliament is charged with making provision for the government of the provinces.
The Provinci^al Govemment Act was enacted in 1981 after much debate (which continues today)
about the division of power between the National Government and the provinces (see I-armour
1985:79-87). A good deal of legislative power has becn devolved to the provinces through this
Iegislation. (See 3.5 below).

33

Sourcesoflaw

The sources of law in Solomon Islands are: the statutes of the National Parliament; tbe
Ordinances passed under devolved power in the Provinces; by-laws of Area and Town C,ouncils;
the applicable legislation of the British Parliament; the common law and principles of equity
derived from the United Kingdom; the rules of precedent developed in Solomon Islands, and
customary law of Solomon Islands.

3,4.

Customary law

3.4.7

Customary law and environment

Within the formal British-based legal s)6tem of Solomon Islands there has been a degree of
acceptance of customary procedures, with specific recognition given in the Constitution and in a
range of statutes. There has been no attempt to introduce a more general statute to address
customary matters. In the field of environmental consewation and resource management there
appears to be a general need to recognise customary land ownership and the importance of
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customary matters_ generally (see UNCED Report 1992:29 and 38). Tbere also needs to be a
recognition that for conservation purpcses, particularly in relation to endangered species,
customary practices
lggqite a certain degree of regulation, especially where customary
oumenhip
-problems hinde_r- the regulallon or protertion of naiural iesources (eg turtli
protection- in the Arnarvon Islands and difficulties in extending the protected areas qniifo;. On
the other hand, traditional owners sometimes have little opportuni-q' to participate in decisions
affecting the rflilisalion of their resources (for example, cusiomary rintownes ind TAfyO tuna
fisheries). (UNCED Report 1992:38, quoting Wilsoh Liligeto).

3.4.2

Meaning of customary law

The question of inmrporating customary conc€pts and practices into Western legal frameworks
has occupied some attention in the Pacific (Eatog t985; Pulea 1985; Thomai 1989). pulea
provides a mmp_rehensive overview of customary law concepts in the Pacific relatiig to the
environment. She indicates that customary law 4nnot and 6ught not to be inllexibly-defined
and that the term should_be b-rga$ly interpreted.
uges th9 teim "customary law'generica[y,
and one whose sourc€ is found in both written and-She
unwritten torms:
The range does not only cover customary practices but patterns of behaviour and
social Donns, the violation of which invokes coercive procedures. [n some
countries, customary law and practices are codified. 'Where no codification
exists, ctlstomary law for any particular area becomes even more difficult to
define, as wide ranging variations consisting of a variety of different principles,
norrns and rules are known to exist in one small area or community. On ttre
other hand, custom may not be a set of rules but a process or way of solving or
providing alternatives to problems. Some of the rules or wip of soliing
problems state wide
1n! ggne1al principles of morality and public policy ani
constitute a framew-or^k for jlTtice. Not only are customlry hua chanling ioduy,
they are subject to different kinds of changes (Pulea 1985:2).
Former Solomon Islands Chief Justice Daly, in discussing the transfer of customary concepts into
Western legal thinking, stared in 1981:

.'.the problem is how can one

concepts

in the English

-express -customary
language? The temptation we all face,
and to which-we som'etimes give in, is to
express these mncepts^in a similar manner to the nearest equivalenl concept in
the law received in the Solomons from elsewhere, that is the rules of common law
and
-equity. The result is sometimes perfectly satisfactory in that the received

Iegal concept and the Solomon Islands custom concept interact

to give the

expressions a new meaning which is apt to the Solomon Islands context....-

However, other concepts o-f^received law have not developed a customary law
meaning and can produce difficulties of some mmplexity. fnis is particulaily so
when the custom_s conc€pts which they are said to represent aie themselves
undergoing modification to fit them to the requirements-of a changing Solomon
Islands which is now concerned not only with the use of land fo.-r slubsistence
farming but with the sale of timber on land and enclosure of land for cattle and
so on.
For this reason-it_is to my mind a great development of the slstem of dealingwith
customary land that we now have a Customary land appeaf court. That eourt,
through the cxperience of-the majgrity of its members in the custom concepts
and- the legal experience of the magistrate member, has the ability to participite
in the welding of customary concepts and the English language in a way *iich
will not overlay the custom with inadequately moOifieO expiesJinns which in time
could result in the custom giving.yay to inappropriate and possibly undesirable
concePts of received land law (Lilo and Othen v Ghomo, Solomon Islands law
Reports I 980/1 981 233-?34).
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It can be noted that

a decade later, the Customary hnd Appeal Court is not so enthusiastically
regarded; see e.g Chetwynd 1991; and Chapter 4 below).

3.4.3

Customary law and the Cnnstitution

The Constitution of Solomon Islands provides that customary law is part of the law of Solomon
Islands. However, customary law does not apply if it is inconsistent with either the C.onstitution
or an Act of the Solomon Islands Parliament. Article 75 provides:
(1)

Parliament shall make provision for the application of laws, including
customary laws.

(2)

[n making provision under this section, Parliament shall have particular
regard to the customs, values and aspirations of the people of Solomon
Islands.

On the other hand, customary law can override rules of oommon law and equity. Section 76
provides that the rules of the common law and equity have effect as part of the law of Solomon
Islands unless they are inconsistent with the C.onstitution or an Act of Parliament, if they are
inappl.icable or inappropriate in the circumstances of Solomon Islands, or, in their application to
any particular matter, they are inconsistent with the relevant customary law.
Clause 3 of Schedule 3
customary law:

(1)

of the Constitution further provides, in relation to the application of

Subject to this paragraph, customary law shall have effect as part of the
law of Solomon Islands.

(2)

The preceding paragraph shall not apply in respect of any customary law
that is, and to the extent that it is, inconsistent with this C-onstitution or an
Act of Parliament.

(3)

An Act of Parliament may:

(i)

provide for the proof and pleading of customary law for any
PurPose;

(ii)

regulate the manner

in

which

or the purposes for

which

customary law may be recognised; and

(iii)

provide for the resolution of conflicts of customary law.

It is clear that the drafters of the Constitution had impressed upon them the importance of
custom, especially in regulating land and its use. The challenge now is to construct a land
management s)6tem which allows for a transition from a subsistence-oriented culture to one
which is a mixture of subsistence and a cash economy, in the context of development pressures
coming from within as well as outside the muntry. The matter of customary law in relation to
land is taken up further in Chapter 4.
3.4.4

Current customary usage

The term ncurrent customary usage' is a term found in various Solomon Islands statutes. It
alloun customary rules to apply in any particular area of law where a statute does not specifically
provide for the area in question, or where legal precedents of the murt do not override those
rules. As Forster has written in relation to customary law in Vanuatu, customary law in effect
represents the 'common lawn of the @untry, "from which legislation or judicial decisions based
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on non-{ustom precedent represents a departure; customary rules in this sense thus represent a
kind of 'default value' among sources of law" (see Fonter l99l:10).
Current customary usage is defined in relation to land n tne tand and Titles Act 1978:

'current customary p5ag9" means.tbe uage of Solomon Islanden obtaining in
relation to the matter in question at the time when that question arises,
regardless of whether that usage has obtained from time imm-emorial or anv
lesser period (s 2).

This simply ryeans the method or way things are done or decided by Solomon Islanders at the
time when a land use question arises; it does Dot matter whether thidgp were done differently in
the past.
Customary matters are referred to in various national Acs and Provincial Ordinances relating to
environmental matten. The customary aspects of this legislation are referred to where releiant
in later chapters of this Review.

3.5

Nationsl and Pmvincial governments - devolution

The Constitution provides for Parliament to divide Solomon Islands into provinces. In making
provision for the government of the provinces, Parliament must also consider the role of tnj
traditional chiefs in that government. The extent to which this requirement has been adhered to
is not clear. The only role spelled out for the chiefs by the Fgislation seems to be that of
mediator in customary land-disputes under tbe Local Couns (Amendment) Act 1985. (See
paragraph 13.4.7 of Chapter 13 below).

From the Point of view of environmental regulation, the most important sections of the
Provincial Govemment Act 1981 are those regardlng the devolution of functions from the central
government to the provinces. The Minister for Provincial Government mav. with the consent of
the Provincial Executive, and after consultation with other relevant Ministen, make ndevolution
ordersn. These orders declare any matters specified in Schedule 4 of the Act to be matters within
the legislative mmpetence of the Provincial Assembly. In addition, an order can transfer to the
provinces a range of statutory functions formerly deali with by the National Government.
The legislative competence which may be transferred to a Province under its devolution order
as follows (only the details of functions relevant to the environment are included):

is

Trade and Industry,Iocal licensing of professions, trade and business

Cultural and Environmental Maften: local crafts, historical remains, protection of wild
creatures; the Wild Birds Protection^ Act^(except in relation to bird sanctuaries); the
Protection of Wrecks and War Relics Act 1980 are not included.
Transpott: coastal and.lagoon shipping, provision, maintenance and improvement of

harbours, roads and bridges

Finance

Agriculture and Fishing. animal husbandry, protection, improvement, maintenance of
fresh-water and reef fisheries

Land and Lan^d Use: codification and amendment of customary law about land,
registration of. customary rights in- respect of land, including customary fishing rights,
P_fpicat planning (except in a local planning area within theheaning o'f the T6wn-and
Country PlanningAct, or in relation to development areas under that Act)
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Local Matten: including waste disposal and cleaning services, public conveniences, public
nuisances; cemeteries, parks and recreation grounds, markets and the keeping of
domestic animals

Local Govemment: the making of by-laws for Area Councils and similar bodies, such

as

Town C,ouncils
Housing
Riven and Waten mntrol and use of river water, pollution of water,.provision of water
supplies

Liquor
The statutory functions of the Minister or other officials under National Government legislation
which may be exercised by the Provincial Executive under its devolution order are as follows
(only the details of those functions that are relevant to the environ-ent are included):
Cultural and Environmental Manen: the functions given to the Minister under s 14 of the
Wild Birds Protection Act in relation to the establishment of bird sanctuaries
Trarcpon

Agriculare and Fishing
Land and Land Use
Riven and Waten the functions given to the Minister under the River Waten Act

Forestty, the Minister's power to make Regulations in relation to approved timber
agreements affecting customary land, the licensing of mills, and the resemation of forests
to conserve water resources
Public Holidavs

Liquor
Although legislative competence and the various statutory functions in these areas are nearly all
devolved to the provinces, the actual extent of devolution is not easy to ascertain. Devolution of
power depends very much on the policy of the particular National Government in power, and on
the level of resources available to the Provincial Governments to implement the powers given to
them. Presently these governments are still almost entirely dependent upon National
Government funding. The low level of funding available has apparently been the prime reason
why devolution has not worked effectively to date.

3.6

The Ombudsman

3.6.1

Ombudsman and the Constitution

Article 96 of the C.onstitution establishes the public oflice of the Ombudsman. The functions of
the Ombudsman are to:

(a)

Inquire into the conduct of members of the Public Service, the Police Force, the
Prison Service, Provincial Governments and other such public agencies as
Parliament prescribes, in the exercise or abuse of their office or authority;

A)
(c)

Assist in the improvement of the practices and procedures of public bodies;

Ensure the elimination of arbitrary and unfair decisions;
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(d)

Perform additional functions conferrei by parliament.

The Ombudsman has no power over the Governor-General or the Director of Public

Prosecutions. Further, the Ombudsman has no power to question tbe decision of any Judge,
Magistrate or Registrar in the exercise of their judicial functions.

The Constitution attempts to place the Ombudsman above political influence. Every year the
Ombudsman rnust m_ake a report to Parliament, which may draw attention to any deflL in the
administration or defects in any law which appear to the Ombudsman to exist.

3.6.2

Tlu Ombudsman (Futther Provision)Act 1980.

This Act adds to the existing provisions in the C-onstitution relating to the Ombudsman. The Act
is in accord with the C-onstitution except for an unusual provision fr Section Z(3) which states:
the Ombudsman sball not conduct aninvestigation in respect of any complaint in
resPect of any action if he is given notice in writing by the Prime Minister that the
action was taken by a Minister in person in the-eiercise of his own deliberate
judgement.

This seems to mean that a citizen may not be able to have the Ombudsman investigate a
complaint o.f injustice if the decision causing the injustice is made personally by a Minister.- Such
a provision is unusual to say the least, in comparison with similar lCgislation in other countries.

3.6.3

Power of the Ombudsman

The Ombudsman is given power to refer matters back to public officials where he or she is of the
opinion that any officialaction was:

*
+
'
*

contrary to law;
based wholly or partly on a mistake of law or fact;

unreasonably delayed; or

otherwise unjusl ormanifestly unreasonable (s. 16Ombudsman (Funher
Provisions)

Act

1980).

The Ombudsman must- rePort his or

her_ opinion and reasons to the officer, department or
authority concerned and make recommendations to rectiS the situation. The Ombudsman must
send. a copy
9t these reports to the Prime Minister and- any other Minister mncerned. This
provision applies where the Ombudsman has decided that:

'
*
*
*

the investigated matter should be given further consideration;
the omission should be rectified;
aoy decision should be cancelled, reversed or varied;

any Practice or any law on which the Act, omission, decision or recommendation
was based sbould be changed;

*

or

that reasons should have been given for the decision, or some other steps taken.

This mechanism for 1e-ferring
investigated matter back to the officiats is of practical
-the
importance in terms of feedback and avoidance of error. The official receiving the refort may
be given a specified time in which to respond to the ombudsman's requests
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The Director of Public Prosecutions can instigate a prosecution of any person who wilfutly fails
to furnish information or produce documents validly requested by the Ombudsman or his or her
staff.

It seems clear that the Ombud.cman (Funher Provbion)
reviewed (see Reconmendation 5).
3.6.4

Act

1980 should be comprehensively

The role of the Ombudsman in Environmental Protection

The office of the Ombudsman has already proved that it has a significant role in government
which can directly and indirectly asist environmental protection in Solomon Islands. It is
important that the larvs and procedures laid down by Parliament to protect the environment are
carried out faithfully and properly by the officials charged with their implementation. For
example, various Ombudsman's Reports to Parliament in recent years demonstrated the glaring
inadequacies of present law and practic€s in the forestry sector (see further Chapter 13).
The mmplaint procedure to the Ombudsman is a way of ensuring that public ofEcials conduct
themselves and their administration according to the law. It is an important constitutional
safeguard. The mere presence of this safeguard and the placing of the office of the Ombudsman
above tbe political process should in itself assist proper government administration. It would
seery important that the Ombudsman's Reports be more widely distributed, especially to
outlyiDg communities, so that the office acts as an effective check on any wrongdoing or excesses
by government ofhcials or politicians.

3.7

Leadership Code

3.7.1 Iradenhip C-ode and the Constitution

VIII of the Constitution provides for a Leadenhip Code for community leaden in
Solomon Islands. The Code is intended to set out guidelines for public officials in thl conduct of
their official duties. Article 94 of the Constitution makes it compulsory for all public officials
both in their official and private lives not to:
lh-apter

*
*
*
*
r

place themselves in a position which means,
interests;

or could mean, a conflict of their

place themselves in a position in which the fair exercise of their public or official
duties might be compromised;
demean the office or position they hold;

allow their integrity to be called into question; or
endanger or diminish respect and confidence in the integrity of the government.

The Code further provides that officials must not use their office for penonal gain. Further, they
must not enter into any transaction or eDgage in any enterprise or activity which might bi
expected to give rise to doubt about whether that official is carrying out official duties properly
and in accordance with the C,ode.

The C-ode also requires officials to ensure as far as they laurfrrlly can that their spouses and
children and other persons for whom they are re.sponsible also mnduct themselves in a proper
manner.

3.7.2

Leadenhip Code (Further Provisions)Act 1979.

This Act makes further provisions expanding on those contained in the Constitution. The main
requirement is for all public oflicials to lodge with the Iradership Code C-ommission a list of
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their brsiness interests and activities every two years. This is wide-ranong and extends to

spouses, children and certain others.

Unfortunately- in tenns of the good administration of government in Solomon Islands, these
statutory provisions do not appear to be complied with in practice by some public officials-

3.7.3

The Leadership Code Commission as an Environmental Prote*tion Mechanism.

The C.ode can function in the samevay as the ofifice of the Ombudsman, in ensuring that public
officials respTl tbe law and carry it out faithfully. This is one way by which mm[tianci witU
environmental laws and practices can be ensured.

Ir is clearly-not desirable fo: public officials to have financial interests in activities which they are
duty-bound to regulate. Foreign developers are known to seek out and obtain the business
involvem.ent gf key p_ublic-officia\ or politicians in order to facilitate the running of a business
venture in Solomon Islands. It is obviously not in the public interest that this-be allowed to
occur. Serious consid-eration should be given to increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Present provislgns of thf Iradership Code Commission so as to protect the inregrity of all
government officials and to ensure that they keep the respect of the public, so thit tle hws
passed by Parliament are able to be carried out effectively (."e Recommlndation 6).

3.10

Recommendations for Chapter Three

5.

That the Ombudsman (Funher Prgvision) Act 1980 be reviewed and amended to bring it
into line with comparable legislation in other countries (page 19).

6.

That the Leadenhip Cde (Further hovisian) Act
(page 20).

1979 be

more rigourously enforced
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CHAPIER FOUR

IAND TENIJRE IN SOIOMON ISI,ANDS

4.1

Relevant legislation

Nrtionel
Commissiotts ol InquiryAct (Cap 31)
Cotutitution 1978
Customary Land Records Bill 1990

Land and Titles Act 1978
Local Courts Act 1973
Mines and Minemls

Act

1990

PeuoleumAct 1987

4.2

Land tenure and envimnment protection

As in many other Pacific countries, the customary land tenure slatem and traditional land use
practices in Solomon Islands have been the basis for management and use of fauna and flora.
Traditional practices include seasonal bans on hunting and fishing, tambus (prohibitions) on the
killing and eating of particular species and the exclnsion of outsiders from mmmunal territory
(see Eaton 1989:47). These practices do not necessarily arise out of any particular conservation
ethic, but more likely come from a straightforward desire to ensure sustainable and continued
use of natural resources into the future,
This chapter examines some of the land tenure provisions of the relevant legislation in order to
lay the basis for analping the environmental protection mechanisms found in subsequent
chapters. It also looks at the question of registration of land tenure and suggests alternative
wap of solving land disputes. The matters of land tenure and dispute resolution are seen to be
vital in terrns of exploring wayr in which conservation objectives can be achieved through
cooperation with landowners :
Since land rights are a structural feature of the Solomon Islands, any attempt to
regulate the use of natural resources, including water, should first address the
issue of land tenure, including limitations to customary ownership. (Zoleveke
1979 as quoted in Solanes 1987:6)
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Lsnd ownership

Some 87 per cent of land in Solomon Islands is held under customary ownenhip, much of which
is not registered under the Land and Titles Act. The balance of the land is mainly held by the
government. The Corutintion of Solomon Islands limits land ownership to Solomon Islanders:

The right to hold or acquire a pe{petual interest in land shall vest in any persotr
who is a Solomon Islander and only in such other person or persons as may be
prescribed by Parliament (s 110).

A Solomon Islander for the purposes of this part of the Constitution is as defined in the Land
andTitlesAct:
nSolomon Islandern means a person born
in the Solomon Islands who has two
grandparents who were members of a group, tribe or line indigenous to the
Solomon Islands (s 2 Land and Tilles Act aDd s 113(2) of the Constitution).

Any other person who Parliament allows to hold land can only bold it as a fixed-term interest.
T\e Land and Tilles Act limis fixed-term interests to 75 vears.
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4.4

Defrnition of land and the division of property rights

4.4.L

Customary tenure

The way in which land is defined is important in terms of who can own it, precisely what is
onmed, what the land produces and who can live tbere or use it in other wap. [n Melanesian
and other Pacific cultures, the land represents at once a spiritual relationship and one which
indicates group and individual identity. The importance of land cannot be underestimated. The
following, unitten in relation to Vanuatu, is also true of Solomon Islands:
The clan is its land, just as the clan is its ancestors. Each man must have some
place, some land which belongs to him, which is his territory. If he does not
control any land, he has no roots, status or power (Bonnemaison 19&t).

In Western-legal thought, property in land is also compler It is not so much the oumership of
the p\nbal elements as the expression of the relations betrreen people in relation to the lind.
Property in land can be divided into various 'bundles' of rights. For example, one person can
own the rights to the products of the land, while the Crown owns the rights to the minerals
underneath it. In customary tenure in the Pacific, such nbundles'are also understood:
Customary tenure was characterised by a multiplicity of different rights. These
included rights to clear and cultivate land, to build houses, to hunt, to pick fruit,
to fetch water and to have access to particular localised sourees such as salt or
potting clay. Some were held by individuals and othen by the whole group.
Several people might have different rights over the same piece of land; rigUts io
trees and to ownership of the land where they were planted could be held
separately. Areas held collectively included those reserved for ceremonial and
sacred purposes (Eaton 1985:8).

4.4.2

Primary and secondary rights

In

Solomon Islands, these various rights are often characterised as "primary rights' and
$ghF". Primary rights can mean collective ownenhip mmprising the right to use,
dispose of (in the sense of lease or exchange) and the right to sell the products of the land.
Secondary rights can mean a limited form of collective ownership mmprisihg the right to collecr
the products of the land or use the land as a garden. Other uses must be with the consent of the
primary land owner. The secondary right can be a temporary right granted by families and tied
to family membenhip, and can sometimes be granted to strangers.
"secondary

4.4.3

Meaning of 'landowner"

The case of. Fagui & Another v Solmac Construction Co Ltd (C-ommissioner D.R. Crome, High
C.ourt of Solomon Islands, Civil Cases Nos 44 & 45 of 1982) refen to these rights in the contexr
of considering the meaning of 'landowner' in a logging dispute:

It

is well established that in custom,land is owned not by a person, but by a line
ol tamjly 9r qrib!. _9lhgt persons, families, lines or tribes may have sedondary
rights in the land. [This includes] rights to grow crops, make gardens, take th!
fruit of trees, even to take the trees themselves to make mnoes or houses, and so
on. Ih9 permission of other Iines having interests in neighbouring lands may be
required, in custom, before a line can develop its own land in case ihat
development affects adjoining land in any way. There are ehiefs or big men, but
they may only behave in a customary way, and if they give away or sell interests in
customary land against gustom it is possible that not only will the dealing be void
but the chief may lose his right to be chief.

The word'landowners" in the context of customary land is one which can only be
used in a loose and imprecise sense, and I have no doubt that the Company has,
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by the constant reference to the word, been lulled into a false sense of security in
its venture (at 108).

4.4.4

Meaning of nland"

In the l-and and Titles Act, 'land' includes
land covered by water, all things growing on land and buildinp and other things
permanently fted to land but does not include minerals (including oils and
gases) or any substances in or under land which are of a kind ordinarily worked
for removal by underground or surface working.

4.5

Delinltlon of Contml over customary land

Meaning of "customary land"

T\e Land and

Titles

Act defines "customary land" in an unnecessarily complex way:

ncustomary

land" means any land (not being registered land, other than land
registered as customary land, or land in respect of which any person becomes or
is entitled to be registered as the owner of an estate pursuant to the provisions of
Part trI) lawfully owned, used or occupied by a penon or oommunity in
accordance with customary usage, and shall include any land deemed to be
customary land by paragraph ?3 of the Second Schedule to the repealed
Ordinance.
This means in effect that any land that is not registered under the Act, but which is owned by a
person or community according to custom, is customary land. If customary land becomes
registered as customary land, it can legally still be regarded as customary land.
The meaning of paragraph 23 of the Second Schedule of the repealed Ordinance, referred to in
tbe definition, is that any land that was set aside for occupation for Solomon Islanders before
1J)69, is also customary land, as long as continuous occupation can be proved since the date on
which the land was set aside (see Land and Titles Act, note to s 2).

The definition of nland" and ncustomary land" do not include the minerals or any other
substances in or under land which is mined by any process. Tbe ownenhip of these elements
remains in effect with the government. This means that decisions made in relation to customary
Iand by the customary landowners are limited by the provisions of the mining and petroleum
legislation. In other words, landowners cannot make decisions by themselves about these
resources either in relation to their own exploitation of them or by others. However, they do
have specific righs to exclude people from prospecting and mining under tbe Mines and
Minerals Act /90. Thus, if a landowner refuses to grant access rights to the surface of the land,
the mining company cannot obtain a mining licence. In addition, landowners are able to be
represented on the Minerals Board whenerver an application is being considered in relation to
their land (see further Chapter 14 below).

The definitions of land and customary land make clear that any products of the land such as
trees and other vegetation are within the domain of the landowners. Thus any exploitation of
forest resources or other vegetation on customary land can only take place wittr tnb consent of
the landownen. Decisions about the use of land for purposes such as tourism and similar uses
are also made by the landowners. Negotiations and bargaining over the use of the resources
often takes place betrveen the landowners and a company wishing to exploit a resource in
relation to forestry. Those negotiations must take place in accordance with specific rules laid
down by the forestry legislation.
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4.6

Marine tenurt

In the traditional s)rstem, marine tenure exists in the sense that a group may claim exclusive use
sea, beach or lagoon. Outsiders are excluded- and may only fth with the
permission of the group. This may be restricted to certain times of the year and be conditional
oD some form of pa)'ment" gifts or a proportion of the catch. Rights to gather shells and other
products are safeguarded in a similar way (Eaton 1985:12).

of an area of

In Solomon Islands, as in many other countries, the land and sea below the high water mark are
generally.regut-d4
ft government land. Crstomary marine tenures are recognised in the sense
that traditional fishing rights are protected in the Fisheries Act 1972, so that reef ownen can
control who fishes in their customary watea, and agreements can be made about the purchase of
marine products (see further Chapter 11 below).

In certain situations, _the common law position about oumenhip of the sea can be replaced by
Alladyce Lumber Cb Ltd v Laore High Court of Solomon Islaids, t9B6
Solomon Island Law Repors 5. The High C-ourt has exclusive jurisdiction to deterrrine wLether
anyfa_ndiscustomaryland(LandandTitlesActs?3lQ)ands232(1). However,intheAllardye
case, Ward CJ held that the definition of land in the Land and Titles;tct, which includes lind
customary_ righrs:

covered by water, does not include the seabed:

It is clear that the essence of the definition

is the word land and that is used as
the opposite to sea. Thus areas covered by lakes or riven may be included as
land whilst the tidal stretches of riven will not. Similarly, if a man gamyates his
land and allows the sea to flood the excavated area, it aoes not, by that, cease to
be land.

The Court held that the reefs involved in that case, being areaspennanently covered with water,
were not within the definition of land, and thus muld not be customary land. The l-ocal Court
could not therefore rule on the ownership of tbe reefs. However, tne Higtr Court held that any
lgh.ts short-of o-wnership, being rights which sprang from ownenhip of thE adjoining land, couli
be decided by the I-ocal Court.

4,7

Locsl Courts and customary land

I-ocal Courts are established under the Local Courts Act by warrant from the Governor-General.
The Local C-ourt deals with a wide range of. matten, including disputes over customary land.
4pp""tt from I-ocal Courts over customary land are to Customary l-and Appeal C.nuru (see
below; see also, Campbell 1977).

4.8

The Customnry Land Appeol Courts

Qusloma.ry 44.Apq"al Courts may-be eshqfished by warrant of the Chief Justice pursuant to
the Land and Titles Act. Such courts have jurisdiction over the area or areas of the Local C-ourt
as the Chief Justice decides. The Customary Land Appeal C.ourt provisions are found in the
Land and Titles Act, ss 231, 231L2318.

Customary Land Appeal Courts.havg b-een established in every province. A Customary I-and
Appeal Court is required to consist of a President, a Vice-President and not less than threb other
memben. In order to ensure that there is a person on the coun with legal qualifications, at least
one of the members of the court must be a Magistrate. The Chief Jusiice has discretion to
decide the length of the appointments of members of the Customary Iand Appeal C-ourts.

For all purposes relating to land, this court has all the powers of a Local Court. The court is
unable to sit unless there is a quorum of five memben present.

It

is significant to note that n-o legal practitioner is permitted to appear before a Customary land
appeal court. The reason for this appears to be that a legal piactitioner may unnecessarily
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complicate issues before the court with non+ustomary legal argument, which would normally be
inappropriate and irrelevant to the mnsideration of substantive customary law matters.

4.9

Appeals to and ftom the Customary Land Appeal C.ourt

Any person who is aggrieved by a decision of a I-ocal C-ourt in relation to customary land may
appeal to a Customary Land Appeal Court within tbree months of the date of the I-ocal Court's
decision or order. The exception to this is a determination as to whether any land is ctxtomary
land (see Land and Titles Act s 231(1)).

The Customary land Appeal Court may substitute its own decision for the Local Court's
decision and may make any order as seems just in tbe circumstances.

Any person who h aggrieved by a decision of the Customary l-and Appeal Court may lodge a
further appeal to the High Court of Solomon Islands within three months. This appeal may be
on two grounds. The first ground is whether the decision of the Customary Court was wrong in
point of law. The Act provides that the expression "point of lad does not for this purpose
include a point of customae law. In other words, the Customary l:nd Appeal Court has sole
jurisdiction over points of customary law. This makes a good deal of sense, as the whole purpose
of tbe Customary I-and Appeal Court is to ensure that customary law is explained and
interpreted in accordance with the knowledge of memben of that murt who by their linl$ with
the community and the land are seen as the custodians of that law. (It is not necessary for the
Magistrate who is a member of the Customary Court to be a custodian of the relevant customary
law.) The second ground of appeal is where there is a failure to comply with any procedural
requirement of any written, non-customary law.

4.10

Regulations in rclation to Customary [.and Appeal C.ourts

The Minister for I-ands may make regulations which apply to the Customary I-and Appeal Court
in relation to two matters. The first concerns the challenging of any member of the court by any
party to proceedings before it. This would allow a party to challenge, for example, a member of
the court who had a financial, property or personal interest in the proceedings, or a member who
was closely connected with a party who had such an interest. (see Land and Tilles Act s
235(1)(a)(v)). The second aspect on which the Minister can make regulations is in relation to
the preservation and duplication of records and their inspection by the public.

4.11

Crctnmary Lands Renrds

Bill

1990

rnd similar schemes

4.11.1 Registration of customary land
In the document Land: Proposal for a Govemment Poliq, (no date, presumably 1990) it is stated
that it is intended to introduce satisfactory legislation to stabilise customary land "in all of its
cultural essences; a law to underpin the whole heart of Solomon Islands cultural identity'. In
pursuance of this policy on land, a Customary Lands Records BilI has been drafted 'to provide for
the recording of customary land holdings; to empower land holding groups to appoint
representatives to deal with recordei customary land holdinS, the establishment of an office of
National Recorder of customary land and records offices in the provinces...' (preamble to the
Bilr).

The Bill sets up an administrative mechanism on both a natioual and provincial basis to process
claims for the recording of customary rights and demarcation of the extent of the boundaries of
the customary land of any customary landholding group. The area must first be declared by the
Minister as a Customary I:nd Record Area for the purposes of the legislation.
In the Objects and Reasons, appended to the Bill, it is stated:

At present there is no legislation which provides for the registration of customary
land. This situation has resulted to a great extent in hampering the development
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of the economy of Solomon Islands It is therefore considered appropriate that
legislation be introduced to resolve the mmplexities of customary iand titles,
whilst proterting and permitting crstomary dealings in land.
This Bill therefore seels to:

'
*
*

provide for registration of customary land boundaries;
make provision for rerorded land boundaries to be mnclusive evidence
of the boundaries and the land holding groups entitled to primary rights;
make provision for the appointment of group representatives authorised
to deal with such recorded land on behalf of the land holding group .....

4.11.2 Primary and Secondary rights under theCustomary Lands Recods Bill
Once recorded, the primary-rights 9! the landholding group cannot be defeated except in
accordance with the proposed Acl. "Prigrary rights" is defined to meaD "the right to carry out
any act on ttte bld conc€rned without reference to any other personn. "Secondiry rights' is not
defined in the Bill, but is assumed to mean- by implication that the rights of a secon-dary rights
a-re subject to the rights of the holder of the primary rights; -see further, 4.4.2- ab6ve.
{tlder
nPerson'is defined
to include
group.
a landholding

Once entered in the record, the land holding group may apply to the Registrar of Titles to have
their primary rights registered in accordance with the Land and Titles Ait. The Bill also makes
provision for secondary rights to be protected and recorded. Agreements may be entered into
pY representatives of the land h-oldin-g grolp wilh any other penon to use all or any part of the
land or to lease all or any part of the land. Such leases may be recorded under the Acf.

4.11.3 Malaita Provincial Plan
It would appear that there is some s^uppgr! for the recording and registration of customary lands.
One example of such support is found in the Malaita Piovinciaf Plan 1988-1992, whlre the
registration of customary lands is identified. as part of a development stratery for the province.
The objectiyg i. stated to be the reduction or elimination bf lanO disp[tes and io clariS
ownership of land in order to facilitate development efforts, especiatly in ruial areas
by .creating a^ Provincial policy in agreement with tribal chiefs leading to
registration of all customary lands and genealogies in a central Provincial
registration office. (Malaita Provincial Plan I 988:69).
However the- support- for such. a strategy p not universal and there are some who, despite the
present problems and uncertainties over land tenure, are opposed to the imposition of a ne*
s)6tem of registration of customary land and customary land rigtrts.

4.11.4 Fijian s)'stem.
Interest has been expressed by Solo-mon Islands in the Native Land Trust Board (M-TB) of Fiji.
Q,g. Solqnol ttar 29.November -1991). In Fij_i, E p-"t cent of the land is owned- by indigenous
NL-TB administers all customa.ry lan-ds for the benefit of the indigenors pedple of
ftti"*._Tg
F ji. Of this land, part is reserved exclusively for use by Fijians. Other arels can 'be Gased
the.NLTB. Crown land and freehold make up the remainder (see further, Eaton
!!t^"_ug!,.
1985:59). Although that system is unlikely to be directly transferable to Solomon Islands, it has
features which could be adapted to suit the needs of this @untry, in relation to both
development and conservation. New 7*,aland is another Pacific Islands jurisdiction which has a
system of customary land
(Maori land) incorporated into a land registration system
_ownenhip
similar to that in Solomon Islands.
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4.11.5 Registration of land and conservation practices

In considering tbe Customary Land Records Bill, n particular in relation to its potential to
mntribute to good conservation practice, it is perhaps wise to bear in mind the writings of

various scholan in the Pacific who have explored the issues of putting law into code form and
registration, and have commented oD some of the results of registering customary lands; see in
particular Crocombe 1988 and 1989:105, Eaton 1985, Pulea 1985.

4,L2

ALond Conmission

An alternative scheme for recording of customary land is tentatively

suggested

scheme incorporates elements of the above and involves the establishment of

i

here. This

t-anO Tribunal

or

C.omgission set up in a similarway to Commissions of Inquiry under the Commissions of Inquiry
Act. This alternative is derived from a paper written by a former Chief Magistrate and Registrar
of the High C,ourt of Solomon Islands, Ur OaviO Chetr4md (see CbetwJrnd 1991). The term
"Commission'has been substituted here for Cheturynd's "Tribunal'. Such a C-omriission muld
be established for each province, replacing the Customary land appeal court q6tem presently in
PlaT. Chetrvynd lug-gested that such a body would operate outside the formal court s)'stem and
involve a good deal of public participation.

The essence of the Chetwynd scheme is as follows (the language and process have been modified
and expanded slightly):

1.

The Commission Chairpenon would be appointed by the Judicial and Iegal
Service C-ommission. Members of the Commission would be appointed by the
Chairpenon, probably from the pool of members of Customary fand Appeal
C-ourts and l.ocal Courts.

2.

A large area within a province would be selected, and advertisements and notices
would be published advising of bearings. (Ihe advertisements and notices would
need to be broadcast widely through Solomon Islands, as many landowners do
not live on their land, or in the same province as their land).

3.

Anyone wishing to make representations would attend and be heard. AII
rePresentations, oral and in writing would be recorded. Despite difficulties of
giving details, genealogies would be an e.sseDtial part of the evidence. The
evidence would not be formal in the sense of hearings in a court of law.

4.

The Commission could question any person in relation to their evidence, or
about anyone else's evidence.

5.

Maps and aerial photographs muld be part of the evidence. Previous cases
regarding the land in question could also be referred to, but not in the sense of
those cases being precedents binding on the C-ommission.

6.

Once tbe hearings were concluded for tbe area, a written report would then be
of the evidence, views and
recommendations of the chiefs, and maps and photographs. The publication of
details of genealogies would require the consent of the relevant landowners.

7.

A further public meeting would be held at the conclusion of a reasonable period,
to obtain further views and where neoessary to correct the initial report. Any
disputes that were still evident at the second round of hearings could be
addressed through a process of mediation in order to ensure tbat all parties were
mmfortable with the decision. A small team of mediaton would need to be
trained specifically for this task. The aim of the second hearing would be to arrive

circulated. This would include summaries

at a @nsensus between any parties in dispute.
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8.

After the second round of bearings, a comprehensive Final Report would be
prepared by the C-ommission. This would include details of who the primary

landowners were, what righs were held by them and by any secondary b*ners;
maPs, qlotggrapbs, gcnealogies, boundaries, tambu sites, gardens, plantations
etc would all be included.

9.

The Ftla! Report qyld not_normally be appealed against. Two reasons are put
fonvard for this: Firstly, if the participaiion of thE public has been full ind
adequate, and mediatioi process& havi Ueen properly carried out, it is unlikely
'secondly,
that-a new round of hearingp would come to a' aiiferint decision.
t6
gtvg q right of appeal would place the process back into the ordinary legal sysiem,
and the Commission's decision would acquire the flavour of a murt decision, a
result which is intended to be avoided by this alternative process.

However.

if. it

appears !h_al any injustice was done through lack of

communication, and that this injustice could be adequately be shown, the matter
could be reopened at the discretion of the C.ommission.

10-

The Final Report would need to be subject to judicial review to correct
proced ural or administrative errors.

LL.

Implementation of the Final Repgrt could follow one of several options. The
first would be the formation of Land Management Committees. These
C-ommittees.would
?mprise chiefs and other important and respected people of
the area, whose_primaryfunction would be to oversee the use and pioper
management of the land, in accordance with the rights of the owners and variirus
rights holders as found in the Final Report.
Any disputes would be referred to the I:nd Management C.ommittee in the fint
instance. Disputes which could not be resolved at a local level would be referred
to the I-and Commission for-a hearing, following a similar pattern to the original
process, but on a smaller scale. Mediation would once again be an essential-part
of this Proc€ss.
Committee would not nonnally bE able to go against the
-The
wishes of the landov"ners.

The l.and Management Committee would also have the responsibility of
receiving and managing any income from the land under its cire, and hold

monies in trust for the various landowners. Trust monies should be subject to
special-accounring rules, with qualifications of trustees being spelled out. This
would be
im.portant where major development is lroposed for the
-particularly
area, which would result in inmme for the landowners:

The second option, which could be mmbined with the first, could be the

registration of the various property interests according to a scheme similar to that
found in the Customary Land Records BiIl (refened to in 4.11, above).

12.

Once a number of major areas had been processed by the I:nd Commission, it is
mnceivable that the environmental planning, management and assessment
Processes suggested elsewhere in this Report and in the National Environment
Management-Strategr-.*gld be integrated with the Land Management
C-ommittee scheme outlined here.

This Chetrvynd proposal is one alternative. Modified or different proposals incorporating a
more rigid co-urt case-based proces-s or perhaps a more flexible medi-ation-based process coild
also be considered (see Rec'onmendations 7 end 8).
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{.1:l
7.

Roeonnondeffouc for Chlptenl

&

That'a Land Oomnission'ber tablished by a'I,aA hwfisdnn

That,a prograutme of education and soDrultation be launchd througb newspapers and
radb ou how tbs land tcnwe law'qorb,ul&al pmblenc therc apwift it, ,aod,!o eanvas$,
proposals for rcfurm (page 28).

Sfsbmnry IaDd App€al Oorurt,eyrten

6page ?8).

Ad to replaee the
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CHAPTER FIVE

EhMRONMENTAL PII\NMNG AND ASSESSMENT

5.1

Relevanl Legislation

Nstional
InvestmentAct 1990
ResearchAct 1979
Town and Cowtry PlannkgAct 1979
Pmvlnclal

Westeil Pmvincc
Draft Westem Province Environmental Management Odinance 1991
Western hovince BuiHing Ordinance 199 I
By-laws

Honiara Town Council BuiHing By-laws

5,2

Intmduction

This chapter examines the legislation, administrative directions and practice relwant to phpical
planning and environmental impact assessment. The scope for achieving an integrated
fPproach to environmental planning and assessment is explored, and suggestions are made on
how to achieve this objective through legislative change and administrative ieorganisation.

53

Town and C-ountry

5.3.1

Administration

Planning,4e 1979

At the present time, the Town and Country PlanningAct 1979 is the primary legal mechanism for
the regulation of planning matters at both national and provincial level. It is potentially the basis
for a much broader s)6tem of environmental planning and protection. Although tbe Act covers
nCountryn,
it is generally applied only in relaiion to urban areas. There is liitle in the way of
formal planning ouside of urban areas in Solomon Islands.
The Act is administered through the Phpical Planning Division of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Lands. The Act was amended in 1982 to devolve the phpical planning function to the
Provincial Assemblies and the Honiara Town Council. Underthe amendment, each province is
intended to have its own Town and Country Planning Board. The Minister in charle of town
and country planning appoints up to nine Board Members acting on the advice of the Provincial
Executive. Membership of the Boards can thus be mntrolled by the Provincial Premier and
Executive.
As well as being responsible for the preparation of a l-ocal Planning Scheme, the Board has wide

ndevelopment" is restrictively
Poyers to control development of land in its area. However,
defined (see below). The Board does not have jurisdiction over customary lands.

5.3.2

Definition of development

The precise definition of the term, ndevelopment" is important, because it is only development as
defined in the Act that requires consent from the Town and Country Planning Board.
Development is defined as the
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carrying out of building, engineering, mining or other operations in, over or
under any land, or the making of any material change in the use of any buildings
or other land.
However there are six exceptions which are deemed not to be "developmentn. Tbey are:

*
t
*
*
*
'

interior alterations of

a

building;

making roads;
streetworks;

development of land adjacent to a houe;
the use of any land for the purposes of agriculture, livestock keeping, fishing and
forestry
other developments as prescribed by Regulation by the Minister.

The Act thus excludes the Board from being concerned witb agriculture, fishing and forestry
developments in

5.3.3

is

Province or Council area. This is a major restriction.

C.ontrol of development of land

The Ministgr may order that the development control provisions of the Act apply to any area of
Solomon Islands. However, the application of the Act is severely limited by thl fact thit it does
not apply to customary lands. Thus it cannot apply to some 87 percent of the land in Solomon
Islands.

There is no indication in the Act of precisely what environmental and planning matters must be
borne in mind when a Town and C-ountry Planning Board is considering an application. There is
no- requirement in the Act for other public bodies to be consulted, although this does oocur
informally on occasion. All of these matters may be addressed in Regulations. However, no
Regulations have been drafted to date (see Recommendation 9).

5.3-4

Ministerialpowers

The Minister administering the Act (presently th_e Minister for Agriculture and I-ands) has a
r-angeof powers. He or she may give a Town and C-ountry Planning Board any general or'special
directions about theexercise of any of is functions or the performance of any of is duties(s 5).
The Board is obliged to
with any directions_givel. There is no mechanism for resoiving
-comply
disputes. between the Minister and the Board. Tbe Minister also has final decision making
powers in relation to appeals from decisioDs of a Town and Country Planning Board. (See 53.7
below).

5.3.5

Enforcementnotices

Where development has been carried out without the planning permission required under the
Act, or against the conditions of the Board, an enforcement notice may be issued. Such a notice
can be issued up to four years after the development has been carried out. The enforcement
notice may speci$ what steps must be taken to restore the land back into the condition it was in
before the development took place, or for complying with any specified conditions. The notice
may require.the demolition or alteration 9f any buildings or works, the discontinuance of any use
or_the carrying out of any building or other operations. The enforcement notice can only take
effryt at the expiration of a minimum of 4 9u1a after service of the notice. When an appeal is
made to the I-ocal C-ourt against the enforcement notice, the operation of the nbiice is
suspended pending the determination of the appeal. If the appeal is dismissed, or the
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enforcement notice is varied, another ?8 day period is allowed before the notice again becomes
effective.
These provisions give Planning Officers very little power to halt development that is being
carried out contrary to the I-ocal Planning Scheme. The strength of the enforcement notice
prwision can usefully be compared with the Stop Notice provision found in the Building
Ordinance enacted by Western Province. That provision gives power to an authorised officer to
serve a Stop Notice on a Permit Holder, the builder or the owner of the land on which a building
is being mnstructed. This Stop Notice requires building construction to stop immediately, and
also acts as an immediate suspension of a building permit" where such a permit has been issued
(see Recommendation l0).

5.3.6

Appeals from the Board to the Minister

Appeals from the decisions of a Board lie direct to the Minister (s 19). The Minister may allow
or dismiss the appeal, or reverse or vary any part of it, whether or not the appeal relates to tbat
part of the decision. The Act provides that the Minister may deal with the application as if it had
been made to him or her in the first instance. The Minister's decision is final and conclusive.
The Act provides that it cannot be questioned in any proceedings whatsoever (s 19(5)) (se.
Recommendations ll and 12).

5.4

The Investment

5.4.1

Application

Tlne Investment

Act

Act 1990

1990 repealed the Foreign Investment

Act 1979. It

is noteworthy that the new

Act covers both foreign and local investors.

Some countries use their mnstitutional powers over foreign investment to ensure that
appropriate measures are taken for the protection of the environment through development
proposals put forward by foreign investors. The way that this is usually done is for environmental
impact assessment poliry and legislation to be triggered whenever a significant development
proposal is received from a foreign investor.

Tlte Investment Act 1990 already includes a trigger to allow such an environmental impact
assessment Process to be set in train. Section 5 provides that on receipt of an investment
proposal from a foreign investor, the Invqstment Board must give notice to the appropriate
Ministries, relevant Provincial Governments or the Honiara Town Council, as the case may be,
and seek their approval in relation to the application. The relevant bodies are required to
ensure that the investment proposal mmplies with the requirements of the nrelevant or
qualiSing laws'. On receipt of confirmation that the proposal does comply with any relevant or
qualiffing la\r6, the Board may approve the proposal, and grant a certificate of approval.

5.4.2

Investment and environment

Although the Act does not include any direct requirements to take into account environmental
matters. Such a requirement could be specifically included in tbe Investment Act. Many overseas
investon are well acquainted with the need to mmply with the environmental laws of the
countries in which they invest, and an increasing number have company policies to ensure that
they comply precisely with the requirements, as they see it as of benefit in a number of ways.
The fint and most important reason for a company to take environmental mnsiderations into
account is becar.rse it is good business practice to apply the strictest international standards
possible, in order to indicate to countries and communities in which they wish to invest that they
are good ncorporate citizens'.
The second is one of potential legal liability if the activities of the company result in damage to
human health or to property. It is particularly in relation to activities which involve the
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importation and use of toxic and hazardous chemicals that such potential liability can exist. If
tbrough tbe negligence of a foreign company operating in Solomon Islands, land or waterwayn
become contaminated, and people or property are injured or damaged, even years aftenvards,
that compaDy can be held liable. In legal.actions in r€cent years in the United States, Japan and
several European countries, vast sums of money have had to be paid out by foreign aird local
-well
investors to clean
hazardous waste dumps and industrial sites, as
as providing
-upcompensation to individuals or to families.

\\e Environrnent Act proposed b_y this Review can address the activities

of foreign and local
investors by simply requiring all proposals for dwelopment from investors Io have an
environmental impact assessment (EIA) at the appropriatelevel (see Recommendation l3).
Invesnnent Act 1990 dcrs qot_specr$ precisely who the Minister may appoint to be a
member of the Investment Board. In the light of the above discussion, it niay well be wise to
sPecry this more precisely. An officer of the Environment and Consenation Dirrision of the
Ministry of Natural Resources would be an obvious inclusion. Such a member would be able to
u_dtE" directly on whether or not environmental considerations ought to be taken into account in
the Board's consideration of particular proposals (sce Recommend-ation l4).

T\e

5.5

Tourism and Enyironmental Impact Assessment

The sector that has perhaps th: most advanced policy on Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA)-is that of tourism. The Solomon Islands Tourism Development Plan tggt-Zp has an
extensive section devoted-to the processes of EIA in relation to both small and large tourism
developments-(Ministry of Tourism-and the South Pacific Tourism Council 1991:167--172). The
plan has also developed guideline.s for EIA
ln discussing EIA, the Ministry of Tourism states:
ptojectt should p_9 syUjqct to some form of environmental
4l
planning stage and if it is felt that they

scrutiny during the

have the potential to cause environmEntal

damage, _they should be r.equired to submit an environmental impact statement
as part of the project feasibility report (at p 173).

The Report notes that there is no environmental impact legislation in Solomon klands at
present, and recommends that such legislation should be enacted. A further important point in

this context is that once an environmental impact statement is submitted, a key component in
the assessment phase of that statement is the need for public involvemeni, to illow the
community to exPress its concerns, and to allow the developei to address those concerns before
social tensions and mnflicts arise (at p 173).

The Tourism Development Plan includes a comprehensive set of guideline.s on EIA Those
guidelines indicale that EIA should be viewed as.an integral mmponEnt of the project cycle, not
as an extra to it. Tourism is discussed further in Chapter 15 below.

5.6

Watsn Pmvine Envimnmertal

5.6.1

Environmental Impact Assessment

Management

(Hinane IggI (DnIt)

Tbe draft Western Province Environmental Man^agement Ordinance has not yet been passed by
the Provincial Assembly. _ In the absence of national environment legislation, ihis draft
Ordinance is the broadest instrument for environmental regulation in Solom-on Islands. Certain
elements could be used as a model for national environmEnt legislation or for other provincial
Ordinances. It is at once broader and more specific than the nvo-bilb produced at national level
tq f.l (Harding l99Q.Liptol-g92). .The pah of this Ordinance dealing with pollution is dealt
with in C-hgntgr 7. below. This section sets out the environmental pi-anning and assessment
aspects of the Ordinance.
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5.6.2

Provisions of the Ordinance

is

T\e Western hovince Policy on the Envircrunent and Part Itr of
draft Envirorntental
Maryageryent Ordinance l99l provides a good example at Provincial level of a simple and
straightforward forrr of environm ental im pact assessm euL

*

The draft Ordinance requires dwelopers in Western Province to produce a brief
written preliminary statement to the Provincial Executive so it can decide
whether the proposed der,relopment activity is one which will require
environmental impact assessment. If the Executive decides that an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report is necessary on the likely
effects on the environment of the proposed development activig, the developer
must produce a report in tbe form set out in tbe Ordinance.

+

*
*

The EIA Report must be clear and concise and able to be understood by
ordinary Solomon Island people. It must not be unduly technical, and neither
misleading nor mnfising. The Report must not leave out any relevant
information. Detailed technical and scientific information must be set out in an
attachment to the report.
There is provision for the Executive
consultant in assessing the EIA Report.

to obtain

assistance from an outside

Local people are made aware of the EIA Report by the requirement that it be
displayed on public notice boards throughout the Province. The public are asked

to consider the Report and a meeting is then convened by the l-ocal Area or
Town C-ouncil at which the development proposal is discussed in public. The
Council then records the views of the meeting, makes recommendations and
sends these to the Provincial Executive and the Ministry of Natural Resources in
Honiara. The Ministry must consider the Council's report on the ELA Report
and any consultant's report and gives its views and recommendations to the
Executive.

*
n

The Executive also rereives advice on the EIA Report from its own Planning,
Health and Environment divisions, and it then assesses all the information given
to it.
The Executive has power to:

+
'
*
*
*

disallow the proposed development activit)';
approve the proposed development activity
approve the proposed development activity subject to conditions;
require a supplementary Environmental Impact Assessment Report from
the developer.

The Executive also has the important power of being able to mntrol the
development because of the requirement of all developers and businesses to
have a business licence.

*

These draft legislative provisions were foreshadowed in the Province's
mmprehensive Poliry on the Environment, which has among its policy goals and
objectives:

The protection, preservation and conservation of the
natural resources of Western Province...: and to
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a mntrolled and orderly development of
Western Province which enhances the quality of life for
individuals, the mmmunity, the Prorrince and the nation.
Achieve

The provisio_ns of Western Pronince's draft Ordinance provisions about Environment lmpact

Assessment Reports provide a good model for adoption in new central govemment legishfion.
However, in order to ensure that such provisions are adequate$ administered, it iould be

to establish a qgw.goyernment fuency or Division, either within tbe Ministry of
Natural Resources or outside ir Such a body should have both the expertise and the resources
to implement the environmental impact assessment provisions (see flecummendations lS end
r6).
P_ecessqry

5.7

RnurchAd

1982

Ulder tlis

required from a central g(wernment agency called the
nResearch ^A"l.tpecialpermission, !.s
C-ommitteen
before
a person may carry out research riork in Solomon
4pplication

Islands. "Research' is yn{ely defined and coven the work involved in obtaining the
environmental survey and data collection necessary for environmental impact assessment
procedures.

As tbe law stands, the Provincial authorities cannot soficit and obtain the services of bona fide
oven;eas- agencies or.experts to do this work for them without fint obtaining central government
approval. The hovinci.al Govemment Act 1981 (s 35(6)) has a similar effEct. wnite there are
sensible reasons to scre€n so-called nexperts", modification of thqse requirements should be
considered so that the Provinces have the power to select and invite outside research assistance
to provide information on environmental survep and data collection. The overall mntrol of
immigration and visa provision to foreigners of course needs to remain with the National
Government (see Recommendation l7).

5.8
9.

Reconmendetions for Chapter Five

That comprehensive_ Regulations under the Town and Country Planning Act 1979 be
passed to ensure that environmental and customary matters are addressed when
applications for development are being considered (page 3l).

10.

That enforcement provisions in the Town and Country Ptanning Act Dn be
strengthened. In particular, prwision
lor a Stop Notice, allowing immediate stopping of
work, should be included in the legislation (page 32).

11.

That Ministerial powers in the Town and Country Planning Act 19D be clarified and
spelled out in Regulations @age32).

12.

That allowance should be made for appeals from the Minister's decision on
development application (page 32).

13.

a

That all local and foreign development activity requiring apprwal under the Investment
1990 be subject _to an^-appropriate level of Envfroniental Impact Assessment,
supervised by the Ministly of Natural Resources (page 33).

Act

14.

That a representative from the Environment and Conservation Division of the Ministrv
of Natural Resources be added to the Investment Board (page 33).

15.

That all exisling and propoled development which affects or is likely to affect the
environment be subjegl to Development Applic-ation procedures and in appropriate
level of Environmental Impact Assesment (page 35).
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16.

That a new Division within the Ministry of Natural Resources or a new Agency be
created, to, among its other responsibilities, administer the environmental impact
assessment provi.sions of the proposed EnvircrunentAct @age35).

17.

That consideration be given to devolution of the functions under the ResearchAct 1982
to the Provinces and a relaxation of the provisions in the hovincial GovemmentAct I98I
so as to allow the Prorrinces to consult with the National Crovernnent, for the purposes
9f s$hining the services of overscas agencies to assist with environment protection in the
Provinces (pages 35).
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CIIAPTER SIX
WATER MANAGEMENTAND WATER QUALITY

6.1

Relennt Legislation

National
Forest Resoutces and Timber Ut'tlisation Act
RiverWatenAct 1969
RuralWater Supply Regulations 1987 (drafi)
Town and Cornny PlanningAct 1979
Water SupplyAct 1981
Water Bill

1991

Pmvincial
Westem Province
Coastal and

6.2

Lagnn ShippingOrdinance

1991

Introduction

The question of water management and water quality needs to be urgently addressed. The
relevant legislation is out of date and largely inappropriate to present day needs. Although
various attempts have been made to introduce new legislation in recent years, Do new legislation
has been enacted. A United Nations Report (Solanes 1988) found that although the country has
several water-related laws, they do not provide a coherent framework for water management
and conservation. It stated that the framework needed to be updated and coordinated through
the enactment of comprehensive legislation.
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Nverlfaten Act 1969 andWour Supply Ad

1981

The main legislation, the River Waters Act 1969, is meant to "provide for the control of river
waters and for the equitable and beneficial use thereof...' (preamble). However, the Act only
applies to areas that are specihcally designated. Only six areas have been designated under the
legislation_since its enactment (Mataniko and White Rivers, Mbalisuna, Ngilimbui, Lungga,
Mamara, Guadalcanal). No further areas have been designated since l9&4.
The word "river' is defined as including:
any waterooune whether natural or artificial and any dam, lake, pond, sw&rtrp,
marsh or other body of water forming part of that watercourse (s 2).

The definition does not include groundwaters or surface waters other than rivers or parts of
rivers.

6.4

Otber national legislation rclevant to nater managenent

6.4.1

Local Planning Schemes under theTown and Country PlnnningAct 1979.

A local Planning Scheme under Part IfI of this Act may include special areas or zones set aside
as water catchment areas. The Scheme can speci$ what development, if any, is allowed to take
place in such a reserved zone. Section 29 of the Act allows this to happen without compensation
having to be paid. However, Section 7 excludes customary land from that land which the
Minister is permitted to declare

as a

nl-ocal

Planning Arean.
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6.4.2

Forcst Resowres and Timber UtilbationAct

IggI

Under Section 13 of tbe Forest Resorrces and Timber Utilisation Act, areas of forest may be
reserved in order to @nserve water resouroes. The Provincial Executive under a devolution
order has this power because of Schedule 5 of the hovincial Govemment Act 1981. A
declaration of an area as a water catchment reserve also specifies the extent to which any rights
may-be exercised in the area. Thus the rigbt to cut trees may be restricted or banned altogether.
Declaration of such areas is endorsed in Western Province's Policy on the Environment (see
Recommendation 18).

6.4.3

Fisluries Regulations

T:
lblryt Regulatioru contain provisions prohibiting pollution of the sea. (See paragraph
11.3.4 of Chapter 11 below).
6.5

Watershed management

6.5.1 Ingging
Since.the Present s)6tem of customary ownenhip and related rights is flexible and
woMng, any attempt at water legislation should identi$ the legal limitations to
be faced by every landowner (including customary owners) on behalf of
development and conservation of water and related land resources. (Solanes
1988:3)

Wben enmeshed within Western production methods and market structures, lands held in
common can be subjected to unwarranted degradation, either for the benefit of extractive
activities, a few local business people, or both. Thus, neither efficiency nor equity or
conservation are encouraged. The logging-related problems of watenhed conservation iilusirate
this well enough.
Clauses 4 and 7 of the Standard.I-ogging Agreement (see paragraph 13.3.6 of Chapter 13 below)
could be used for imposing and justiffing measures for waiershed management.

6.5.2

Offences

Under the River Waten Act, unless a permit is issued, a person is guilty of an offence if he or she:

*
I
r
*
+

diverts water from a river;
fells any tree so that it falls into a river or river bed;
obstructs of interferes with a river or river bed;

builds any bridge, jetty or landing stage over or beside a river;
damages or interferes with the banks of any river.

These provisions- do not 3pply in relation to diversion of water for domestic purposes and
although widgly drawn, it is important to remember that they only apply in areai to which the
Act applies (See 3.1 above).

6.5.3

Permits to divert water

Permits to divert water can be granted under the River Waten Act. There is a limitation on the
grant of the permit, in the sense that regard must be had to the existing use of the water; such
nas
uses are to be safeguarded
far as appears practicable'.
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6.6

Solanes Report

On any analysis, the Rl'ven Waten Act nends updating. The Solanes Report contains
recommendations for new legislation relating both to river waters and to water supply. In
summary its recommendations are that:

*
*

the legislation should attempt to identi$ the legal limitations to be faced by orery
landowner (including customary ownen) on behalf of dwelopment and
conseration of water and related land resources;

in relation to customary lands, a process of regulation of land and water

resouroes should be accompanied by an educational campaign erplaining the
reasons and needs justi$ing regulatory action, and is mnvenience to public
needs and the long-term environmental and socio+conomic viability of Solomon
Islands;

*
*

future legislation should follow the Nver Waten Act in not raising the question of
ownership. The policing power of the State should be used where necessary to
allow for the issue of permits;
new legislation should regulate surface and groundwater resources and must
recognise existing uses;

*
+
t

permits should not be required for domestic purposes;

the Water Supply Act 1981 only applies to Honiara; new legislation on drinking
water supply should be nationally applicable and enforceable
river waters legislation should be enforceable everywhere in the territory of
Solomon Islands according to the criteria of the enforcing authorities, and- not
only in special areas;

*

joint regulation and administration of water supply and sanitation (sewerage)
should be introduced .1\e Public Health Act and the Water Supply Act shouldbe
integrated;

*

restrictions on private ownership: the legal qntem of the Solomons includes
precedents and cases of restrictions to private domain and ownenhip in relation

to water protection and water-related services. New and comprehensive
legislation can be based on these precedents and should include ai least the
following: condemnation and expropriation, creation of servitudes and water
rights, right of temporary occupation, and zoning on behalf of the development
and conservation of water resouroes;

+
*
*
'

the protection of water resources are at present scattered throughout several
Acts. These Acs should be unified;
new legislation should aim not only at health objectives, but at the protection of
water as such;

new legislation should authorise direct intervention by the enforcing authorities
whenemerg€qcf mnditions or critical situations so require. (see e.g. s 50 Public
Health Bill 1990 (see Chapter 7 below));

declaration of controlled forests should be assimilated to zoning legislation,
within a policy_ of paying compensation only in exceptional circumstances (see s
29 Town and Country PlanningAct);
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r
r

rules on Protection of water resourc€s should apply first and foremost to the
provincial and national governments of Solomon klands;
sanctions and penalties mLtst be unified.

A draft Water law for Solomon

Islands is contained in the Solanes Report. The original draft
and comments on it are the__subjert of-the. Water Act @raft) March 1991 (DePleageiff
; n
nsn Water Act setting up a Water Authority has recently been passed by Parliameit but ii not
y.et
F f9*. It seems resources to carry out the new law have-yet to b-e allocated to the new
Authority (see Recommendation 19).

6.7

Vlrestem Provinct C.osstsl end Logoon Shipping Ordinanc= 1991

This Ordinance is enacted to nprotect the mastal and marine environment of Western province".
ApaS from outlawing marine pollution, (see paragraph 10 of Chapter 7 belorv) the Ordinance
restricts the speed of vessels in lagoons to six knos. Inaddition vessels must
proceed at. a speed which will not cause undue
coastal environment and coastal property.

or

unnecessary damage

to the

These.provisions are designed to prevent the wakes of larger vessels damaging the reefs and

shorelines.

6.8
18.

Recommendations for Chapter Six

That Provincial Executives be encouraged to exercise their powers to declare water
catchment reserves in forests in order to protect watersbeds (pa!e 3g).

19.

That the new comprehensive water legislation be implemented on the basis of the
Solanes Report 1988 (page a0).
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CTIAPIER SEVEN
POLLUTION

7,1

RelevsntLegislation

National
Const'tntion of Solomon Islands
Environmental Health Act I 980
Environnental Bills 1990 and 1991
Mines and MkeralsAct 1990
Public Health Bill 1990

RiverWatenAct 1969
Provinclel
Western Province
Coastal and Lagoon Shipping Ordinance 1991
Draft Environmental M a nagement Ordinance 1 99 I
Public Nuisance Ordinance 1991

7.2

Introduction

With the exception of Western Province, there is no specific legislation or policy dealing with
water, land, noise or air pollution at national or provincial level in Solomon Islands. However,
there are provisions in various pieces of legislation and draft legislation which deal with
pollution. \\e Environmental Health Act 1980 has some reference to pollution matters. Its
proposed replacement, the Public Health Bill 1990 refers more directly to pollution, but only
water pollution is specifically mentioned. On the other hand, the Mines and Minerals Act 1990
has quite explicit and stringent provisions in relation to pollution. Those provisions are dealt
witb in chapter 14. Given the disparate nature of pollution control provisions, it seems obvious
that some consolidation is required (see Recnmnendation 20).

73

C.onstitution of Solomon Islands

Ttte Constitution (Article 8) contains provisions for the taking, possession and compulsory
acquisition of property when it is in a dangerous state or injurious to health (presumably only
human health). Thus where it appears to be desirable to stop polluting activities affecting land
or water, the area could conceivably be taken over by tbe government to be managed and
conserved.

7.4

lVater Pollution

The Fisheries Regulations, dealt with in Chapter 11, provide for offences in relation to pollution
of the sea.

7.5

Public Health

Bill 1990

The legislative history of this Bill is somewhat obscure. It seems to be intended as a reenactment of the original Environmental HealthAcf discussed in Chapter 8.

7,6

NverWatcn Art

This Act is discussed in Chapter 6. The Act contains no specific provisions in relation to
pollution.
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7,7

westen Pmvincr Envircnmental Menagement ordinanc= (draft) r99r

Western Prcryince has published a broad-ranging and comprehensive Policy on the Environment,
covering qpt. aspTts of environmental proteclion and management, inituaing air, water and
ground pollution. The draft Western Province Environmental Management Oidinance, based
on the policy,-has not yet been passed by the Provincial Assembly. tn tUe absence of national
environmental legislation, the draft Western Province Ordinance is the broadest instrument for
environmental regulation in the country. However, despite the Poliry and the title of the
Qldinagce, the only Pp"cl Q{ pollution mvered by the Ordinance at this siage is water pollution.
Given the breadth of the Policy, aud the needs ofihe Province, there is littlJdoubt thaf the draft
Ordinance should be expanded to cover other aspects of pollution.

Pan 4 of the draft Ordinance covers water control, use and conservation. A wide range of
activities is. prohibited under the provisions, including the discbarging, depositing or discardfrg of
|ny-waslg Pt9 a river or lake. The fine is up to $1000 or imprisonmlnt up to sir months, wiih a
further $100 for wery_d.ay_the offcnce continues. The Act pioviOes for a Stop Notice in ielation
to any activity under this Part, which allours an Authorised-Officer to order the activiw to cease

immediately.

Otle.r provisions of this draft Ordinance are dealt with in Chapter 5 on Environmental planning
and Assessment and Chapter 9 on Biodiversity C-onsewation.

7.8

Littering

\\eWestem Province Publb

Nuisance Ordinance 1991 is primarily directed ro the regulation of
public
in
places. Its. only provisjo.n relatiug
S"olT.*umption
1b poilution relates io litt"ring.
The Ordinance makes it an offence to litter anylublic place. -Offinces attract a fine of up tL
-The
$100 or imprisonment for up to one month.
Honiara Town C-ouncil has also recintlv
enacted anti-litter byJaws.

7.9

Westen Pmvine C-mstal and Lagmn

ShippkgMinane IggI

This Ordinance controls marile pollution and is designed to protect the mastal waters and
lagoons of Western Province. It defines marine pollution as:
the introduction by peryqry directly or indirectly of substances or energ/ into the
marine environment, which includes estuaries, which results or is likeii to result
in such deleterious effects as harm to living resourc€s and marine life, Lazards to
human health, hindrance to marine activities including fishing and other
legitim.ate r5es of the sea, impainnent of quality for rse of se-a water and
reduction of amenities.
Section 4 of the Ordinance makes it an offence:

to drop, throw overboard or discharge in mastal waters any litter, rubbish, refuse,
or any-useless or unwanted paterials or equipment or oil or any othei
hazardous products or chemicals including b-ut nof tihiteA to petrol an'A Uilg.
water or any other matter or thing causing or likely to cause marine pollution.
garbag-e

However

it is not an offence to dump or discharge biodegradable

materials such as food or
at this time,
despite its serious pollutant effects, since provincial towns including-Gizo have no alternative
s€wage treatment or discharge system, and many households and br,rsine.ss premises discharge
raw sewage into the sea adjacent to where can@s land and where children swi-nr.
sewage into provincial waters. The discharge of sewage could hardly be banned

The Ordinance makes the master or owner of a ship which discharges polluting materials liable
to a $1000 maximum fine. In addition, on conviction the court mayrequirJthe offender to
attend to or pay for remedial action to abate the marine pollution. This ii an important power
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which, for exaEple, enables the authorities to require shipowners to pay for the msts of cleaning
up a serious oil spill. It would be wise for the national environmental legislation to incorporate
similar provisions.

In addition to the master and shipowner, a passenger on board a ship or canoe can be guilty of
the offence of causing marine pollution.
The Ordinance gives the Provincial Executive power to impose conditions on, or suspend or
cancel the Business Licence of, a suspected marine polluter. Such a provision should act as a
deterrent to brsinesses which may lose their licences for polluting the seas in Western Province.
This Ordinance has apparently already had a good effect, with pass€ngen and crew of the
rggulal ferry from Honiara to Western Province refraining from the -previous practice of
throwing cans and rubbish overboard. This has been achieved with a concerted-effort and
publicity campaign. The Provincial Secretary wrote to all shipowners operating in the Province
advising them of the new Ordinance and of the penalties for contravention. Just as importantly,
alrangements have been made for Provincial officers to provide rubbish bins to enable the
oflloading of rubbish from the ships when they reach poru in western Province.

7.10

Tourism Policy and pollution

It is signihcant to note that the Government's tourism policy (Ministry of Tourism and Aviation,
et al l99l:72) notes the need for legislation to control pollution if Solomon Islands is to attract
tourists.

7.ll

Pollution in provincial naters

The draft Fisheries Ordinance for Makira Ulawa Province empowers the provincial authorities
to_protect provincial waters from pollution. (This draft Ordinance is part of the Moore Report
referred to in Chapter 11, below). Clause 17 prohibits dumping of nwastes or polluting mairer'
into any river, lake,-lagoon or other body of water in sucb i wiy that it destrop, endangers or
alters the ecologr of the water. It also controls shoreline activities likely to pollute the adjacent
waters.

7,12 Recummendation for Chapter Seven
20. That comprehensive provisions controlling water, air and noise pollution be drafted for
Solomon Islands and preferably, incorporated into the suggestd EnvironmentAct (page
41).
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CHAPTER EIGHT

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTII

8.1

Relevant Legislation

Netional
Environment Health Act 19 80
Plurmacy and Poisoru Act I 9 4 I
Public HealthAct 1970 (as amended)

t.2

Intmduction

Public health in Solomon Islands is a seriors matter. Tbroughout the country malaria is a very
significant community health probtem. Rather than bein! under control, the inciden"e of
malaria is on the increase. Malaria can be contracted by oren the most bealthy person, its effects
are swift and can be deadly. In the more populated areas, particularly thosewith inadequate
sanitation or clean water supplies, other serious health problems affect the community at latge.

83

EnvimnnuntalHealthAct

8.3.1

Administration

\\e

Environmental HealthAct 1980 k a short Act which sets up the administration and structure
of mmmunity health in Solomon Islands.

The Minister of Health and Social Services is responsible for administration of environmental
health services. The Minister may delegate this administration to any of the eight Provincial
Assemblies or to the Honiara Municipal Authority. The provincial autborities are called
'Enforcement Authorities' under the Act. Tbere is provision in the Act that if the Enforcement
Authorities do not perform their duties, then the Minister can arrange to have their functions
carried_out by others, and require the Enforcement Authority to reimburse the Ministry for the
costs of doing so. The Enforcement Authority is given power to make its own byJaws under the
Act to facilitate the efficient operation of environmental health services. The Enforcement
Authorities are required by the Act to carry out a programme of health education and publicity
in accordance with directions given to them by the Minister.

8.3.2

Prosecutions under the Environmental

HeahhAa

1980

The Enforcement Authorities are given the power to instigate their own prosecutions in their
a{e-a: Any fines levied against offenders are able to be kept by the Enforcement Authority,
which may also recover any costs it incurs in remedying any public health nuisance (plvs a 5%
penalty) from the owner of the offending premises.
Before launching a prosecution, the Enforcement Authority mtst give the person an opportunity
to remedy the breach. If this 'abatement noticen is not mmplied with or if the contravention is
likely to recur, the offending person may be summonsed to appear in court.
Thgre are a range of defences available to people prosecuted under the Act. For enample, it is a
{efen-ce to a charge of accumulating a deposit of offensive matter for tbe defendant-to prove
that the accumulation or deposit was necessary for the carrylng on of his or her business, that it
has not been accumulated for longer than necessary to carry out the business, and that the 'best
practicable meansn have been taken to prevent the accumulation being prejudicial to the health
of people in the neighbourhood.
Similarly it is a defence against contravention of the Regulations relating to dust, fumes, smoke,
effluvia or eflluent for the defendant to prove that the "best practical means" have been taken
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for-preventing or.aounteracting the effect of the dus! fumes etc. Wbere a company is charged
under the Act or its Regulations, the compagy sec1etly, manager or any company dit""tot fray
be summonsed before the murt and held liable for the company'J mntiavention and its
consequences.

8.4

The

8.4.1

Need for enactment

htblb Halth IfrII

1990

law has been ogpp^rehensively revised and drafted into new proposed
Bill 1990. This Bili may in places be too mmprehensive and
mmplic-ated. It, must be remembered
.that agy gew tegistalion must be cafabb of being
successfully implemented, given the existing instifutional and administrative structures availablel
tJ P"y be.more-desirable to move the. pollution control provisions of this Bill to a separate
PollutionAct, or incorporate them into thi suggested EnvtoruneuAct.

F:.*..-unity-health
legislation

cgll_ed the Public Health

Howwer, it would be unfortunate

if the essential and more important provisions were not
properly implemented and enforced only because existing resouroes had tobe spread too thinly
to cover too large an area of jurisdiction.
As.a separatglyJ related matter, it would be desirable to revise and simplify the Pharmacy and
Act 1941 and its ReguJations. a1d incorporate them and their'existing administiative
resouroes under the new public health legislation.

Poisons

Because the issue of pullic health is a very serious problem in Solomon Islands, the main
provisions of the Publb Health Bill 1990 are summarised here, with a view to strengthening its
provisions and encouraging its enactment.

8.4.2

Administration

The Minister in Honiara establishes 'local authorities'which are the Provincial Executives of the
Provinces and the Honiara Town Council, plus any others, which can include Area Councils.
-Any
The Minister also establishes^public health areas.
such area can be made exempt from
some or all of the provisions of the proposed Act.
The duty of every local authority is

to take all lawful,

necessary, and, under its special circumstances, reasonably
practicable measu_res for.preventing the occurence or dealing with any outbreal<
or- prevalence of any infectious, communicable or preventable disease, to
s_afeguald and promote the public health and to exercissthe powers and perform
the duties in respect of the public health ...

The local authorities appoint their own medical officers and health inspectors to perform these
duties. The Ministgr-e_Ierqryqs_ a general power of supervision and iirspection 6ver the local
authorities and a Chief Health Inspector and other Health Inspectors areio be appointed by the
Minister.

8.4.3

NotifiableDiseases

The Bill imposes-a duty on the.head of a family or other persons in authority in a household to
notiry the local health authorities of the outbreak of ahy notifiable disease. These include
malaria, typhoid, dengue and AIDS. The Minister and the Permanent Secretary have specific
powers-to help them^prevent and suppress notifiable diseases. These include the power to
forbid the discharge of sewage etc to any water course, stream or lake.
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8.4.4

Nuisance

Numerous activities are defined as nuisances which are liable to be injurious or dangerous to
health. These nuisances include; dirty premises, streets, streams, toiles, dustbins, refuse tips
which are ofIensive; a contaminated water supply; any noxious matter or waste water discharged
from premises onto any street or into any water ooune; any accumulation of rubbish dangerous
to health; overcrowded premises; an unclean factory or business premises or those sonhining an
offensive smell; smoke from a chimney which is offensive or dangerous to health; a disused
septic tank or toilet; or any nany ac! omission or thing, which is, or may be, dangerous, or
injuriors to health'.

Every local authority has a duty to take necessary and reasonably practicable measures to
maintain its areas at all times in a clean and sanitary condition. When a local authority or health
inspector becomes aware of a nuisance, a notice to remove the nuisance must be served. There
is a set procedure where the owner or perEon causing the nuisance fails to comply with the
notice. These provisions are similar to those n the Environmental Health Act 1980.
The penalties under this Bill are presently too low. The fines need to be substantially increased
to provide for the situation where a brxiness neglects or wilfully refuses to mmply with an
environmental health requirement that may be causing a public nuisance. The possibility of a
fine with a maximum of $200 is unlikely to deter a business from continuing a public nuisance.
Much higher maximum fines are necessary. This Bill should give the Magistrate power to
impose fines in excess of the Magistrate's usual jurisdiction, as the Magistrate's CounAct allows.

8.4.5

Offensive Trades

'Offensive Tradesn under the Bill include manufacture of fertiliser and soap which can only be
carried on with the written consent of the local authority and the Minister. Tbe list of offensive
trades could be considerably expanded.

8.4.6

Mosquitoes

In an attempt to prevent the breeding of mosquito larvae, the Bill includes several clauses
requiring the public to take preventative measures and provides a penalty for those who do not.
All breeding places o_f mosquitoes in or- around any dwelling are deemed to be a nuisance. The
owner or occupier of any premises or land must ensure that all things such as tins and bottles
which are likely to collect and retain water and facilitate the breeding of mosquitoes are cleared
from within 50 metres of any dwelling. AII water tanks, septic tanks, and other water collection
tanks must be covered and screened from mosquitoes. It is even an offence for an owner or
occupier to have mosquito lanae in or on the land or premises they own or occupy.

8.4.7 Dirg

Premises

Where the local authority receives a certificate from the health inspector or a doctor to say that
any premises used for lMng are in such an unwholesome condition as to be prejudicial to health,
the local authority has power to require the premises to be cleaned. There is similar power to
require a person to wash and their clothes to be cleaned.

8.4.8

Protection of Water Supplies

The Bill requires that every building where people intend to live must have a proper and
sufficient supply of wholesome water for the domestic use of those who [ve there. In addition,
every local authority is obliged to take all necessary steps to ensure that those who live in a rural

public health area have access to proper and suflicient supplies of drinking water. The local
lulhority has power to require the owner or occupier of the building which does not have proper
drinking water to provide it within a certain period. Uthe requirement is not complied with, the
local authority may close the building. In addition the local authorig has power to restrict or
close a polluted water supply. The Bill requires every occupier of premises to keep drinking
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water tanks clean-

It is an offence to wilfully pollute

reservoir.

8.4.9

any water course, stream, lake, pond or

Drains and Waste Disposal

The Bill makes the local authority responsible for constructing, repairing and maintaining all
public sewers and public
within its area. The proviso To
5s *t* that the local
-drains
authority is. not responsible
for public sewers or drains vested in"faus.
the pro"iociaf Government.
However, since the locat
alng-st invariably will be the Provincial Executive, this dses
not make sense- Claue rylnofty
70 of the Bill requires t[e bcal authority to provide and maintain
sufficient puplig toilets for the community. 'Clauses 75,76 and 78
i.fott"ot environmental
provisions which seek to prevent
"tL
and
other
mntamination
of
*"to rupplies and lhe
ryw1g;
deposit of rubbish on beaches and the foreshores. Clause 83 of the Bill makes it 6mputsory
for
every residentialbuilding have its own rubbisb bin.
8.4.10 Food and Drugs

Part

X of the Bill mntains. oomprehensive but rather complicated

provisions relating to the healthy preparation and sale of foods.

consumer protection

8.4.11 Vessels
Part D( of the Bill contains provisions to allow the medical authorities to board and inspect
ships
and remove nuisances injurious to the public health.

8.4.12 Buildings and Housing
Both existing and new housing under mnstruction are regulated under part )flI of the Bill.
The
Iocal authotity-T*1,1:
of ip duty take practicablE measures to prevenr and remedyall
?1tl construction whicir
eTtsti?g r5es- of housing and
nLuy b-e injurious to the'rculin of those p"6t;
who live in the building. A person intending to build a house must give *pi ofin" ptanJ
to[t e
local autholtY for approvai. There are virious other provisions iuch "ur ti'" iequiiement
that
every building mwt provide-proper acc€ss from a house to a street so as to dispose
of rubbish
from tbe house. Therg are-also
and for the
fo.wen !or- th9 hgalth inspecror to ctoie th" ;r;!*
local. authority to
demolition
of the buitding if .thg health hazard is serious
-order
-Uy
Provisions are anticipated for reg_ulating overcrowd"ing in bousing
"otugh
O"f."ti"" pr".iro
defining them as a nuisance. (See 3.4 above).
"na

8.4.13 General Provisions
Ther.e. are

wide powers for the Minister t9^gak9 Regulations under the Bill. Importantly,
secreiurid ..n"gers and

provisions of the Environmental Health Act 1980 relatinfto [ability of
directors.of companies, individual liability and recovery-of costr roo
prosecutions are retained in the Bilt,

"rp"*; ft&

8.5

offenders on

Criticism olthePuilic Health BiIt 1990

This comprehgr_rsive legislation

m.a.y

be too ambitious for Solomon Islands, given the level of

resources available to the authorities at this time. However, the lack of t *[ut"e*
should not
obscure the need for many of the provisions in the Bill. It *ould be best i" i-pf"l"nt
the Bill in
stages as resources become available. However, proper attention should be given
to making the
resources available either by a re-allocation of prT"irt government spending"or by
ensuringlh;l
adequate foreign aid projects are directed to this vital a;ea.
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8,6

Drafting

There are some improvemena that could be made to the Bill as it stands, and the following
comments are offered in the hope that some present difficulties with the Bill may be overcome
so that its implementation may be made easier.

to tbe Provincial

Executives administering the health requirements as nlocal
authorities" seems inappropriate. To call them 'provincial health authorities' instead would
assist the public to undentand their role and function.

Referring

The language used in the Bill is often unnecessarily complex, legalistic and inappropriate for
Solomon Islands. For example Section 42(1Xb) talks about the removal of wallpaper. There is
not much wallpaper in Solomon Islands. Other phrases are quite unsuitable e.g. nverminous
persons'; 'e.,ery building within its curtilage'. The use of plain legal language and non-sexist
terms would be helpful and appropriate.

It

is unfortunate in this new draft legislation that parts of the Environmerual HealthAct 1980 still
aPply. In Solomon Islands copies of the legislation are hard to obtain, and it is a mistake to have
new seemingly mmprehensive legislation referring to and keeping alive the provisions of an old
Act.It would be far better to incorporate the provisions of the old Act in the new Bill so that one
document contains all the law about environmental health.

8.7

Conclusion

In order to mmbat malaria and tackle other community health problems more effectively, a new
Act along the lines of the Publb Health Bill 1990 is highly desirable (sec Recommendation 21).
However, consideration must be given to the level of resources available to the Ministry in
Honiara and the other authorities in the Provinces before imposing mmprehensive new
responsibilities and duties on the authorities and the public. Staged implementation of the
legislation would seem to be warranted in accord with the level of resources that can realistically
be provided. The most important parts of the legislation nerd to be identified and given priority
in such a staged implementation process. To implement laws without the resources available can
have the bad eflect of bringing the law into contempt and disrespect. Since this new legislation
will have widespread effect in the community, wide publicity will be needed to inform people
about it both before and after its provisions become law (see Recommendation 22).

8.8
21.

Recommendations

That the Publb Health Bill 1990, after suitable amendment and simplification, be
enacted, and implemented in stages. Consideration should be given to moving specific
pollution control provisions to a separate Pollution Act, or incorporating thern into the
Act (page a8).

suggested Envbonment

22. The staged implementation of the new community

health legislation must

accompanied by appropriate publicity in neunpapen and by radio (page 48).

be
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CHAPTER NINE
BIODTVERSITY CONSERVATION

9.1

Relernrnt Legislation

International
Convention on the Consewation of Nature in the South pacift, 1976
Convention on the hotection of the Natural Resources and tne Envirorunem of the South

Pacifu

1986

Convention on the Cotuewation of Biologbal Divenity Ig92
Convention for the hotection of the WorM Cttltural aitd National Heringe 1972

National
Natianal Parl<s Act 1954
VrA Birds hotectionAct 1914

Pmvincial
Guadalcsnal

WAfik

Management Area Ordinance 1990
Santa Isabel

WiAEfe Sancuary (Amendment) Ordinance

I99I

Temotu
Environment Protection Ordinance I 9 89
Western Prcvince

Environment Management Ordinance t99I (dm[t)
Simbo Megapde Management Area Ordinance' 1990

9.2

Introduction

Solomon Islands has at preseDt no s)6tem for the consewation of biodiversity, although it has
one of the most diverse rlnges of species in the Pacific (Ieary 1991; Tourisil Co,rniit of the
South Pacific 1990:13). This ChaptCr suggests that a q6tdm of Protected Areas be established
through negotiation between landowners, the Provincei and the National Government in order
to more adequately conserve the country's rich biological heritage.

Tlre Convention on the Conseruation of Nature in the South Pacifu and the Convention on the
of Naural Resources and the Environment in the Soith Pacifu though relevant to
biodivenity conservation, are dealt with in Chapter 2, and are not further iefenedio here.

Prote.ction

93
the

Conventian on tha C.orcemation of Biological Diveniry, I9g2

Convention on the Conseruation of Biological Divenity was recently introduced at the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in nio de Janiero. The
Convention pl_ao1 obligations
_on signatory couniries to ensure that biological diversity is
@nserved, by the introduction of legal and institutional mechanisms at a national level.
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An important provision of the Bidivenity Convention which has relevance in Solomon Islands is
the proposed imposition of legalresponsibility upon other nations for the environmental impacts
that private companies from those nations have in muntries in which they invest. This may illow
the Solomon lsland's govemment to €xert some pressure through iliplomatic channels to
monitor and prevent environmentally damaging activities of foieign -business activities in
Solomon Islands.

Of equal importance to tbe sustainable development of Solomon Islands is the provision which
requires compensation to developing muntries-for the extraction of genetic matLrials from that
country. -There culrently appears to be uo control to prevent -foreign businesses in the
biotec_hnologr trade from extracting and exporting for overseas analpis and use, flora and fauna
from Solomon Islands which could be of enormous commercial valu-e. A sptem to monitor and
police this export business so that the economic benefits aocrue to Solomon Islands is warranted.
Selnanl appropriate_legislativeprovision_could be inmrporated in new wildlife management
legislation currently planned for Solomon Islands, which is referred to later in this Chaptei.

9.4 WorIdHeritapC,onvention,I9T2
\\e World Heringe Convention is dealt in Chapter 2. It is sufficient here to recall that it applies

to both natural and_cultu_ral.herilage and that signatories to this C-onvention have a sf&ifc
obligation to loo-k after World Heritage properties under their mntrol. Signatories arl thus
obliged to
appropriate- man-agement bodie.s, enact adequate legis-lation and set up
-establish
educational-programmes to further the- cause of heritage mnservation. -The World Herilale
Conventinn has a good deal of potential to ensure that biodivenity is conserved within *orid
heritage areas nominated in Solomon Islands. Solomon Islands wiit Ue in a better position to
Protect these areas once it enacts the draft World Heritage Properties legislation reGrred to in
Chapter 7.

9.5

Natianal Par*s Act 1954

This Act allows the declaration of areas as National Parks. The land may be purchased by the
government or compulsorily acquired for this purpose. Rights of residence in Parks are
restricted and there is a ban o_n hunting (o1hey than fthing), iarrying arms and making fires.
Queen Elizabeth fI Park near Honiara was declared a National pait< in 1!)65, but it existitodav
in name only.

9.6

WiId Birds Pmtrction Act,

I9I4

Under the Wild Birds Protection Act 1914, the following are protected: Dalakalong Bird
Sanctuary,. Kglombangara Forest Reserve, Mandoleana Bird Sanciuary, Oema Bird San-ctuary
and Tulagi Bird Sanctuary.

Protected areas occupy less than 0..2Vo of the Solomon Islands land area. An accepted
international standard perc€ntage of land area for reservation of national parks is a minimum of
SVo. Despite tltetr qesjgnation al_protected areas, most of the areas mentioned do not alwap
function as such (Thistlethwaite 79X):4). Indeed, it seems that they generally do nor function as
"protected areasn at all.

9,7

Guadalcanal Pmvine Wikllife Monapment ,4rea

Minanu Ig90

This Provincial Ordinance gives the Executive power to declare any area in Guadalcanal as a
Wildlife Management Area. The Fxecutive can only do this afier consultation with local
landowners, and with the environmental and conservation authorities of the National
Government and with the written consent of the landowners. The Executive must be satisfied
that the area to be protected in this way-requires management rules for the protection,
-which
maintenance, {Ilprov€ment or propagation of any named species of plant or animal
uses
the area. The Ordinance makes the landowners responsible for setting out the boundaries of the
management area and for putting up notices saying that it is a special area for mnservation. The
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ownen are also allowed to make their onm rules for the management of the area. These rules
must be made only after mnsideration of customary management practices and in mnsultation
with Frsheries, forestry, agricultural or Ministry of Natural Resources officers. The Ordinance
provides for these rules to become Regulations under the Ordinance. There is a maximum $500
fine for breach of these Regulations. The primary responsibility for enforcing this laq' lies with a
'Special Constable" appointed by the Provincial Executive.
This legislative framework, although simple, provides a useful model for such protected areas.
However it would be useful for nrles to enacted as Regulations to assist the landownen on what
may be appropriate. In addition any Special Constable would need to be taught the basics of
detection work, gathering evidence and prosecution in the Magistrate's Courl This Ordinance
should be amended to provide for the Magistrate's Court to have jurisdiction to impose heavier
fines.

9.8

Malcim Pmvinu Prsenation of Qirun and Wikllde

Minane

1984

This Ordinance gives the Provincial Executive of Makira Province the power to declare an area
to be a protected area in which the nsoil, any vegetation or other remainsn is protected. A penon
disturbing them is subject to a $100 fine or imprisonment. In addition the Ordinance prevents
the importation into the Province of toads, outlaws the killing of any wild duck, sl killing any fish
by means of diving with a spear or speargun within a one mile radius of Ulawa. It also bans the
killing of eagles.

9.9

Temotu Pmvinu Envimnmental

Pmtaion

Mirww

1989

This Ordinance allows the Temotu Province Executive to declare any area used by a "Protected
Species'as a habitat or breeding ground to be a Protected Place. Where local landowners are
involved, they must give their consent to the designation of the area. Tbey are responsible for
setting and marking the boundaries and grving notice to people that the area is in fact protected.
A person commits an offence if he or she undertakes any activity which results in adversely
disturbing or damaging the Protected Species within the Protected Place or who disturbs the
nest, eggs, ofhpring or habitat of a Protected Species there. The job of policing and prosecuting
offenders is left to the police, unlike the Special Constable appointed under the Guadalcanal
Province Ordinance for Protected Places referred to above.

9.10

SantalsaM PmvineWildlde Sanauarl Urrwdncnt)

Minate 1991

The Isabel Province WiAIife Sanctuary (Amendment) Ordinance 1991 repealed the Wildlife
Sanctuary By-laws originally passed under the Local Govemment Act n 1980. The ByJaws
establish the Anarvon Wildlife Sanctuary, which mnsists of four islands and their reefs. Under
the By-laws, other sanctuaries can be iieateO in Santa Isabel Province by declaration of the
Provincial AssemblyThe only people allowed to live in the sanctuary are the warden of the sanctuary and the people
who ordinarily live there or who have customary rights over the land there. Any other person
who wishes to live in the sanctuary may only do so for limited purposes, including investigation or
study of wildlife, travel, photography, transacting lawful buiness, scientific research, or collecting
firewood or copra. A permit must be obtained for these purposes.

9.11

Western Provincu Policy on the Envlmnment

This policy endorses the formation of protected areas in Western Pronince. It calls for the
formation of wildlife, forest, and marine reserves and sanctuaries which 'have intrinsic value for
education, preservation of species and habitats and natural resources...n and which nare flexible
and can be created to provide different kinds and degrees of protection to adapt to local
environmental demands and objectives". However, none have as yet been established in the
province.
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9.12

Sirrl}r Mega@e ManagementAnaMinana 1990

The "Simbo Megapodg Management Arean under this Westem hovince Ordinance is a type of
Protected area in which activities are restricted to protect the habitat of the megapodes. 'it*,
must be preserred, dogp. mntrolled and megapode egg harvesting resiricteo'. The area is
customary land and
lPPlications for FFrmits io-a Management Co"mmittee of the customaf
owners is required before outsiders, inctuding tourists, ma! enter the megapode fields. Tbe
tour
oPerators ?re n_ot allowed to bring tourists to the fieldJ during the c6sid season between
I
August and 30 September. The customary landowners collect i small fee for tourist visits and
act as guides to the fields. Unfortunately lccal land disputes have meant that the f"f"o"li."ni
Committee has not functioned as planned.

9.13

Pmtected erras

9.13.1 Western model not suitable
A national park sptem along the Iines of countries such as Australia and New Z.e.aland is not a
workable model for the achievement of biodiversity conservation objectives in Solomon Islands.
the vast majority of Solomon Islands land is customary o*o"rrhip, 'Nationai parks" on the
*:
western model, where.the..government owns all of the land in thti area, is not appropriate,
except for areas already directly under the control and ownership of tiie Solomon Islands
government. An alternative s)6tem is thus required to achieve the same objectives.
9.13.2 Functions and benefits of protected areas
The functions and benefits o! Ptotected areas systems have been pointed out in the recent
publication Caringfor the Eanh. They are worth qloting at length:
sptem of protected areas is the core of any programme
{diversity
of ecosystems, species,

that seeks to maintain the
and wild gen6tic r&ources and to protect the world's
great natural areas for their intrinsic, inspirational and recreational vaiue.
A protected area system provides safeguards for:

r

t

natural and modified ecos)'stems that are essential to maintain lifesupport s]6tems, conserve wild species and areas of particularly high
specieldiversity, protect intrinsic and inspirational values, and suppo"rt
scientific research;

culturally important landscapes (including places that demonstrate
harmonious relationships betrveen people and nature), historic

monuments and other heritage sites in built-up areas;

r
r

sustainable use of wild resouroes in modified ecoslstems;

traditional, sustainable uses of ecos)ttems in sacred places or traditionat

sites of harvesting by indigenous peoples;

t

recreational and educational uses

of natural, modified and

cultivated

ecosystems.

Protected areas can be especially important for development when they:

r

conserve soil and water in zones that are highly erodible if the original
vegetation is removed, notably the steep slopes of upper catchments-and
river banks:
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t

regulate and puri$ water flow, notably by protecting wetlands and
forests;

r

shield people from natural disasters, such as floods and storm surges,
notably by protecting watershed forests, riverine wetlands, coral reefs,
mangroves and coastal wetlands;

'
r
t

maintain important natural vegetation on soils of inherently low
productivity that would, if transformed, yield little of value to human
mmmunities;
maintain wild genetic resources of species important in medicine;

protect species and populations that are highly sensitive

to

human

disturbance;

t

provide habitat that is critical to harvested, migratory or threatened
species for breeding, feeding. or resting;

.

provide income and employment, notably from tourism.

All governments and national conservation agencies should evaluate, and if neoessary
extend, their protected area systems to ensure that they are adequate to maintain species
diversity under likely future climatic conditions. To do this, the systems must allow for
change in species' distribution. They will be most likely to achieve this, if the systems:

t
I

protect the diversity of physical environments;
include as wide a topographic divenity and altitude range as possible in
each protected area;

t
9,14

ensure that protected areas are linked to other areas by corridors of
suitable habitat along which species can disperse (Caring for the Earth: A
Strategt for Sustaina ble Living I 991 ).

Pmtected Arcas and World Heritage listing

The protected areas system suggested above could be adapted to ensure that World Heritage
properties nominated to the World heritage Ust by the Solomon Islands Government were
adequately managed and conserved. Any World Heritage properties listed could automatically
come under the provisions of the Protected Areas legislation, or could be added by Schedule or
Regulation.

9.15

Protected Areas Legislation

It is recommended that legislation for the establishment o[ protected

areas be enacted to
address the conservation of important ecosystems and environments, in order for Solomon
Islands to be consistent with international standards, as found in Caring for the Eanh and the
Bidivenity Convention This legislation must be tailored to the unique conditions of Solomon
Islands. Where land or water is in customary ownership and control, title to designated protected
areas should remain with the customary owners. Agreements should be reached with customary
landowners to ensure that neither the ecoslBtem integrity or the customary uses of the land and
waters are compromised. The difficulties of negotiation and enforcement such as that found
with Standard Logging Agreements for the exploitation of forests would need to be specifically
avoided by a carefully drafted legislative framework. A protected areas s)rstem, as expressed in a
Protected Areas Act, or as a specific part of a new Environment Act suggested in this Review,
could be integrated with the protected areas legislation already found in some of the Provinces.
To complement the protected system suggested here, it would seem to be essential to ensure
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that the National Museum or some other suitable body F grven statutory backing, in order to
il the autlority to be involved in the enforcement of aspects of the irotectel area s)6tem
4*
(see further Chap^ter 10); see also Tourism C-ouncil of the South Pacific 1990:15). (Se€

Reconmendation 23).

legislation_ would need to ensure that landownen participate in the allocation and
management of protected areas. Emphasis should be placed on thb interests of the landownen
in protection of their lands, for reasons of catchmeni prote*tion, sustainable acce.ss to forest
products, including timber, and non-timber products such as honey, nuts, pharmaceutical
extracts, nature tourism and so on.

The

The legislation could provide for the establishment of landowner trusts to manage forests for
various values. Where income is lost by closing off areas from logging, compensatlon should be
provided. Thft compensation could take the form of village improvements, educational
opportunities, business licences for alternative cash income, or-cash payouts. The landowner
trusts would manage the compensation package.
The legislation could provide for multi-zoned conservation areas, so that oore areas muld be
entirely protected, with buffer areas being managed for sustainable logging, hunting or, where
qecrysary gardening. An essential component of long-term forest prot.tion wouldieem to be
the development of landowner-designed managemenf plans.

The legislation should also ensure that ownership of the land is consistent with customary
practice. Thus, rather than options such as leasing land for protected areas, conservation
covenants muld be negotiated, involving government and the landowners, either individually or
through Area C-ouncils. One model for such arrangements could be the Memorandum of

Agreement between the Fijian Native I ands Trust Boald and a group of customary landowners.
The Agreement provides that in return for protecting their forests, landowners receiue assistance
for a nature tourism project in their forest. Such an arrangement means that ownership of the
forest stap with the customary owners.

A further provision could be the establishment of a national Protected Areas Board. Such a
Board would draw together the landowner representatives of each major protected area,
relevant community organisations ooncerned with conservation and National'and Provinciai
Government con"e*ati-on officers. The Board muld advise the National and provincial
Gov_ernment on general policy, management and administration of protected areas and assist
landowners in forestry.protection. The Board would also be able io establish guidelines for
appropriate com pensation packages.

Provision for. protected areas could also be. specifically included in Standard Ingging
Agreements, in addition to.the protection provisions already included. The Standard Iofrn!
Agreement would need to be modified to ensure that royalties from the area as a whole ierE
equitably distributed both to landowners whose lands are logged as well as to landowners whose
lands are- designated and managed as protected areas. The forestry legislation would need to be
amended to aocommodate such arrangements. (Some of section g.tS is based on comments
made by Annette lees in a personal communication.)

9.16

Tbe

Wildlife Trade

Thgre is. at p.resent no legislation in Solomon Islands to regulate the trade or export activities of
traders in wildlife. The wildlife trade from Solomon Islands is a relatively big business with the
beneficiaries- being largely folgign interests. Among the wildlife exporieO-are frogs, geckos,
skinks, lizards, snakes, butterflies, coconut crabs, crocodiles, turtle shells and parroti. Most of
the exports go to the United States of America. Solomon Islanders as not seem to derive anv
significant benefits from this trade.
These problems and the need for them to be addressed by urgent legislative reform were the
subject of a joint government, SPREP and Traffic (Oceania) Report. See ',Szn,ey of Wildw
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h

Solomon Islands'(Ieary 1990). The recommendations arising from this
by Cabinet in ig91 aid appropriate legislation to rJgulate tbe
wildlife trade is now a priority. Draft legislation hai b6en drauir up to prwiie for the
regulation of trade and uport of wildlife. It should be enacted asi mitter of urgency
(soe Roconnendetion Z),
Management

n:n!1t

wer-e endorsed

9.17

RecommendaffonsforChapterNine

23.

That the Solomon Islands Government introduce a protected areas system for
Solomon hlands
-either through the propoeed Eniilownent Act or ihrough a
*,parate, hotected Areas Act (page 52).

U.

That the Solomon Islands goyenment enact
RegulationAct as a matter of urgency (page 53).

a Wildlife (ImNt and

Eryort)
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CHAP1ER TEN
CULTI,JRAL HERITAGE CONSERVATI ON

l0.f

Rehrnnt Legislation

Intenational
World H e rit a ge Co nv e ntion

National
Land and TttlesAct 1978
hovincial Government Act 1981
hoteaion of Wrecks and'War Relics Act 1980
Town and Country PlanningAct 1979
Provincial
Guadalcanal Province

hotection of Historb Places Ordinance 1985
Maldra Pmvince
Draft Provincial Fisheries Ordina nce
Preservation of Culare andWMIife Ordinance 1984
Santa lsabel Provincc

heservation of Culture Ordinance 1988

Tenotu Pmvincrc
Environment Protectian Ordinance I 9 89
Preseruation of Culare Ordinance 1989
Wester:n Province

Coastal and Lagoon ShippingOrdinance 1991
Draft Envbonmental Management Ordinance 1991
heservation of Culure Ordinance 1989
Public Nuisance Ordinance I99l
Simbo Megapde ManagementArea Ordinance 1990

10.2

Introduction

10.2.1 Meaning of cultural heritage
Cultural heritage is a concept closely tied to custom. It refers to traditional mnnections between
people in relation to land and family, tribes places and objecs. It is all the things that we inherit
from our ancestors and that which we would want our children and their childien to inherit. It
can include tambu siles arrd other special places, specific objects, artifacts and other things of a
material kind as well as intangible heritage. It can also include combinations of human made
and natural objects or places.
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Intangible heritage pfgn to the preservation of the non-material aspects of a community's
culture. These can include traditions, celebrations, dances, soDg!, skills, attitudes and wap of
thinking. These elements are often seen as being just as important as the preservation of
material manifiestations of the culture, particularly h-terms of tire way in which'their retention
can mntribute to social mhesion. An example of looking after the iniangible heritage is found
in the Malaita Provincial Plan, whicb includes in its development obJectives: 't5 promote
gqmo.ny and unity" among the diverse peoples of Malaita Province.-To achieve ihis, the
following strategies are spelled out:

bycnmuraging the preservation and respect of the vast variety of different and
unique traditions, customs and cultures within the Province;
reducing the number of Area Councils and encouraging improved working
relationships between distinct areas;

by-

by promoting cultural exchange among divene and separate groups;

by encouraging tribal chiefs, political leaders and youth organisations to work
tosether to preserve and take pride in traditional customs through worlahops
and- other pr._ogr-alnmes_s_uc! as language, skills, dances, songs, attitudes and waln
of thinking (Malaita 1988:69).

The intangible things can of c.ourse be expressed in material wa1n, by writing them down,
recording them on audio tape, video tape and film, or making representatiois of them in
paintings,
l.c-u]pture or carving. Some of these things can be easily protbcted by law, whilst others
are more difficult to protect by these means.

10.2.2 Inadequate legislation
In Solomon Islands, there is a great deal of cultural heritage of all of these kinds. At present no
national scheme for the conservation of cultural heritage exists. There is a patchwork of national
and provincial government laws wlrich go some way to achieving a basii heritage framework.
is no general heritage legislation applying at either national or provincial level. The
Jh:t"
legisla.tion that does exist is, with a few exceptions,largely unenforced. There is no single body to
coordinate heritage acli_vitie1, except the National Museum, which commonly plap some role in
the implementation of legislation such as the Protection of Wrecks and Wai Relbs Act 1980, at
national 1nl prgltncial levels. The National Museum presently comes under the Ministry of
Home Affairs. However, there.is nospecific legislation for the establishment and operation of
the museum itself. Although a draft Act is held by the National Museum, it has not Leen made
public at rhis_ point Even those things that are easy to protect by tegat means are not adequately
protected. .Very tew financial or human resourc€s are put into cultural heritage protbction.
Some provinces have developed policies on cultural preservation, elements -of *hich are
reflected in the provincial legislation (see for example, Guadalcanal Province Policy on Cultural
Preservation and Development; Western lloqnce Policy on Culture).The policiesand practice

in these two provinces is wider than the legislation, partly for the reason that, as indicated above,
certain aspects of culture and custom cannot be easily protected by legislation.

In this chap-ter,.some of the environmental management legislation is included in the analysis, to
the extent tbat it covers cultural matten.
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T\e Conventionforthe Prctrction of thcWoild AtInmI ard Natuml Heritage

The broad outline of_ the World Heritage Convention has been dealt with in Chaprers 2 and 9.
Solomon Islands, having acceded to the Convention n 79y2, now has specific legal-obligations to
Protect its cultural and natural heritage, both through the enactment of appropriate legistation
as well as the setting up of administrative mechanisms and education and-tiaining schemes, for
protection and management of natural and cultural heritage sites and places.
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10.4 hotdion otlfrc*s

and War xdirs

Ad

1980

This Act restricts aooess to and interference with ships, aircraft and associated objects which
were brought into Solomon Islands by or for the ue of combatants in World War Two. The Act
allows the Minister to designate any area around the site of an aircraft or vessel as a restricted
area. Whole areas, for example all of Western Province and Choiseul, have been designated

restricted areas (see Irgal Notice 63191). Offences in relation to restricted areas include
tampering with, damaging, or removing any part of an aircraft or vessel, or any object formerly
mntained in an aircraft or vessel, or any other war relics. Excavation, diving or salvage
operations for the purposes of exploration or removing objects, or depositing anything which
obliterates or obstructs or damages any part of a wreck, are also offences. However, the
Minister may issue a licence for any of these activities. Ljcences can only be granted where
people are judged to be competent and e{gipped to carry-out excavations or salvage operations
in a manner appropriate to the historical importance of any wreck or war refics. A literal
interpretation of the Act may well mean that any diving on a wreck is outlawed. However in
practice this important tourist activity is not generally restricted.
Areas judged to be dangerous to life or property, (such as munitions dumps and mines), which
should be protected from unauthorised interference, can be designated as prohibited areas. The
export of any wrecked vessel, aircraft or war relic without the mnsent of the Minister is also an
offence. The existence of this legislation has been essential to prevent foreign entrepreneurs

II memorabilia (for example, aircraft in Shortland Islands) from
local people and exporting them out of Solomon Islands.
from purchasing World War

This legislation is generally satisfactory and seems currently to be enforced, though not
vigorously. However, because there have been prosecutions under the Act, stories of them seem
to have been passed around and in this way the public seem to have become aware of the Act's
prouslons.

10.5

Town and

huntry PlanningAa 1979

The Town and Country Planning Act has been examined in Chapter 5. Here it is looked at in
relation to its specific potential to provide for the conservation of cultural heritage, and in
particular, the environment of the villages and towns where people live.

It

can be noted that the object of the Act is to ensure that land is developed and used in

accordance with properly considered policies directed to promoting the welfare of the people.
The promotion of the welfare of people is stated as including the preservation or creation of an
environment nproper for their needsn. It thus seems clear that the framers of the Act wished to

ensure that preservation of the environment was an important consideration in formulating
planning policies. In the urban context, the welfare of the people can include the preservation of
a cultural environment, as expressed in buildingp and streets, which are part of the heritage of
Solomon Islanden. In the rural and village context, it can include the preservation of landscape
and human-influenced environments which are also part of the heritage of Solomon Islanden. It
is important to bear in mind that the Town and Country Planning Act can only affect noncustomary land, and that the Phpical Planning Division can only advise customary landownen,
but cannot require them to act in any particular way in terms of development and mnservation
issues. In other words, the I-ocal Planning Scheme, which is the main planning mechanism under
the Act, can only be made for non-customary land. As noted previousln this is a severe restraint
in terms of achieving the potential of the Act as a whole.

Conventional Western models of building regulations that restricts building operations and
require permis for additions are not particularly appropriate for a Pacific Island community.
The critical shortage of housing in places such as Honiara and Gizo would seem to outweigh the
ne,ed to ensure high quality house construction standards along Western lines. In any case, any
legislation which unnecessarily restrics the construction of traditional leaf houses can be
criticised as running counter to the traditions of Solomon Island people. The same could be said
in relation to Building Ordinances and by-laws in the principal townships.
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Jhe Act provides ,11 ll,".P.urpose.of Lo:"l Planning Schemes includes being able to'protect
features or areas of social, historical, scenic or architeitua imfort;-"-*1 \i1do
l-ocat plr""i";
Scbemes are
Leing dr.awn up at provincial level, specific frouiiionr muld be-inserted into local
Plans to cater for the increased awareness of the iiportan-ce of heritage preservation for the life
of the community.
of enforcement notices under rheTown and Country PlamingAcr, referred
R:::I:quacy
uhapter 5 above, is
important in relation.

to in
to preservation of the uiitt heritage. If for
example a heritage item protected- in a Local Planning'Sch"m", being the subiect
of conditions
being destroyed, damaged or altered, ine onty *y io *Ui.n tni,
:.i,,o::"1?li:",r,f:|mit,was
is-through.an enforcement notice which can only take effeit 2g'dap after it is
n:fro.^t^,:1ry
rssued. Damage to heritage items can occur in a much shorter period of time.

nlticularly

10.6

heserrntion Orders under the LaruI and Ttda Ae

The Land and Titles,4cr allows the Minister to make presenration orders over any
land that is
considered to be of. heritage value. For these purpo+, the Act does not distingilish
uetneen
registered land and land held under customary t6nuie. Section n7e)otlie Rciproyioe.s,
Whenever the Minister is of the opinion that the preservation of any land
is a
majtgr of public interest, by. reason of the historic, architectural, iraditional,
artistic, archaeological, botanical or religious interest attaching thereto he maj
make a preservarion order placing the laid under his protectionl

The section further providas that such
myst spni$ the land to which it applies, and
91d.er.
shall prohibit all acts affecting that land,3nwhich
in the o'pitrioi of the Minister in;uri'tir"-plufi.
interest. The public interesi here means 'by reason of the historic,
traditional,
artistic, archaeological, botanical or religious interest'attaching to the item.
"i"nit.rtural,
The C-ommissioner of L:nds is obliged t9 give th.e Reglllrar of Titles a copy of the preservation
gdqt along with any. other requireo information. -Where the land i.'i"giri"rdd land, the
Registrar must enter the effect oi the preservation order on the f"no i"girt"r.o-dntr"rr"ntion
of
a preservation order is an offence which attracts fu" of u.p- to $r00 or"imprison*.ot
t",
uf
to
3
three months. The fine cannot be regarded as adequate,
eiiher as a punishment or a deterrent,
particularly when a corporation is involved.
Preservation orders are of po.tentiaily great significance. However, the way
in which the
provisions are drafted rathei limits that-potentiil. The followiog r.it".,
dura be seen as
defects:

*
*

the definition of.the grounds for making the order is somewhat Darrow; it muld
include additional categories such as "antlhropological", "ethnographical',
"scientific"
or "zoological';
the section only mvers "land", not objects not affixed to or associated with
the land;
this is understandable given the mntext in which the provisions are found;
i.e. in the
Land and Titles
The heservation of Culure brdinaiei a1-provincial level
could be used to address this deficienq6

Act.

*
*
t

the word "landn_is not specific enough here; the sidenote to the section refen to
nplaces";
though the sidenote is not legally part of
A-"t, the-word nplacen is
nlandn;
arguably more appropriate than the more geheial word_t!_"
the making of preservation orders is entirely at discretion of the Minister;

there is no procedure for nomination of the item by members of the public or by
interested groups;
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*
r

+
*

apart from the offence of contravening a preservation order, there is no mechanism
for the protection of the land;

the registration of the order is only on the land register; there seems to be no
indication of what effect it has; there does not seem to be any mnsideration of
whether this interest is a 'registered interest' in the sense meant by Part VII of the
Land and Titles Act; it appean unlikely that it would coDstitute such an interest.;
although it seems possible to make a preservation order over unregistered land,
normally, customary land, there seems to be no proc€ss of negotiating with the
customary owner in relation to the order;
there is no definition of what preservation actually me,ans; the word n@nservation",
being wider, and covering preservation, is normally us€d in legislation of this kind;
there is also no indication of what the words "placing under his protection" means in
Practice;

* it is not clear how these provisions fit in with other legislation, in particular the
Town and Country PlanningAct and the ForestryAct;

*
*

it is not clear whether the provisions can cover marine areas;
there is no naction-forcing' device to ensure that land subject to a presewation order
is actually protected by the Minister.

It would appear to be highly desirable for the provisions of the Land and Titles lct relating to
heritage to be carefully reviewed and revised. A national beritage policy and in the longer term,
a registration scheme for national heritage should be devised and embedded in National
Heritage legislation. In addition, in order for such a heritage conservation scheme to wor\ an
education programme for heritage conservation as well as a proper funding mechanism would
rnd 26).

seem to be necessary (see Recommendations 25

lO.7

Guadalcanal Historical

Plam

Hinanu

1985

10.7.1 First heritage statute
In this section the effect of this Ordinance is set out in some detail. Subsequent Ordinances in
the other provinces are compared with this Ordinance in later sections of the-chapter.
This Ordinanoe was the fint statute passed in Solomon Islands in relation to heritage protection.
It had however been preceded by a Provincial by-law in the Guadalcanal Proviniiai Assembly
((Btablishment of Protected Areas) By-law 1981, made under the Local Govemmenr,{cr which
was repealed by the Ordinance)).
The immediate goals of this Ordinance are:

*

To provide landownen and the Guadalcanal Cultural C,entre with a means to
legally protect sacred, traditional and archaeological sites;

'
*
*

to require development companies to pay for the survey of all such sites and their
phpical marking on the ground;
to institute a scale of penalties that would act as a deterrent to damage;
to adequately define areas protected under the legislation; and
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*

to allow provision for the improvement of the legislation without recourse to
protracted legislative processes (Roe and Totu 1990).

10.7.2 Scope
Under the Ordinance a 'protected place" means:

a site associated with human actMty in the past and of historical, cultural or
archaeological significance, declared as a protected place in accordance with
section 4 of this Ordinance.
10.7.3 Declaration and registration of protected places
The Provincial Assembly can declare any place to be a protected place by simple resolution.
However, no such declaration can be made without the written request or mnsent of the bona
fide representatives of the relevant landowners. The Provincial-Executive is to maintain a
Register of Protected Places. The Register must define the boundaries of the place as accurately
as possible.

The Provincial Executive may itself declare places to be protected places, in circumstanoes
where immediate action is required. The Assembly must approve any emergenry declaration at
its next meeting.
Anyone who undertakes any activity, inside or outside the protected place, which results in
adversely disturbing of damaging the place, or results in the removal, destruction or defacing of
the monuments or marts at the site, is guilty of an offence. However, the Ordinance provides
that it is not an offence:

*
*

to exercise customary rights within the protected place or to use the place
for its customary purpose (e.g. burial grounds, shrines);

to use protected

places such as caves as

a temporary shelter in

an

emergency;

*
*

or to carry out activities necessary for the preservation of the place, or to
prevent damage to historical or archaeological remains within it;

or for qualified and authorised persons to carry out excavation work
within it.

Places can be deregulated by Assembly resolution on application by the landowners who require
places for resettlement purposes.

10.7.4 Obligations on developers
The Ordina.nce -provides that any developer, prior to undertaking development activity must,
under the direction of the Executive, undertake a site survey to identi$, locate and mark all sites
of
historical, cultural or archaeological significance. For the purposes of the section,
ndevelopment activitiesn means the
'carrying out of building, engineering, mining, logging and
other operations in, on, over or under land, and shall include undertakings by government
bodies".

The dereloper is obliged to pay all costs associated with the survey and marking. All site.s
located are to be treated as protected places until the landowners have been mnsulted and the
Assembly has considered a resolution in relation to the place.
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Rwenues from fines ar9 p.ut into a Protected Places Fund, to be used only for the purposes of
meeting costs associated with surveys, marking and maintenanoe of both ddclared ani piotected
areas.

10.7.5 C,omment on Guadalcanal legislation
noted by Roe and Totu (1990), the Ordinance stress€s protection rather than documentation.
Given the resource restraints under which the Guadalcanal Cultural Centre operates, this is s.
doubt an__appropriate approach. To date it has some 6(X) sites on the Register of Protected
Places-_ However, the Centre receives more requests than it has time or finances to handle
(NEMS 1991a).

4!

of nProtected place" could be broadened,
of the landowners clarified, particularly in terms of identi$dng and protecting
-clearer. places,
and the obligations on developers to mnsult wifh landownen muld be made
It'is also

make the legislation more effective, the definition
fo
the role

clear that fines need to be increased substantially to act as a real deterrent.

The role of the Cultural Centre muld also be spelled out, both in terms of consultation with
landownen as well as in enforcing the legislation. This could be done under provincial
Regulations passed under the Ordinance.

10.8

Makim Prcvine Prcsenation of Adnrc and Wildlde

Minane

IgB4

10.8.1 Scope
The Makira hovince heservation of Culare ard Mldlife Ordinance provides for the prohibition
of sale, except under certain circumstances, of traditional artifacts, ihe declaration oi protected
areas and the prohibition of acts in relation to certain species of fauna. The term 'tiaditional
artifacts'is defined as
any article of personal adornment, any household utensil, any fish hook or fishing
equipment, a-ny orname-nt, any ritual object, any musical instnrment, any weapon
or statuette fashioned from wood or stone, any local or custom mon-ey in any
forq og any tool, made by a Solomon Islander f6r traditional purposes;
6ut shail
not include articles made specifically for export or sale as curios.

The term nprotected areasn is not defined, but might be taken to mean much the same
'protected places" in the Guadalcanal ordinance.

as

prwision in _relation to wildlife refers to the import of toads, a prohibition on killing of wild
du"l*, -t!te us9 gf spean or spear guns in the killing of fish in one mile radius of Ulawl, and a
The-

Plohibition of killing any eagle without the authority of ttre Provincial Assembly. Contravention
of this Ordinance attracts a fine of up to $50 and/or lmprisonment for up to three months.

10.8.2 Comment on the legislation
By

this Jegislation is inadequate, both in terms of its scope, the level of penalties
-afY qlels.ure,
and its draftin_g. It is noted that the legislation has never been used- (National Environment
Management Strategr 1991a).

10.9

Santa

IsaM Pmvine Pnsemation of Alnre Minarrw

1988

This Ordinance is of similar effect to the Makira, Temotu and Westem hovince Ordinances on
the s.ame
Minor differences are found in the definitions of nprotected place' and
-subj99t. _
'traditional artifact", and in the levels of fines that can be imposed. Ttrire is no information
presently available as to whether the Ordinance is being implemented.
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10.10 Terrwt. Pmvine Ptsenuion

of

Qlnn Minana

IgSg

10.10.1 Scope

This Ordinance follows--a-similar pattern to that in Makira Pronince, but is a more modern piece
of legislation, being well drafted and more clearly written.

?rotected place' is defined in the same way

as

in the Guadalcarul Protection of Historb Places

Ordinance.

"Traditional artifacts' is defined in much the same way as in the Makim Ordinatrce,but with some
siguificant additions: it includes:

any article traditionally or customarily used or intended fior use in Temotu
Province as personal or other adornment, as a household utensil, as money, as
fshiog or hunting equipment, as a weapon, tool or musical instrument and any
statuette or figure fashioned from wood, clay or stone and any skull or bones or
ritual object but does not include any article specifically made for sale as a curio.
The Executive, by Regulation, Day designate specific items as traditional
artifacts, which- designation shall be conclusive, but shall not by its silence,
exclude items which are otherwise within this definition (s 2).
10.10.2 Declaration and registration

The Temotu Provincial Assembly
FaI by resolution declare any place to be a protected place.
As in Guadalcanal, such a declaration cannot be made without the written request or mnsint of
the bona fide representative of the owners of the relevant land. The owners 6f tne site are then
obliged to. carry out marking of the boundaries in order to give reasonable notice to people
operating in_the.area of the existence of that place. The Executive is obliged to establish and
maintain a Register of Protected Places, in the same way as in Guadalcaial, except that the
Register must include maps marked with the places protected. The Register must bb available
for inspection at certain times. Emergency powers are granted to thi Executive to declare
protected p_lg^*. Any such-emerggncy declaration must be approved by the Assembly at its next
meeting. Offences under this Ordinance are much the same is in Guidalcanal. H5wever, the
penalties are_substantially higher, no doubt due to the legislation being passed some yean later
than that of Guadalcanal.
10.10.3 Responsibility on developers

TLte Temotu Ordinance places quite specific obliga_tions on developers to consult the Register,

and to carry out inspections of the land to identi$, locate and mark on maps all sites'o'nicn
aPPPjlr to be, or are said by the landorvners to be, of historical, cultural or archaeological
significance. _ On receiving a report from the developer, the province must inform-the
landowners of the contents of the rgport. They are then given 21 dap to give their consent to
registration-of any sites.as protected places..If they consent, tbose places altomatically become
protected places, and will attract the protection given by the Act.
However, if the landowngrs d9 not_respond within the 21 day period, or if they do, but do not
give their consent to registration-of the site as a protected place, the developer is entitled to
PPceed. with the developme^nt. \one- of the sites may thereafter be declared as a protected
place without the consent of the developer. This is a somewhat harsh provision as iar as the
landowners are concerned. There may well be circumstances where the landownen do not wish
to have a site identified and registered, because they wish to keep its existence and location
secret. There is no provision under the Act to cover this situation.
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fO.ll Wqan Pmvine Prsqyation

of

Aftun Minatw

1g8g

10.11.1 Scope

T\e

Westem hovince Preseruatian of Culture Ordinance was preceded by the Western C-ouncil
(Btablishment of Protected Areas) ByJaws 1978 and tbeWestern hovince hotection of Historic
Places Ordinance /986, which were repealed by this Ordinance. It has many similarities with the
Temotu Province Ordinance of the same name. Howeveq is defin;tion of ndevelopment
activity' is somewhat wider than that found in the Guadalcanal, Isabel, Makira and Temotu

Ordinances:

any undertaking or operation or works whicb modifies, disturbs or alters in any
substantial way any land in Western Province, including, but not limilsd 1s,
excavation activities, building activities, roading activities, engineering activities,
logging activities, blasting activities, mining activities or agricultural activities.
The other definitions and the mechanisms of registration and enforcement are much the same as
in the Temotu Ordinance. There are some differences between this and other Ordinances in
relation to requirements for survey of sites. This Ordinance clearly has more detailed and
stringent requirements, particularly with regard to the use of a professional archaeologist in any
excavations that need to be carried out.
10.1L.2

Orden

Another difference is in relation to the power of the Provincial Executive to make an order. As
in other Ordinances, suwe)'s can only be undertaken with the mnsent of and in mnsultation with
the landowner, and under the supervision of an authorised officer. Tbe report may be
accompanied by a written request from the landowner for an Order. However, in Western
Province, once a report is placed before the Provincial Executive, the Executive may make an
order declaring a place to be a protected place, whether or Dot a written request for such a
declaration has been received from the landowners. In the other provincial Ordinances, no such
order can be made unless there is a request or consent from the landowner. There is no
information available as to whether any orders have been made without the consent of the
landowners.
10.11.3

kvel of fines

A further difference between theWestem Province Ordtnance and those of other provinces is the
level of fines and terms of imprisonment. T\e Westem Province Ordinance provides for fines of
up to $10,000 depending on the offence, with terms of imprisonment of up to two yean. This
would place the determination of the matter within the jurisdiction of the High C,ourt. In
addition, the lUestem hovince Ordinance provides for the imposition of a penalty of up to $5000
to_be paid to the Preservation of Culture Fund established under the Act. This provision is a
refinement of the Guadalcanal fines s)6tem. (In that s)6tem, all fines collected under the Act are
paid into a Protected Places Fund.)

An additional prwision found only in the Westem Province Ordinance is the power of the

Executive to require the development activity to cease immediately until the seciion has been
gomplied with, in circumstances where the developer has not carried out a sunrey as required.
In addition, the landowners may make a private agreement with the developer to protect a
place. Where this occun, it seems that the developer commits no offence if a sunrey is not
carried out

10.12 Conclusion
The Ordinances as presently drafted provide a very basic scheme of heritage conservation in the
Provinces. Some of the features of the Ordinances are quite satisfactory, while others suffer
from drafting difficulties. The Western Province Ordinance clearly has some of the best features
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of all them. It would seem to be desirable to attempt to make all of these Ordinances consistent
with each other. Perhaps a Model Cultural Heritaee Ordinance could be drafted, providing for
identical definitions, registration and enforcement mechanisms. The basic framewbrk coul-d be
adopted by all the provinces that wished to have one.
Regional variations,.ad-dr-essed to pa.rticular.provincial needs, could be addressed in Regulations
under the standard Ordinance. Alternatively, provisions for the mnservation of T.lational
Heritage muld be included in the suggested Enviownent Act, or placed in a separate National
Heriuge Act.

Ij is-in a-ny gase clear that a national policy
-are on cultural heritage conservation should be
developed,.whatever legal mechanisms
adopted at nationai and provincial level to
implement it (see Recrmmendetions 27 anll28).
10.13 Recommendetions for ChapterTen

25.

That a National Heritage Policy be dweloped in mnsultation with the Provinces (pag.
60).

26.

That a comprehensive heritage conservation education programme be establisbed to
ensure that ill Sotomon Islanden continue to be aware of tn".ir cultural heritage (page
60).

27.

That provincial cultural heritage Ordinances be made consistent with each other, and
that National Heritage provisions be introduced into the proposed Environmeni Act,
setting up.a Register of National Heritage. These provisions or a separate national
I-Ieqlaee Act could cover both cultural and natural heritage of national and world
significance. This s)6tem could be administered in the short term bv the National
Museum, with a view to establishing a Solomon Islands Heritage Commission in the
longer term (page 65).

28.

That a National Heritage Fund, attracting funds from foreign sourc€s interested in
conserving the heritage of Solomon Islands, be established in order to finance the
developm_ent of the National Heritage Policy, the education programme, the Register of
National Heritage, the work of the National Museum and-the legislative mec[anisms
recommended above (page 65).
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STIAPTER ELEVEN

FISTIERIES

ll.l

Relevent Legishtion:

Nstionel
Fisherbs Act 1972 as amended n7Il7;
Fisherics Regulatioru 1972 as amended in 1973, t977,1999, (1991 draft);
Fisherics (I-xal FishingVessels) Regulatioru 1981 as amended;
Fbherics (Foreign FishingVessels) Regulations 1981 as amended;
The Fbherics (Prohibition of Importation of Live Fish) Regulatioru 1973;
Dclimitation of Marine Waterc Act 1978;
FbheryLimits Ordinance 1977 as amended;
Continental Shelf Act 1970 as amended;

The
The
The
The

(Draft) Fisheries Act and Regulations 1987 and model Provincial ordinance
Pmvincial
Westem Pmvince
Business Licence (Amendment) Ordinance 1989;
Coastal and Lagoon Shipping Ordinance 1991;

Santa Isabel

WAIife Sanctuary Ordinance 1982 as amended in l99l

tl.z

Introduction

Solomon Islands has a vast fisheries resource. The controlled exploitation of the fisheries
rep_resents one of the country's most promising prospects for sustainable development and selfsufficiency. The marine environment is also of vital importance for the growth and development
of the Solomon Islands tourist industry. But perhaps the sea and its marine resources -are of
most value to Solomon Islanders themselves as the traditional local environment by which they
have [ved for generations. The Solomon Islands population is largely settled on the coast, and
the reefs which fringe many of the islands are of importance not only for the abundance of food
they provide, but also because shells and other marine products are able to be collected for
traditional uses as well as a source of income for local people.

The filhery can usefully be divided into distinct sectors, the inshore and the offshore fishery.
There is a large variation in the management and control of the fishery in these two sectors. The
concentration of effort by the authorities to date had been in the ofhhore fishery. This is
understandable as this is where the larger volume of fish are likely to be caught and where the
hnancial returns are the greater.

Solomon Islands has some 1.3 million sguare kilometres of sea under its jurisdiction in its
Exclusive Economic Tnne (C-arew-Reid 1989:11). This abundant fshery, with some 180-200
species, is of high interest to foreign fishing ventures, in particular Japanese and Taiwanese. [n
1988 37,&11 tonnes of fish valued at $84.6 million were exported overseas. This accounted for
almost half of the total annual export earnings of Solomon Islands. (Forum Fisheries Agency
79%:124).

While present earnings from the fishery resource are regarded as large by Solomon Islands'

It is perhaps because the
great value to foreign interests of the exploitation of their inshore and offshore fishery is not
realised that licenses for commercial vessels are relatively cheap and easy to obtain. If its value

standards, by international standards the current earnings are small.
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were.fully realised foreign fthing ventures would perhaps be more closely ssrulinised,3ad
sustainable txe of the resources insisted upon by the government.
Jhe o.ffshore fisheryhas_ been-the subjeglg,f study by tbe South Pacific C,ommission. It appears
that the current total allowable catch of ?5,000 metric tonnes is within the limits recomriended
to allow sustainable use of the offshore fishery. Unfortunately much less is known about the
ryh9r: fi.hry- of Solomon Islands. The comments in this chapt-er are thus directed primarily at
the inshore fishgry. As the inshore fthery suffen from a lack of survey or scientific informaiion
on marine habitats and marine fauna and flora, it is very difficult to plan inshore sustainable
management of the resource (see Recommendation 29). A recent bverview of the marine
resourc€s environment is mntaineA in Solomon Islands State of the Environment Report
e*ary
1?] ). The report poins_ t_o the delicacy of the long term viability of the commercial exploitatioi
of the country's inshore fthery.

ll3

E <isting Legislation: Nstional

11.3.1 Fishery Limits Ordinance 1977
This legislation fixes the fshery limits of the Solomon Islands at 200 nautical miles.

11.3.2 Delimitatian of Marine WatenAct 1978
Section 6 of this Act provides for jurisdiction by Solomon Islands over its 200 mile Fxclusive
Economic Zone within which it has sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting,
mnserving and managing the natural resources of those waters.- The Act iets the territohal seis
of Solomon Islands at 12 miles from land-

11.3.3 The

Fisheries

Act 1972

fl: f"4

and Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) assisted with the drafting
of the original Fisheries Act, which was needed at the time to control the activities of mmmerciaj
fsheries and processilg operations established under joint ventures with the government. FAO
assisted- again in 1977 with an amendment to the Act extending its jurisdi-tion to all waters
within the new 200 mile limit.

Administration of the Act is carried out by Fisheries Officers. A Principal Fisherie.s Officer is
charged with promoting the development of frsheries and ensuring that the frsherie.s resources
are 'exploited to what appears to him to be the maximum reasonable elitent mnsistent with
sound fisheries resourcss management'. The Act allows for a Fisheries Advisory Committee to
be set up, but this has not been done as yet.

Both local and foreign fishing vessels are licensed

ppu{ly

under the

Act. (S€e 11.5

below).

Sanctions exist in the legislation for contravention of the licensing requiremenis. tne maximum
Pe.nalty for contraventi_o11_o^f _tfr_e provisions by the master, owner ind charterer of a foreign
frshing vessel is a fine of $250,000.

Other sections of the Act support tlLqe licensing provisions, for example, grving power to the
Fisheries Officers to-stop-and search fishing v-essels. As is normal with srich legislition, the court
is given power to forfeit the catch and gear of a mnvicted offender
Some obviously unacceptable fshing methods (eg using explosives) are prohibited.
the Act empowers the Minister to make Regulations for such things as:

-

the conservation and protection of species
the establishment of closed seasons
limiting the catch of any species
prohibiting all frshing in particular areas
prohibiting catching certain species in particular areas

In addition
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-

restricting size of nets, typs of gear or methds of fishing
regulating fish enporu

11.3.4 The Fisherics Regulatioru

In practice these Regulations are the most important part of the legislative system from an
environmental point of view. However, the Regulations are bard to foilow because of the many
amendments without a reprint of the Regulations being available. The Regulations set size limits
for q1affish, trochus sbell, coconut crabs, crocodiles and turtles. They also prohibit the disposal
of offal in the sea within one nautical mile of land.
C-onstruction, equipment and sanitation standards are set for fish processing establishments. For
example there is a requirement that no refise or offal is to be disbosed of into the sea in such a
way-as, to cause pollution near a populated area or where local fishing operations are usually
carried out.

The Regulations prohibit fishing within 500 metres of low water mark or within one nautical mile
of a village. However, this does not apply to baitfthing. Foreign fishing vessels are not allowed
tg f"h. on any submerged reef without the prior written permfuion contained in an ageement
with the-customary reef owners, Area C-ouncil and Provincial Government. This REgulation
contemplates that money be paid for perrnission to fish on submerged reefs.

11.3.5 Proposed

1991 Amendment

to

Fisheries Regulations

As a result of environmental concern within the Ministry o[ Natural Resources over the serious
depletion of stocks of crayfrsh, turtles, trochus shell, coconut crab, pearl opter and coral, a 1991
amendment to the Regulations was drawn up. Unfortunately, the Regulafions have not yet been
put into lorce, as it appears that the stock depletion is not considered seriors enough toban tbe
export of under-si?_crayfish and trochus shell when balanced against the financiaf implications
of an exp-ort bal. The figures to show the level of benefits from the export of these species are
not readily available. However it appears that the likely benefit to Solomon Islands from the
export of such species would be small for local catchers or shell gatherers. The government also
imposes a 70V-o til( on what the exporter states is the value of the erport. The return on these
activities for Solomon Islands will be even less if the fishing company and erporter have been
granted tax concessions by the lnvestment Board.

If such marine species are depleted, the financial repercussions for Solomon Islands can be
serious. However, the controlled long term developmeDt of such resources has the potential to
reap millions of dollars for the Solomon klands community.
The maximum monetary penalty for breach of the Regulations is set at $100. The 1991 draft
Regulations have not increased this amount. It is suggested that it should be increased to a
maximum 9f, lay, $5,000 if commercial operators are to be deterred from breaking the law. The
Magistrate's C-ourt must be given specific jurisdiction to impose any penalties which are set
beyond its ordinary jurisdiction (see Reconmendation 30).

11.4

ExistingLegislation:Pmvincisl

11.4.1 Provincial powers
Provinces derive their legislative mmpetence from the terms of their devolution orden. Under
the Provinci"al Govemment Act 1981 the Provinces may legislate for nProtection, improvement

and maintenanoe of fresh-water and reef fisheries', and "Registration of customary rights in
respect of land including customary Fshing rights".
In addition the Executive of the Province may provide fishing services for the Province under the
Provinci.al Govemment Act. Under section 3 (3) of this Acf the area of each Province extends
seaward for 3 nautical miles from tbe low-water line of each island in the Province.
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71.4.2 Business Licences
As a result of this legislative competence most of the Provinces have some sort of provisions
controlling fishing activities. Potentially the most worthwhile are their Businesi Licence
Ordinances. For example under theWestem hovince Bushess Lbence (Amendment) Ordinance
/989, Western Province has the.power- to allow or disallow any particular fishing business. Only
tbose businesses which are run in conformity with the policies of Western Province and mmply
with all Solomon Islands and Provincial laws can be given a licence to operate.

An effective sanction JBainst fthing of endangered species is available to the Provinces by
increasing_1he_lice_1ce fees for trading in such species.- For example the cost of a licence for
'turtle lt"dryglp Western Province has recently been increased to i1,000 per year and 'crayFrsh
tradingn at $800 per year. Hgwever,
these fees are in practice no deterrbnt ior foreign U-aseO
exploiten,of.the resource, who are likelyto be making many thor.rsands of dollars eiery year
from the business, with little likelihood of having to pay any other form of taxation to Soioiron

Islands on their business activities.

77.4.3 Offences in Western Province
the'Westem Province C-ogstal and Lagoon Shipping Ordinance 1991, resticts the speed of
shipping in harbours and lagoons to 6 knots. It is de.signed to protect the coastal envirbtt-ent
from the wakes of large ships as well as being a safety measure for smaller vessels. Marine
pollution of the rya .ts outlawed by this Ordinance. However it does not apply to land-based
polluters, nor to discharge of sewage into the sea. Sewage discharge is very'difhcult to restrict
even though sewage_pollution is a major problem in many areas. Foi example, Gizo, the second
largest torvn in the Solomon klands, has no better sewage disposal facility than discharge into
the sea.. Marine pollution under this Ordinance does however hppty to chemical or oil siittages
from ships. The maximum fine is $1,000, which is low by internatio-nil standards.
71.4.4 Santa Isabel WUIife Sancruary (Amendment) Ordinance I99I
This Ordinance establishes a wildlife sanctuary on four islands in Isabel Province and makes all
Fisheries Officers responsible for their protection a1! qa_nagement. Rights of residency are
restricted in the wildlife sanctuaries. (See paragraph 9.9 of Chapter 9 above).

lf.s

Licences for Fishing Vessels

Licenses for local fishing ves^sels can be obtained through written application to the Ucensing
nlocal",
Q[1cer and upon payment of a prescribed fee which is aipresent $250 per year. To be
u9sgl must be registered in Solomon Islands ahd owned by pensons domiciled and

i

f"\lg

resident in the country, or owned by a Solomon klands company having its principal place of

business in Solomon Islands.

Forei-gn.fishing vesselsmay be_granted a permit!.y-!he Licensing Officer subject to approval by
the Minister. Fees for foreign frshing vessels are $1000 per full year.

However these licensi-ng provisions and fees do not apply to the major foreign fishing operators
who operate under bilateral fthing aocess agreements. However, it can be noted thit Solomon
TAIYO vessels are classed as local vessels.

ll.6

Licenccs under Bilatetal and Multilaternl Agrcements

11.6.1 Bilateral agreements
The fnhing industry in Solomon Islands is dominated by the activities of foreign frshing vessels
operating in the Exclusive Economic Zone outside the 12 mile limit.
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Before fgreigq interesq are given access to this fishery a government-to-government agreement
first needs to be negotiated. The trvo existing acc€ss agreements are with Japan and Taiwan.
After establishment of the aocess agreement benveen governments, a further agreement is
negotiated between the foreign firhi"g industry and the Solomon Islands Governm?nl In the
case of Taiwan, the Solomon Island's agreement is with the Kaoshiung Fisherman's Association.
!_149nts to the Solomon Islands Government under this agreement include a lump sum of
I]!179,000, enabling 20 vessels to operate, a permit fee of USf500 and a permit activation fee of
US$15,(n0. In the case of the ftpanese access agreement, no lump sum is payable, but
payments are obtained by the Solomon Islands Government on a per vessel, per trip basis. This
leg_rme is authorised under tbe FisheriesAct n Section 7 (3), whicballows the-Princiial Licensing
Officer, with the Minister's approval, to require additibnal fees and royalties as well and t5
impose mnditions on permits for foreign fthiigvessels.

11.6.2 Multilateral Treaty
Solomon klands is signatory to and participant in the Multilateral Treaty between the USA and
South Pacific Forum Countries. Ev-ery yeir some US$12 million has b6en distributed between
the participating countries. This is made up of an economic development fund, an industry fund,
a technical assistance fund, and a grant. Recently, an agreement was reached whereby ioacific
Island countries would be paid US$180 million by ihe UniteO States over a 10 year perioi.

About US$2.5 million from the technical assistance fund is annually distributed equally between
the 16 member countries (exgept Australia). tn addition, each country receives ippioximately
US$66,000 from the economic development fund. The bulk of rhe fuid is then divided amon!
the signatory countries on a peroentage basis according to where the fish are caught.

Il ot9:t to protect existing lsheries and to avoid conflict with locally based fthing operations,
the Fishing Agreements contain provisions for limiting acoess areas.
ll.7

Conventiong Treaties end Agreements on Fishing

71.7.1 Law of the Sea Conventian
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the ^Sea has been signed but not yet ratified by
Solomon Islands. The C-onvention itself is not yet in force. This eonvention ri4uires States
within their Exclusive Economic Zones to:

-

determine allowable catch of living resources;

avoid over-exploitation by insisting upon proper conservation and management
measures; and

-

ensure that the popllation reduction of harvested species does not result in irreparable
depletion of dependent species.

Upon the coming into force of the Convention, and ratification by Solomon Islands, the
government will need to enact national legislation to cater for these and other convention
requirements.
11.7.2 Other
Solomon Islands is signatory to the following fshery C-onventions and Treaties The South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency C-onvention 1979

Convention for the hohibition of Fishingwith l-ong Drifneu in the South Pactfic; Related
Protocols 1989; the C-onvention has been signed but not yet ratified by Solomon Islands.
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Tlu l-ome Conventioru 1975, 1980, 1985, 199Q (these relate to the EEC muntries
negotiating a fisheries acoess treaty with the Forum Fisberies Agency).
MultilateralTreaty on Fisherics with the United Sutes of America 1988.
NauntAgreement ConcemingCooperationin Fisherics of Common Interests l9{i2.

11.8

Inadequacies under the present legislation

11.8.1 Inadequate plans and direction
Fisheries manageqent and _ development planning of the inshore fishery are currently
ltadequate ln $" Solomon Islands. It is encouragrng to see that the Sector Report of thi
Fisheries Division has as its second objective "to establish a management qpt6m for the
d_e1efoprye4t of the fisheries resource through wider participation of Sonmbn Islandenn.
(National invironmenlal
\Ian.agfme-nt tsTioqr 1991:15). Cunently the only dwelopment
g_olicy in existenjp for fisheries is for the skipjack and yellow fin tuna oifshore Esheries iniustry.
However, the Fisheries Division is currently working on developing a policy for all othir

fisheries.

ll-8.2 Iack of information
The main impediment to putting an enviro-nqrgqtaly sound inshore fisheries development
sptem in place is a basic lack of knowledge of which fish can be exploited without the resource
being depleted.- The danger is that without this information, and the planning that will be
possible lvhen_ the information is to hand, parts of the fisheries may be dbpleted-forever. It is
obvious that foreign exploiters will take the best and most expensive species at the start while
few controls are in pJace. It is therefore imperative that the gathering of data is carried out
urgently in order to plan for sustainability of tbe inshore fishery.
As can be seen from Solomon Islands, Stgte of the Envirownent Report (Ieary l99l), little

scientific work has been carried out on the health or otherwise of the environmeni in which fth
live and breed in the Solomon Islands, such as reefs,lagoons, mangroves and seagrass beds. This
Report, in examining the various species of marine fauna and flora, shows thaithere has been
little inventory of numbers and annual catch.

11.8.3 Unclear role of National and Provincial Governments
While the Provincial Government has i1s own marine jurisdiction and some legislative powers
under the hovincial Govemment Act 1981, the Provinces have little formal technJcal expeitise in
fisheries management. The expertise that does exist in the Provinces is that of the'frsheries
officen employed and paid by centralgovernment and seconded to the Provinces.
As in a number of other spheres of government in Solomon Islands, there is an unclear chain of
99mma-n{ and responsibility for these seconded officers. Their employer is the Ministry of
Natural Resources in Honiara, and their responsibilities to the Province are not well dehned.
Since the fisheries officen are often stationed many hundreds of kilometres from their employer,
their is ffttle or no supervision of them._In p_rf!!ice, the Provincial Secretary is also unlikely td be
able to supervisc them- adequately. In addition, there are major communications problems
betrueen the fisheries officer at a provincial post and other fisheries personnel in Honiira. The
fisheries officer stationed in the Province may have to accept that calls to Honiara for assistance
at times go unheeded. The only mode of regular communication may be by mail or radio
telephone.

As a result of this sptem of employment (which is not confined to fisheries), liaison

and
cooperatio-n betwe€n- central govemment and the provincial governments is often fragmented.
Because of the way the sptem operates, information held by fisheries officers in the Ministry of
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Natural Resources in Honiara does not alwap filter through to the decision makers in the
Province, who are the Pronincial Secretary and the Executive.

The local fisheries officer normally works outside the day-today scrutiny of the Provincial
Secretary and generally runs a local fisheries outlet. These outlets are often built with foreign
aid money and designed to allow purchase of fish from local fishermen and sale to the public.
Many are not working to their full capacity, partly because of technical problems such as storage.

Dwolution of power to Provincial Governments as far as the inshore fishery is concerned may
assist better management. Each province has its own individual needs in terms of fisheries
maDagemenf customary practic€s and administrative structure, and it may thus be easier to
assess and understand local needs at this

level. However, to ensure a coherent national policy in
environmentally sound fisheries management and development, a national framework of
Iegislation b necessary. It should set national standards while allowing for individual provinces to
enact their own inshore fisheries Ordinances (see Recummendation 3l).
The Provincial Government could be responsible for preparing matragement plans for fisheries
within provincial waters. However, a National Fisheries Policy should guide the development of
management plans at the provincial level. In turn, the provincial Fisheries Divisions must be
given the financial means to implement the national policy. Technical assistance from the
Fisheries Division of the Ministry of Natural Resources will need to be available for provincial
needs.

11.8.4 An Increase in Provincial Business Licence Fees

If the Provincial authorities knew what species were freely available to be exploited, and which
species needed to be protected, they could more easily control fshing through their allocation of
provincial business licences. The potential also exists for the province to earn substantial

revenue from the allocation of these business licences- Cunently the money being derived by the
provinces from fisheries under the provincial business licences is rather limited. For example in

Western Province the multi-million dollar international joint venture fishing operation o[
Solomon TAryO pap under $10,000 a year to the Province. A dramatic increass in the fees
would seem to be warranted (see the discussion as regards fiorestry in paragraph 13.5.3 of
Chapter 13). It would be appropriate for some if not most of the money cottecteO to go back
into fsheries management, especially for data mllection and enforcement of fisheries laws.

11.8.5 Inadequate C-ontrols on Inshore Fishery
The present s)6tem allows a foreign national with tittle or no concern about preservation of the
fuhery environment to organise local people to harvest species identified as endangered by the
\dinistry of Natural Resources. The foreign national will buy the catch at a price set by the
foreigner_agd .grr9ng9 to have the catch sold to commercial outlets in Honiara or arrange for
exPort. It is likely that little or no income tax is derived by the Solomon Islands government
from such business operations. No fishing licence fees have been required, although a small
business licence fee may need to be paid to the Province and the local fishermen themselves will
have received some payment. From such payment for the sale of marine products the buyer is
required by Section 33A of tbe Income Tar Act to deduct and pay to the Commissioner a llVo
resident withholding tar This is unlikely to occur in practice. There may also be a llVo export
til( on what the exporter $tates is the value of the catch. It is hard to s€e wbat substantial
benefits are gained by Solomon Islands from allowing such a business activity to continue.

It

seems obvious that allowing such business activities to take place are potentially devastating
for the future economic well-being of the country. This is an example of hsheries "developmentr
which does not appear to be good for Solomon Islands, and a reason why the legislation rirust be
revitalised and sptems and controls put in place. Solomon Island authorities will then be able to
choose who will derive lhe primary benefits from the country's valuable inshore fishing resouroe.
At the moment the main beneficiaries seem clearly to be foreign interests.
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11.8.6 Customary Fishing Rights
The Act does not provide for tbe exercise of customary fishing rights as such. However, the
Fisheries Regulations require owners of fishing vessels to enter into agreements with the
customary reef ownen before Frshing operations are allowed. It would be useful if procedures
could be provided to find out which persons or groups are the owners, with a mechanism for the
settlement of disputes and procedures for negotiation between the cutomary reef ownen and
the fishery operators. Tln,e hovincial Govemment Act 1981 (Schedule 4 no. 6) gives legislative
comPetenc€ to the Province to register customary fishing rights. It could be that once various
reef ownen in the Province have established their tenure, their rights could be registered along
with some inventory of the fhhing rights agreements entered into, so as to assist collective
bargaining to financially assist th; r;ef oimers in their negotiaiions with foreign frshiog
operations (see Recommendations 32 rnd 33).
The Regulations do not require local fishermen using canoes to obtain permission to enter into
agreernents with the reef owners belore they fish there, but accepted customary practice is to ask
permission of the reef owners. Small scale fishing by local people, often at night, encouraged by
foreign fhhing operators using boas that travel from one area to another to mllect and store the
hsh are becoming an increasing problem for local reef ownen.

ln addition, the potential exists for further problems where absentee reef owners are not
consulted, and who learn to tbeir dismay that their customary fishery may have been seriously
depleted in their absence. The more recently settled Gilbertese and those Solomon Islanders
wh9 may have moved to an area from another province would appear to have only a restricted
right to take marine resources from the area adjacent to where they are settled. An appropriate
solution may be that they should be restricted to using the resource for their personal use.
However in some areas, divers using non-traditional fshing methods encouraged by foreign
entrepreneurs, may have bern responsible for the depletion of the pearl oyater beds with little
benefit accruing to the customary reef ownen. To allow such exploitation to continue without it
being able to be mntrolled by the authority of national laws may pose a threat to the
continuation of the present harmonious relationship between local communities in Solomon
Islands.
11.8.7 Development of the Inshore Fishery
Little or no controls are exercised in practice over inshore fishing operations in Solomon Islands.
The unscrupulous developer may not only be given a free run, but may also be encouraged by
lack of proper controls. The prevailing rule seems to be that any development is -to bi
encouraged, and as noted previously, because there is a lack of hard information about the
possible depletion of the fishery resource. In the absence of clear evidence that a particular
fishery development will cause harm to the sustainability of the resource it is understandable that
the development is not restricted.
11.8.8 No Sptem of Sustainable Management
Because there is little information about the inshore fishery it is currently not possible to
formulate plans or make commercial decisions on the basis of sustainable management. While a
developer muld be asked to provide some t]?e of environmental impact assessment, there is
little expertise within tbe Ministry of Natural Resources or at the Provincial level to scrutinise
that assessment. It appears that the gaps in knowledge and expertise and lack of environmental
impact assessmert willbe filled in the short term by outside agencies. It would seem important
that the knowledge gap and lack of buman resources be rectified as soon as possible because the
country will be in a much better position to increase its revenue from both inshore and offsbore
fishing when proper s)6tems and controls are put in place.

Any fears that legitimate developers and new investon will be discouraged by imposition of new
controls and increased revenue gathering are probably unfounded. Those fears may stem from a
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lack of appreciation of the real worth of the fishing resouroe of Solomon hlands to foreign
fishery interests.

11.9

FAO Fisheries l*gishtion Report

It is perhaps this concern by the authorities that foreign fishing ventures and investon will be
discouraged from further development of the fthery that the mmprehensive revision of the
ftheries legislation carried out in 1987 has not )'et been implemented.
Much of the work required for new legislation has already been done in the Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO) Report to the Solomon Islands gCI/emment" which canvasses
tbe inadequacies of the present legislation and the way tbese can effectively be remedied. The
$cpott contains comprehensive comments oD the existing legislation and proposes a draft
Natiorul Fisherics Act and Regulations and provincial Ordinances to complemeni the national
legislation.

The Report does not need to be commented on here other than to thoroughly endorse it and
recommend its early implementation. Some minor modification will be necessary to allow it
mesh in with other'en,rironmental protection legislation recommended fior Soloiron Islands,
particularly in the area of environmental impact assessment (see Recomnrendation 34).

11.10 Fisheries Management and Development Fund
As recommended by the FAO Report, a special fisheries management and development fund
should be created;

...into which would be paid a certain percentage of fees and other charges deriving from
foreign fthing operations, and of fines levied for fisheries offences, ai well as monies
appropriated by Parliament or donated by foreign donon. The fund could be used to
finance fisheries development projecs in Provincial waters, the preparation of fisheries
management plans by Provincial Governments and research projects on such matters as
the impact of commercial fishing operations on artisanal and reef fisheries. [n a sense
the fund would be similar in concept to reforestation taxqs in the forestry sector (FAO
1987:6).

The Multilateral Treaty between the United States of America and South Pacific Forum
multlies (see paragraph 11.6 above) would be one source of money to put into such a fund. It
would indeed be unfortunate if this money was diverted into centra[ revenue as appears to have
occurred with the reforestation levy (see Recommendation 35).

11.11

Assistance available from Fomm Fisheries Agency

headquarters for the Forum Fisheries Agency are conveniently based for Solomon Islands in
Honiara. The personlel 9-f the^Agercy have a high level of erperiise in all aspects of the fthing
industry, especially as it affects South Pacific countries.
T_he

The FFA would appear to be especially qualified to advise on and undertake the rwiew and
revision of national legislation. The Agenry has practical insighs and unsurpassed experience in
almost a!
of Frsheries in the region. Calling on this experience, the FFA has developed
-aspgcq
improved legislative provisions in a number of wayr including:

-

slrycturing more precise and comprehensive definitions such as'f,rsh"fishing'etc;
giving licensing provisions more flexibility so that a number of fisheries-rElated
activities which may occur in the future are covered;
extending and strengthening the powem
enforcement officers;

of
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-

the development oj model evidentiary . provisions to facilitate the taking and
acceptanc€ of evidence under certain circumstances and to incori'orate
technological advancements in navigation (e.g. satellite qntems) and enforiement
transponders or mechanical observer devices; and
Por-e generally to ensure mmprehensive coverage of all aspects of fxheries to allow
for future development.

A number of Pacific countries have already benefited from the Agency's advice and assistance in
the review and drafting of legislation. The process of harmonisition would be advanced if the

Agency were to play a similar role in assisting with Solomon Islands legislation.

1f.12

Conclusion

The Solomon Islands still has an abundant fthing resource. Its coral reefs, warm waters and
inshore fishery resourees are an unsurpassed tourist attraction. The abundance of fish in
Solomon klands waters can be compared to the lack of availability of fish in many dareloped
countries where the fishery has been depleted and the marine en.,ironment ruin'ed by oi,erfthing and pollution.
The value and desirability of fish as a source of protein for the people of Western and Asian
countries is increasing. The market demand for hsh in these couniriei cannot easily be met. As
storage, pr.ocessing and transport improvements take place in Solomon Islandj, the fishing
resource will increase in value. If carefully managed, thC Solomon Islands Frshing resouroe can
last forever. However, the fistr will only continue to breed if the resource is mariaged in *"y
which allows that to h.uppql Sustainable development of the fishery is therefore abiolutely" vitai
to the future economic well-being of Solomon Islands.

A simpler and more effective legislative base needs to be established to ensure that conservation
measures are taken-to ggPply ulth ggological and environmental requirements. This is one of
the stated aims of the Fisheries Division of the Ministry of Natural Resources. It would seem
that the longer-new legislation is
9-elayed, !h-e lgnggr the revenue-earning capacity of the frsbery
resouroe will take to.achieve_its fullpotential. Under the existing legal frimeworkl there
a real danger of the inshore fishery being irreparably harmed.
"pp""ri

ll.l3
29.

Recommendations for Chapter Eleven

That further study and data collection in relation to the inshore Frshery be initiated (page
67).

30.

That- Regulations under the Fisluries Act be updated, particularly in relation to
pe-nalties, and to take into account the provisions for limitation and thl banning of the
collection and.export of endangered marine species in the proposed l99l amendments
to the Regulations (page 68).

31-

That a Multi-Fishery_Policy be drafted by the Ministry
mllaboration with the Provinces (page7?).

32.

That a_register of customary hshing righs be established under the Fisheries Regulations

of National

Resources in

(page 73).

33.

That a register o[
rights agrygments between customary_reef owners and fishing
f-s-ning
operators be established under the Fisheries Regulations (page 73).

34-

That comprehensive new hsherigs legislation be drafted and enacted by the Solomon
Islands government, and that the basis for the new Frsheries legislation b6 the Food and
Agricultural Organisation Fisheries Iegislation Report. Assistance from the Forum
Fisheries Agency should be requested in this task (page Z4).
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35.

That a special Fisheries Management and Development Fund be established, as
recommended by the Food and Agricultural Organisation Fisheries I-egislation Report
(page74).
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CHAPTER TWELVE
AGRICTJLTTJRE

l2.l

Relevrntkgisletion:

National
Agriculnrc and LivestockAct as amended in 1970, 1972andl979.
Agricultural Quarantine Act 1982 as amended in 1985
Pharmacy and Poisons Act 1941 as amended
Income TaxAct 1965

12.2

Introduction

More than 80Vo of Solomon Islands population live in rurd areas and obtain the bulk of their
diet from subsistence production s]6tems. Apart from eating fth and imported rice, the diet of
the grea-t-bulk of the population is made up of locally grown products. Coconut and root crops
along with whatever vegetables can be grolvn in this hot climate are the staple food of Solomon
Islanders. C.onsequently the quality of the soil for this subsistence agriculture is important.
As the population increases, there is increasing pressure on the land to fulfil its role
of traditional food sources for Solomon Islanders.

123

as

the basis

Landdegredstion

The intensification of agriculture and increasing population density has resulted in shorter fallow
periods for the land in some areas. In the past, land has been left for 15 years or so, but now has
to be used far more freqrreslly. This resuls in degradation of the soil which a serious long term
environmental problem. In addition, logging operations also cause soil erosion, soil mmpaction
and loss of soil fertility. The removal of forest cover intemrpts the natural process of nutrient
recycling and composting of the soil.

12,4

AgricultureDivision

The Agriculture Division, and its Extension Service to the Provinces, has as its main objective the
promotion of income-generating agricultural activities. The Division's Officen, while they may
have some general knowledge of conservation measures, are generally not trained or directed
towards environmental management in their duties. The Division acknowledges this in its part
of "Sector Reports on the Environment 1991'. (National Environmental MaJagement Straiegr
Seminar 1991b) (see Recommendation 36).

f2.5

Taxation Incentives

There are various incentives in the Income Tax Act to encourage agricultural production in
Solomon Islands. There are opportunities for deductions for capiial expenditure in the Second
Schedule and particularly generous deductions mncerning improvements to plantations and
livestock facilities in Part II. A sensible but apparently little used provision-is mntained in
paragraph 10 of the Fint Schedule which allows an agricultural development co-operative
society to be exempt from income tax Another incentive exists under section 37 which alloun a
set-off against taxable income for export duty paid for producers of mpra and rice. The use of
these provisions muld be extended to ensure tbat inceniives were given-for agricultural practices
which were shown to be environmentallv sustainable.
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12,6

Pesticides end Chenicals

DDT has bern widely used in the past and mntinues to be used along with Malathion

and

Fenitrothion for anti-malaria sprayrng., As yet there has been no assessmEnt of their impact on
the environment; _(Solomon Islands Sute of the Environment Repon 199t:60) (see
Rerummendation 37).

It is reasonable to assume that there would be significant traces of these cbemicals in water and
in food-produced in _areas where spraying has taken place. There is no easy answer to the use of
pesticides to- control malaria, which, as noted in Chapter 8, is a very reil and seriou health
problem in Solomon Islands. It may be unrealistic to expect Solomon klanden to want to ban
the spraying_of chemicals used to killmalaria-carrying mosquitoes even when they are aware that
the chemicals may harm the environment and cause other health problems. In t6'e view of some,
the eradication or at least lessening of the incidence of malaria Gth the use of chemicals to kill
mosquitoes m-ay have to take priority over their side-effects of pollution of agricultural products
and possibly humans, at least until malaria is under better control. Othei means of malaria
control and prevention need to be investigated to see if the incidence of the disease can be
reduced without the use of harmful pesticides.

l2,l

Phamacy and Poisoru Ad I94I

qit.A"t

sets up a 'Pharmacy and Poisons Board'. The Board's inspectors have wide powers in
relation to pharmacists or licensed sellen of poisons or medicines to ensure that'they are
complyng with the Act. A licence is required for the import of any poison. Poison includes such

substances as 1080 pesticide. No doubt there are many new pesticides since the last amendment
to.the poisons list, which was made in July 1981. There are restrictions on the sale of poisons but

this Act is really directed at preventing poisons getting into the wrong hands, iather than
directed at-the-prevention of such substances polluting the environment. The Act is long,
complicated and somewhat outdated. More simplified legislation would seem to be warranted.
New legisla.tio-n co_uld set up a simple administrative structure to regulate the import, sale and
use-of pesticides. Such an administrative structure could perhaps be emnomically incorporated
under the provisions of new environmental health legislation as suggested in parigraptr-g.t.t of
Chapter 8 above (see Recommendation 38).

12.8

Conclusion

The continuation of small scale subsistence agriculture is vital to the traditional dietary needs of
the bulk of the population. There would appear to be a need for more training and direction of
the.Agriculture Division Officers about the need to stress conservation measures wben teaching
agricultural methods to local people.

As the population increases there will be more pressure on availability of tbe land for
agricultural purposes. The implementation of wise conservation measures which enable the

same land to be used without soil degradation will be increasingly important.

L2.9

Recommendations for Chapter 12

36.

That all Agriculture Division Officen engaged in fieldwork be specifically trained in
environmental management as it affects agriculture @age77).

37.

That the Environment A-ct suggested by this Report include provisions for assessing the
environmental impact of the use of existing and new pesticides (page 78).

38.

That the use of pesticides be regulated by the enactment of a Pesticide Act. Alternativety,
that the Pharmaq and Poisoru Act 1941 be comprehensively updated, and to include the
importation, manufacture and use of all pesticides (page 78).
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CTIAPTER THIRTEEN

FORESTRY

13.1

RelevantLegislation:

Nstional
Income TorAct 1965
Forest Resowces and Timber Utilisation Act L969, (amended 1972,1977,193{, 1987, 1988, 1!89,
1990,1991).
- (Protected Species) Regulations 1990,
- @rescribed Forms) Regulations 1978, Amendment 1985,
- (Appeals) Regulations 1985,
- (Form of Agreement) Regulations 1986.
Foresny Bill79f39
Land and Titles Act 1970
Local Courts Act 1973
Magbtrates CourtsAct Cap 3
Notth New Georgia Tynber CotporationAct 1979, (amended 1980, l9&1)
Timber (Lery and Mill Licensing) Regulations 1970.

Provincial
Guadalcsnal
Guadalcanal hovince Business and Hawl<cn LbencingOrdinance 1985
Western Pnovince
Preseruation of Culmre Ordinance 1989
Westem Province Business

13.2

Lbence (Amendment) Ordinance l9fj9

Introduction
Forests, land, and people in the Solomon Islands are inseparably linkcd together.
The foresu are a vital part of the country's cultural heritage and contribute-to the
welfare and economir development of the people. The environment ard ecologi.cal
stability of the islands is conditioned by a protective covering of forest on the higher
lony' along rivert, coasts, and k many other sercitive areas. Our national suruival
depends on what we do with our forests. (Forest Policy Statement approved by the
Solomon Islands Parliament, 1989, Ministry of Naaral Resources 1989).

Th-" logg,gg ofindigenous forest is the most pressing and serious environmental issue facing the
Solomon Islands. The activities of logging mmpanies and the rate of logging have aroused much
public cgryern and controversy for some years. In the 1990's the indiscriminate logging of large
tracts of indigenorx forest by foreign-controlled mmpanies has continued. The economic and
social benefits of logging for the Solomon Islands seem to be highly questionable. While the
National Government collects royalties and logB are "exports" for the country, it seems obvious
that this natural resouroe is being made available to foreign interests -at a substantially
undervalued rate. In addition, the social cost to local communiiies from logging operations o;
customary lands appear to outweigh attendant financial or other benefis in most cases.

The life of the accessible timber resourss (ie that which is technically and economically feasible
to log) has been estimated to be perhaps as little as 15 yean if the maximum allowable cut under
existing timber licence agreements is taken. (Solomon Islands State of the Environment Repon,
bary 1991:15). However, more exact figures will not be known until the National Forest
Resources Inventory is mmpleted (anticipated in 1993).
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Ifgg-og by foreign companies is often the subject of controversy and concern to Solomon
Islanders. Land disputes, timber rights disputes, associated sociat problems, and local
disillusionment with_ logging are widespread. Tf,is has been recognised byihe Forestry Division
itsef, (Ministry of Natural Resources Iggla,Forestry Divisionlnnual Refon 1989).

Sgstainable- management of the forestry rqlource requires a tight legislative framework and
effective administration and enforcement of the Act aid is Regfulatiois. At present this does
not exisl New forestry legislation is essential (See ReconmJndstion 39). 'Because of tbe
importance of forests for Solomon Islands, the discussion of the present situation, the applicable
Iaw and suggested reforms are dealt with in some detail.
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Edsdng Legislation

13.3.1 Outmoded Forestry Laws
Despite a series of amendments over the past decade, tbe Forest Resources and Timber
Utilisation Act has not outgrown its colonial flavour. It is an Act directed primarily at
exploitation of the forest resource, rather than one of sustainable management. ihe Aci has
been.amerrded eight times without being r-ep1lted, As a result it is v-ery difficult to piece
together the amendments and make sense of it. The Act came into force in 1-970 "to controj and
regulate the timber industry'. It provided for a Conservator of Foress to grant licences to fell
trees and operate timber mills on government land. The authorities were given power to impose
a timber levy and declare government-held land as State Forests, or 'o6ntrolied" to cons'erve
water catchment areas-. The
4ct provided for licences to be issued for the felling of trees subject
to any. condition which the C-onservator
(now C.ommissioner) imposes. Various offences ind
penalties were provided for and included a regulation-making pbwer to better carry out the
provisions and purposes of the Act.
13.3.2 T\e

7977

Amendment

This first.major Amendment was to set up a regime to regulate forestry on customary land. The
Commissioner of Forests had fint to grve q)nsent io allow the developer tb carry on
-deciding
negotiations. The local Area Committee (n9w Council) was given the task of
wh6ther
jntitled to
those proposing to grant the
9"u4op9t the_timber rights were all the persons lawfully
grant those rights. Importantly, Section 5q1) provided that the Arei Committee must include
in^^its m-gmlership "persons having particular knowledge of customary land rights in the area
affected". This requirement no longer applies; see 13.4.3 below.

4rft"t Tqury into the identity of the legitimate owners of timber rights and the decision of the
Area C-ommittec, an aggrieved
was given one month to appeal to the Customary I-and
-pepgg
Court,
the
decision
of
which
was final. The decision wls conveyed from thi Area
4pp."l"
Committee or from the Appeal C-ourt to the Conservator and on to the Minister who was then
tg grant the d_eveloper a licence. This sptem for granting timber rights oD customary land

"9L"sdsts today, albeit in a modified form.
still

13.3.3 The 19&4 Amendment
The 19&l amendment.provided for-{rea Councils to decide timber rights on customary land.
The..amendm.ent_provided for the Provincial Executive to participate in the process Uy fint
settling with the developer the profit sharing of the venture and the-Province's involvement with
the venture's management.

Various environmentally sound provisions were incorporated into the Amendment. The
developer had to aglee to conserve river catchment areas, prevent soil erosion, preserve the
environment and tambu (sacred or secret) and historical sites, as specified by the C,ommissioner
of Forest Resources.. The pgyer to make Regulations was extended to require developers to
replant trees, prohibit the felling of protected trees, prevent wastage of timbir and ban iogging
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within 50 metres of a water+ourse or 400 metres above sea let/el. Regulation-making power was
given to establish forest sanctuaries on customary land as well as on government land for the
Purpg.se of conservation of flora and of fauna. The Amendment also significantly increased
penalties; for example, a maximum fine of $3,000 was imposed for wasting timber by carrying out
operations outlawed in the Regulations.
13.3.4 The 1990 Amendment
In July 1990, new but rather mmplicated procedures were s€t for the acquisition of timber rights
on-customary land. These procedures are very important in practice and are set out in detail
below.

The developer who wants a logging concession applies on a special form to the C.ommissioner of
Forest Resources to negotiate with the Proviircial Executive, the Area Council and the
customary landowners.

If

and when the Commissioner consents, the Area Council must hold a meeting with the
Provincial Executive, the customary landowners and the developer. The legislation does not say
how this meeting is to be funded-

At this meeting the Area

C-ouncil, in consultation with the Provincial Executive, must talk with
the customary landowners and the developer and decide:

-

whether or not the landownen want to sell their timber rights to the developer;
whether the propgsed sellen represent all the legitimate owners of the timlier righa
the nature of the timber righs proposed to be sold;
profit sharing betrveen the developer and the landowners;
the Provincial Executive's participation in the developer's logging venture.

;

(see 13.3.7 below for other mmpulsory procedures set out in the Regulations).

Any agreement reached at the discussions at this Area C.ouncil meeting must be recorded. A
copy of any agreement is then sent to the Commissioner along wittr ttre Area C-ouncil's
recommendation with 'particular reference ton the amount of profit sharing, if any, that the
developer has agreed on, and its recommendation as to the extent of the Provincial fuecutive's
involvement in the venture.

If

at the discussions, the developer is required to ncarry out such
investigations
a-re necessary to
-as
'lenti$ and describe the forest res6urces on the land and any
areas which should be excluded from the application on grounds of environmental or social
yalues-'. The legislation is silent on what 'aJ are neoessafu" means, and it does not say that
agreement is reached

investigations need to be re,corded in writing, or given to any6ne. No 'environmental' or niocial"

standards are
provision.

set. There is no penalty set foi a develoiler who does not comply with

this

4oy p.o.t who does Dot agree with the decision of the Area Councillors about who the rigbtful
timber rights owners are, or over what timber rights are to be granted to the developer, ha-s one
mo-nlh to appeal to_the Customary land Appeal Court, TherE is no provision for fate appeals,
and the Customary Iand Appeal Court decision is final.
The Area C-ouncil delivers is decision to the Provincial Executive, which sends it on to the
Commissioner and to the developer. The Commissioner must then recommend to the Provincial
Executive that it grants approval to the developer but only after the C-ommissioner is satisfied
that the agreement granting the timber rights ii in the preicribed form, has been completed in
the prescribe! manner and any appeal has been disposed of. The prescribed form in the
Regulations is a Standard Logging Agreement which has many good features designed to

safeguard the customary landowners and the environment (see 13.3.7 below).
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The Provincial Executive, o.n- receiving the Commissioner's recommendation, 'mayn complete
another certificate in prescribed form apprwing the agreement. The Provincial Exicutiveihen
sends it back to the Commissioner who must tell the devetoper and the customary landowners
and sellen of the timber righs that the agreemeDt has been c6mpleted.
13.3.5 Other provisions of the

1990 Amendment

The Minister is given power to make Regulations for

-

the disposal of waste products
tbe protection of the environment
the manner and nature of reforestation so as to protect the timber industry
prohibiting or regulating the taking of any specified timber from any customary land
the amount of timber required to be procesi,ed by the dweloper.

l^E^of!y Regulations in force under this amendment are

the hotected Species Regutatioru of.
or removing mangroves, ebony or ngali nut tr6es from iny land for
of.sale. However, a licence may.still be granted which allows a developer io cut and
!h-9 R-urRose
fell these species. F-or example, t{: Regulatiol* do not prevent clearing mangroues, when it is
not intended to sell them. The Regulations further stite that Rose;ood, Lonwood, Kauri,
Walnut, C,anoe Tree and Rattan are not alfowed to be exported until they have been processed
unlqs the developer's licence specifically allows it to export them.
1990. These Plohibit_felling

The developer, the Provincial Brecutive, the Area Council and the customary landoninen are
given the right to obtain advice from the Commissioner or officers about tiirber rights. The
High Court in Honiara.is given exclusive jurisdiction to hear disputes about agreemen'ls entered
into between the developers and the customary landownen. An nenforcemint officern and a
f9res19f{cer are given permission to enter cust6mary land to perform their functions under the
Act..Finally, all loqging.licences and timber rights agreements granted prior to 5 July 1990 are
validated by the 1990 Amendment. This provision iffectively took a*ay any right to challenge
the quantity or conditions of any licence prior to the date of the Amendment.'
For the reasons set out in paragraphs 13.4 and 13.5 below, there are still serious problems with
the forestry laws despite this recent Amendment.
13.3.6 standard

Ilggrng Agreement concerning timber on customary land

The .Forests and Timber .(hescrib-ed ,forms) (Amendment) Regulatinns /985 provides that
'agreements for the-sale^of n1nleryghts^in atstomary land must be in the
form set ow in Form 4 of
the Schedule to the
(See. Regulation 2). The Standird togging Agreemeni
-Reguptio-n',
provisions and procedures
in the Regulations are thus mmpulsory.

13.3.1 The provisions of tbe 'Standard l-ogging Agreement' are required to be incorporated in
the developer's agreement with the landownen; they are presented here in sum-ury
form:

(4)

The logging_gomp_lny must eryure that all its employees are aware of their obligations
under the Nver Waten Act 1969 particularly concerning removal of obstructidns and
restoration of damaged areas.

(5)

No felling of trees within 50 metres of a main water course or within 25 metres of anv
minor water gours,e.

(6)

All chemicals and pollutants are to be stored a safe distance from water
sewage, rubbish, etc. may be discharged into any water oourse.

(7)

courses: no

Sites from which sand and gravelhave been extracted to make roads must be restored.
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(8)

Tlere mustte

(9)

No logging may take place above an altitude of 4fi) metres unless a special €xemption is
granted.

selective felling of large trees on slopes above 20 degrees, and no fielliog
of trees on slopes steeper Uan lO degiees.

(10) All road mnstruction is to be carried out in accordance

with a plan attached to the
Agreement. Any further feeder roads that are necessary must be-mnstructed so as to
minimize damage to the environment.

(10)
(11)
(12)

No roads may be made by bulldozing until after the trees in the path of the bulldozer are
chain-sawed and harvested.
Wherever- possible roads to connect villages within the logging area to the primary road
network should be built and at no cost to the village.

The loggrng company is responsible for the up-keep of the roads during logging. Where
possible the logging-company must leave stoc.kpiles of gravel at strategtc polns for road
repairs expected to be necessary during the 10 yean after logging has b-eed completed.

(13) All bridges are to be constructed in accordance with specifications

attached

to

the

Agreeqgnt. One metre diameter logs must be used and the stringen and heavy decking
must all be made of hardwood timben. Suitable hardwodh timbers f6r futurE
maintenance of the bridges must be left adjacent to every bridge along main roads and
aooess roads

to villages.

of cllv.erts_using logs with earth and fill is banned. Topsoil must be
removed and stockpiled from the land used for yarding or storage of logi. The topsoil
must be restored to the area when operations in the area are comflete.

(14,15) C,onstruction-

(16)

All merchantable logs mrrst be measured, marked and their site of origrn recorded
other detailed records kept for inspection by landowner's repr-esentatives
government lnsPectors.

(17)

and
and

AII merchant-able logs must be taken out of the brsh by the developer within three
months of felling.

(18) F tan -sPecies of trees must not be felled. These are Ngali nut, Buti, Baleho, Mango,
Sago Palm and Togoma.
(19)

Where-two adjacent.areas are owned by different people or clans, the logging company
must plan is operations so that as far as possible toggtng in both areas sf,6uii notiaki
place at the same time.

(20)

Strict management control must

Ql)

The company
Pust carry out reforestation of at least one third of the land it logs. The
area selected for reforestation must be agreed and specified after discussions fetween
the company, the Commissioner of Forest Resources and the Provincial authorities. The
logging company must Prepare_a detailed pla-n
9f its proposed reforestation operations
and bave that approved by the C-ommission-er before the agreement is signed.

(22)

be_ exercised
Ql the company over the equipment
operators so that there is no excess of bulldozing of tracks througf, the bush.

Th.e logging company_ must

iminimise damage"
to bush products used by landowners for

building purposes and domestic needs.

(23)

No felling of trees is allowed to take place within 100 metres from the edge of any village
area except in order to construct road acoess to the village.
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(73)
(24)

(26)

The-logging company must immediately dismiss any employee who does not observe
local customs,-or who trespasses or mmmits any offences in rrillage areas or behaves in a
drunken or offensive manner.

month prior to logging any-are,a, the logging company must identiff and clearly
mark tambu sites. The sites mut be recorded on the loggfng'company's maps and copiei
must be provided to the Provincial authorities and to the landown-ers(tne company must
also pay compensation for any damage to tambu sites).
One-

The mmpany must errure that its employees do not hunt or 6sb on the reeft or in rivers
ol male gardenp without the prior permission of tbe landowners. When permission is
gven it must only be for the personal use of the employees.

(27,28) Only the employees. of^the logging company and their immediate families may live in the
loCSinS a-1e.a.
!rygty for employment must be grven by the logging company to people

who traditionally live in the area cor-er$ by the loggrng agreehent- The lbgg'ing
company nly gqly recruit skilled people from outside the area after the mmpany hal
first established that no suitable workers are available from among local people.'

(29)

Minimum wages for unskilled labourers, overtime and benefits erc. must be specified in
the agreement.

(30)

for trees and crops damaged by the operations of the logging company
must be paid for in accordance ri'itn tne SctreOule attiched to the Agreeffeni 1tt ieA3
"
set rates in the schedule are very low].

(31)

Royalty payments must be paid by the logging company to representativqs of the
landowners on a monthly basis in accordance with a set formula-incorporated in the

C.ompensation

Agreement

(32)

Eu"ty qont! the company-mryt produce a monthly detailed statement giving production
figures-for the last month broken down into the species, grndes, volum-es, aria of origin
and sales figures etc. These must be then given to the local representatives of ile
landowners and to the Commissioner of Forest Resources.

(33)

nWhereverpossiblen

all timber sales by the logging company must be to buyers who have
no connection whatever with the logging company.

(34)

EJ"ry month the company must produc€ to the local landowners'representatives and to
the Commissioner of Forest Resources, the latest monthly statement of production and
sales minimum price guidelines, issued either by the Papul New Guinea Goternment or
by an independent and reputable firm of timber agents.

(34)

The royalty payments must be made to the local representatives of the landowners when
they are-all gathered together in p-ublic at a time and place advertised by public notice
one week in advance of the time of payment. The representatives must a[ sign for the
royalty Payments. At this time the representatives must see the monthly statements. If
the representatives lqgpt the calculations the representatives must sign a receipt for a
given percentage of the royalty and the other percentage must be depositid in a
nominated bank account. Payments must not be made unl*s all the represbntatives are
and if they are not all present the logging company must deposii the total royalty
Prese-nt,
into the nominated bank accounts.

(35)

A detailed s;rtem of measurement and grading of logs is set out in the Agreement and if
there is a dispute over measurement or gading the Minister of Natural Resources shall
conclusively decide the issue. (But see 13.4.5 below).
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(36)

The local \epresgntatives of the timber rights o*'ners have as their nominees all Forestry
Officers of the Ministry of Natural Resources plus all Public Solicitors and their
Provincial Secretary. These people are given the powers to monitor and enforce the
terms of the Agreement on behalf of ttre local landorrners.

(36)

Thc Agreement is 'enforceable in the High Court of the Solomon Islands". (see 4.5
below).

(37)

Any-dispute between the land owners and the company over interpretation of the terms
of tbe. Agreement must be submitted to mediati6n 5y a specifiid iocal I-andowner's
Association. If this fails to produce agreement the Minister of Natural Resources mrxt
decide the issue and his or her decision is final. @ut see 4.5 below).

(38) If

the logging company is in breach of its obligations under this agreement the

representatives of the timber rights owners may servb one month's formal notice on the
logging oompany through the Public Solicitor icting as their agent. If they do this and
the mrrpany.gges not remedy the situation it-must immediately suspend all its
operations until its obligations under the agreement have been met.

(39)

The.rights and obligations under the agreement may not be assigned (grven) by the
loggtng company to any other party except with the prior nnitlen miseni oi tbe
landowners.

13.3.7 Negotiable terms in Standard I-oggrng Agreement
Schedule I to the Standard- Ifggng Agreement adds overall conditions which are a precondition
for any logging. Paragrap-h 3 sap thai all clauses of the Standard I-oggrng Agreement must be
completed and none may be deleted. However five of its clauses are open to negotiation. These
are

(18)

Exclusion of species
ryay be negotiated. However the landowners cannot agree to let the

company take species protected under tbe Forest ResourcesUrilb ation ( Protected Specic s ) Regulations I 990.

l_ggg,ng

and Timber

(21)

Reforestation is open to negotiation. This means the landowners and Dot the authorities
may in effect decide how much if any reforestation takes place on customary land.

(31)

Despite the requirements laid down in the Standard Iogging Agreement, rates of pay
and wages and conditions need not be specified in the Agreement.

(31) lle s1a1ed_pe-rcentage rate of royalty payments (l2.5Vo) may be varied up or down; (see
Schedule F of the Standard Logging Abricment)'
(34)

The logg-ing comPany and the landownen_ can agree to a slntem of royalty pa)rrnents
without the safeguards inmrporated in the standaid Ingging Agreement.'

13.3.8 Compulsory procedures under the Standard Iogging Agreement
Schedule I also sets-out- a compulsory procedure that the logging company must follow when
negotialing with-the landowners. This includes making mpies oT the 5 year plans and road plans
available to each landholding grgup.
Ih".**pq!y mus-t tell the toclt nnA and timber iights
o*n!.T, the Forestry Division and the Province of its plans, intended timing and the terms ind
conditions of the agreement which the logging company proposes to enteiinto. All this must
happen b9for9 anJ agreement is signed oi UinAing. Tird ndgotiations musr be carried out in
public, with the landowner's legal adviser and rEpresentatives from the Province and the
Forestry Division present.
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I is part of tF Standard F_ggr"g Agreement and i_s required ro be attached to every
logging agreement. The Standard Io-4fng-Agreemelt,
_rf retained, should be completef
redrafted to make i^t easy to understand; Ptain English drafting principles should Ue usda
lsei
Recomnendation 40).
Schedule

13.3.9 Powers of Provincial Exerutives under the forestry legislation
Under !8 (a) of the hovircial Govemment Act I98I the statutory functions of tbe Minister of
-s
Natural Resources nly.p-e transferred to the Provinces in four important areas of the Forest
Resoutc,es and Timber Utilisatbn Acl They are:

-

The licensing of timber mills under Part

Itr

The declaration of forests as mntrolled forests so that rainfall catchment areas are
reserved to conserve water resouroes under Part VI (see paragraph 6.4.2 of Chapter 6
above)

The Powel to make Regulations fior the better carrying out of the provisions and
Lurposes of the s)6tem of obtaining agreements affecting customary land under Part
The power to make Regulations under Section 33.

IIA

Although it appears that these powers have been given to Provinces under the terms of their
devolution orders, no Regulations appear to have been passed by the individual Provinces. This
appears to be because the Provincial authorities have not been aware of their powers at times
wten they may have ylnt+ to-regulate the activities of logging companies where the Ministry of
Natural Resources in Honiara has not done so.

13.4

Inadequacies of the prcsent legislation

13.4.1 Loggrng on customary land

Inggtng on customary land is tbe essence of forestry in the Solomon Islands. As noted
previously,-some 87Vo of Solomon Islands is customary land, and over XJVo of large scale
commercial forestry, takes place on customary land (UNCED l99Z:24).
13.4.2 The Role of Area Councils

The Area Councils are given the all-important task of making the major and often difficult
decision of whether or not to allow a developer to log on customary land. The Area C-ouncillors
are the third tier of elected goiemment officials in Solomon Islands, ranking after National and
Provincial government members. The Area Councils are created by and beholden to the
Provincial Assemblies and its Executives. The Area Councils rely on the Provincial government
for their funding
in all matters are subordinate to it. These ilected officials are iharged, for
"ll the participation of the superior
example, with deciding
body, the Provincial Executive] in the
logging venture, as 5C(3)(e) of the Act provides.
13.4.3 trfuowledge of customary land rights no longer required
The import-anl prergqyisite contained in the 1977 Amendment (see paragraph 13.3.2 above)
that those deciding timber righ! have a-particular knowledge of customarf tahA rights in theii
area, has now been taken out.of.the- legislation. The elected officials on the Area eouncil may
not necessarily.have any particular knowledge of customary land rigbts in their area, yet they
have to decide important land rights questions.
In addition, the L977-requirement for the notice of the timber rights hearing requiring persons to
attend the hearing tf
ltt"y cgnsjdelgd those granting the timber rights were nof the frght people
to do so, was deleted from the legislation.
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13.4.4 Iack of e4perience and erpertise in Area C-ouncils
Questions such as who are the customary landoumers and who are the people lawfully entitled to
lgber rights, and whether thoae-people are the same, are oftin ertremely iomplicated
and dif;Ecult.

gran!

It

is uall established that in custom, land is omed not by a person, but by a line or family or
tribe. Other persons, families, lines or tribes may have secondary righs in tbe land. Righa to
grow croPs, make gardens, take the kuit off tr@s, even to take the trees themselves to make
ganges or houscs, and so on. The permission of other lines having interests in neighbouring
lands may be required, in custom, before a line can dsvelop its own land in -case thai
development affects adjoining land in any way (Fugui v Sohnac High C-ourt Civil Cases No 44 &
45

of L9t2 at p 8).

Experience and expertise in custom concepts mmbined with legal e,lperience as found in the
Crstomary Land Appeal C,ourt would appear to be necessary tb decide customary land cases
(ry9 cotments of Ddy CI, n Lilo v Ghomo C\rstomary Iand Appeals C.ourt, Case No 14 of
1981). To give this task to elected politicians on the Area Council seems inappropriate.

13.4.5 Jurisdiction of High Court of Solomon Islands
Clause 37 of the Standard l-ogging Agreement on customary land mntained in the 1985
Regulations sa)6 that all disputes between landoumers and the logging company over
interpretation of the terms of the Standard Loggrng Agreement must be JriUmitteA tb ttie local
Landowner's Association for mediation. If this fails to produce agre€ment, the dispute goes to
the Minister of Natural Resources, whose decision is final.

The 1990 Amendment to the Act changed this. Section 5J now provides that the High Court of
Solomon Islands has 'original" jurisdiction to hear and determinC any cause or matteiarising out
of or relating to an approved agreement. The section sa)6 this piovision overrides any other
contrary law and that only the High C,ourt has this jurisdiction. tte provision in the 1985
Regulations has not been specifically repealed. Hornever, it is important to understand that the
1990 Act prevails over the 1985 Regulations.
disputes arise under the logging agreement, the local landorvners must go to the High
to seek redress instead of being able to use the local Magistrate's C-ourt. Access to of tf,e
Iligh- Cglrt, in Honiara is too difficult, despite the ability of the Court to go on circuit. This
clearly disadvantages the landownen and assists the dwel6per since the developer will inevitably
be represented in Honiara either by one of its officen or by its lawyen.

!/b"n
Court

Distances are often great and communications with Honiara from the Provinces is often difficult.
The Provincial Police C,ommander must instruct the Attorney-General's lawyen in Honiara to
condu_ct prosecutions since they must all be done in the High Court. It is therefore not surprising
that there lppear to be Do prosecutions of offenden under the legislation. The prbctica'i
problems of launching a prosecution are enormous and would be unnecessarily expensivl for the
Prosecution and its witnesses. There seems no reason why the Magistrate's Court situated in
each Province should not be given criminal and civil jurisdiction to decide disputes arising out of
logging agreements. The Magistrate's Cotttt Act allows for the Magistrate to have such increased
jurisdiction, provided the relevant legislation mnfers that power.

13.4.6 Rights of local landowners not fully protected
While some customary landowDers may welcome logging on their land, the legislation does little
to assist those customary landownen who do not consider that they will benefit from the
developmenl Nor does it assist landowners who would wish to vary irrangements agreed to.
The logging company is not prevented from canvassing support and curryinglavour among local
luPporten before and during the inquiry process. The requirements of bringing notice of what is
likely to occur to the attention of the local people is inadequate, as is ttre pubtic notice of the
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Area Council's decision. The customary landowner who disagrees has only one month to lodge
aa appeal .to tb9 Customary-Iand Apieal Court- With didcult communir"tioo qntems, tfis
time period would not normally be adiriuate. There is no provision for late appeals. '
The possible seriow injustices tbat can (rccur under the Foresr Resowtes and Timber lltitisation
Act werc highlighted by the Chief Justice rnTotata and othen v Meki Earthmoven Solomon Ltd
and Othcn, High
Fun Civil Case No. 141 of 1989. The Chief Jr.rstice pointed out that as rhe law
stands at Present it would be possible for one member of a tnbe to enter into an agreement to
take and use the royalties without mnsultation with, or the lnowledge of those otbEr members
of the tribe who [ve in other isolated parts of the land but are still-entirely dependent on the
land. The High Court lamented the current state of the legislation and rirged Parliament to
change the law so as to protecj the riglq of cutomary landoumen. He stated: 'We are dealing
with o_perations norv that require_ and yield large sums of money and whicb can have permanenl
a.nd. o$eqgarqpe[daq11gjn-g_effects on.large tracb of land onwhich many people day rely for
their livefihood'. The. Chief Jrxtice pointd out that the 'trustees' or ripres6ntativ6s of th"
landoumen or timber righJ owngn were not told by tbe legislation how to pehorm their duries or
what to do with the royalties which were to be paid to them.
The Court further stated:
Parliament may feel that there is a need for legislation to ensure those matters
are considered before any agreements are made in relation to timber and that,
once the representatives are identified, their duties are clearly stated in relation
to consultation with the people they represent over the aitual terms of the
lgreement before they are settled and their continuing duties as trustees whilst
the timber is being extracted.

13.4.7 C,onflicting provisions of Local Courts (Amendment) Act 1985
This Act sap that all customary land disputes mut initially be referred to the local chief or
traditional leaders recognised by the parties. Only after suth referral and after all traditional
TeaY of -solving the dispute h-1ve been exhausted, is the dispute referred to the jurisdiction of
the I-ocal Court- These enligtrtened- provisions inmrporating a Melanesian-type dispute
resolution sptem are ignored when a develop-er ya_lts to log th? hnd the parties-i.e arguiog
about. It seems to be a pity that these sensible land dispute m-echanisms are not used in relitioi
to logging.
231 (l) of the Land and Titles Acr providgs that a I-ocal Court has exclusive jurisdiction
lt"lion
all
in
matters and proceedingF gfg civil naiure affecting or arising in connection with customary
land. Section 8C of the Local Courts,{cl defines a crstomary land dispute as ,a dispute in

mnnection with theownenhip of, or of any interest in, customari'land or the nature or extent of
such orvnership'. The correct legal resolution of these conflictiirg provisions would seem to be
that where there is disputed owuenhip of timber rights on customary land it must be determined
under the Local Courts Act and not by the Area C.ouncil under tbeForest and Timber lltilisation
However this is not what appears to happen in practice.

lct.

13.4.8 Non+ompliance with ForestryRegulations.

If all the. compulsory

requirements of tbe Standard Inggrng Agreement were carried out on
logging sites throughout Solomon klands-and the_ negotiation provisions were tightened up,
there would be fewer-problems. It-would seem that the fine irint of the Standlrd loggd,g
Agreement is not widely understood in local mmmunities or by th-e landowners. There is al6 ai
aPpqqnJ lack of enforceme-nt by the authorities. Jrst as seriously, the compulsory provisions in
the 1985 Regulations are often not incorporated in the logging company'iagreement with the
customary landownen. Some agreements inspected in the @urse of ttrii Review have had the
mandatory_wgrdjng- of the Regulations. ghgnge{ or deleted to the advantage of the logging
company. It is the logging company which invariably tlpes the agreement. Iimay be assrfred
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that.those logging mmpanies which have inmrporated unlawful deletions and additions in their
logging agreements are responsible for them.

While i1 ma-y b_e unr,ealjslic to enpect the landoumers to have a copy of the 1985 Regulations
containing the Standard Iogging Agreement wording and carefully compare it with the-wording
of the-Agreement typed by the logging company, the Commissioner of Forest Resources must
be satisfied that the agreement bas been duly mhpleted in the prescribed form manner before a
recommendation can be made to grant approval to that agreem-ent, (see s sF(c).
13.4.9 Termination of logging Agreements
One of the clear inequities of the Standard logging Agreement is the lack of adequate provision

for termination of the Agreement by the hfrowhei. It is a basic rule of contract'law that
3greements qay b9 terminated when one party fails to carry out the originally agted bargain.
In the case of the Standard logglg fureeurent there is an-inbuilt bias fr favouiof one pirty,
P"qg the logging compan-y. If the loggrng company fails to fulfil its side of the bargain thdn the
lando.wners
lnay,yquire it to cease operitions-uniil it remedies the situation. Th? agreement
t!*"y say $at
if the logging company fails to fulfil its part of the bargain within a ceiain time
(say 2 months) then the landownen have the option of lerminating thJagreement or letting the
agreement run and claiming damages for the breach. However ihe Standard I4ging
Agreement does not rsstrict the contractual rights of the logging company. In fact tne rcrtin!
comPany is gtve_n the right to terminate its operations at
-y tir" Gth6ut penalty simpi| U!
Lriog one month's notice. even _though there is no breach of the Agreement by the fandoimeri.
n Fq terminatiol provisions of tbe Agreement appear to be grosily unfair oir the landowners
and give the logging company an unnecessary comrirbrcial advanlage.-

A^recent enample. of the tlequity of these provisions is that of one logging company which
effectively ceased its operations because it ran out of money and was seri'Jrsiy in Oifaritt of its
obligation under the Standard Iogging Agreement and Provincial laws. It wolld have been of
advantage tq Jh9 local landowners who were not deriving any royalties to terminate their
a-greement'with this company and renegotiate anotber agreement foithe sale of the balance of
the trees
ovmed. Instead of this happening however, the shares in the company were
-they
purchased by other foreign business interes-ts, eff*tively by-passing the norural ti;be; rights
bearing Proc€sses. Even though clause 39 of the Standard lolging Agreement tries to ptofrUit
such.unagreed assignments, such a transaction appears to be quite-legltimate under the'existing
legislation- provided
tl
-it orly the shares in the t6gging compiny which change hands, not thE
timber
rights owned by the logging company.

1

3.4. I 0

Environmental safeguards not com pulsory

Although_ there is scope for making provision to preserve the timber resource, and to protect the

surrounding environment of the logging operation, in practice logging operaiors do n'ot seem to
?mply with all the protective mechanisms laid down in the Refrlationi and Standard Iogging
Agreement. It would appear that theforestry authorities should 6e given more power in relilioi
to reforestation and exclnsion of species on Customary land.
13.4.17 No environmental impact assessment statements

There is no proper.provision for_1n environmental impact assessment in any accepted sense in
the present le'gislation.
5(v) o! tle Ac1, whi-ch provides that the diveloper musr carry
_section
out investigations to define what areas it should not log on environmental or soiid grounds, ii
clearly inadequate. An undefined environmental and Jocial suwey which is neither icrutinised
nor questioned and is cSnigd out by_alogS-rng gompany motivated-by profit, cannot realistically
be expected to show the impact of the developnienf on the enviioirment. In addition, thl
requirement comes too
-late in the process, sirice the investigations are only required after
agreement has been reached with the timber rights owners. Thgowners may noi have wanted to
dispose of their ti.ghlt if they ha_d known of the futl environmental and iocial impact of the
logging operation before they had reached the ageement with the logging mmpany. Moreover
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the legislation does not say that the developer must tell the landowners the result of the
investigations. Indeed, tbere is no need for the dweloper to formalise its investigations in a
written report or give it to the Commissioner. Tbe provision appears to be mEre window
dressing.

Section sc(y)^can be mmpared with Part IV of Western Province's Presenation of Culnre
f9&, which sets out a proper regime and sptem for an impact report in relation to
historical, cultural and archaeological places prior to any development activig taking place. It is
interesting to note however that even this regime with its sancfions of heavy penafiies has not
been complied with by at least one logging company operating in Western Province.
Ordinance

13.4.12 No srstainable management s'6tem

Importantly, the legislation does not reflect any attempt at sustainable management of the
forestry resource. For example, there are no requirements for the Commissioner to refuse a
developer ognfnt to negotiate with cuslomary landowners when the resouroe may be ruaning
out. Indeed, there are no criteria to guide tbe Commissioner in deciding whether or not to lei
the developer start negotiating with the cr.rstomary landowner in the first place.

l3.5

Further problems with currcnt practice under the existing lews

13.5.1 The developer's relationship with the Area Council
The logging company generally identifies the timber it wants to log on customary land. It then
follows the well-trodden path through the Investment Board, intervieun with-the Provincial
Premier and Provincial Secretary. After obtaining consent of the C-ommissioner of Forest
Resources to negotiate, it focuses on the all-important meeting of the Area C-ouncil. At this
me€tinglocal politicians will in effect decide whether the logging company gers the go-ahead to
operate its logging business.
In practice Form 2 (under the Regulations), is sent by the Forestry Division in Honiara to the
Secretary of the I-ocal Area Council. The Secretary then arranges a special Area C-ouncil
meeting. At this meeting the Councillon are to decide the identity of all the landowners and
tbose who are lawfully entitled to grant the timber rights.

To convene a meeting of the Area

C.ouncil normally incurs expense.s for the Provincial
government, and the number of meetingp the Area C-ouncil may hold are therefore restricted.
For example, Area C.ouncils in Western Province may sit only four times a year under the
Province's Area Council Ordinance unless special permission is obtained from the Provincial
Executive. The Area Councillon and the Secretary and Treasurer are all entitled to travelling
and sitting allowances and the forestry me€ting may be scheduled to take more than a week,
which will mean substantial payment of these allowances. However, the forestry legislation does
not prwide for.funding of this crucial-meeting of the Area Council. Since the logging company
wants the meeting, it arranges to pay the Area Council for the me€ting to be convened.

Normally the logging company will have already been in close touch with the Area Council
Secretary, and perhaps some of the Area Councillon, to ensure an early hearing, and to arrange
the money to enable the Area Council to be convened and the Councillon to be paid their trav?l
and sitting allowances.

There may well be some danger that such a s',stem encourages comrption of public officials.
The sptem must be.seen to beimpartial. To have the logging company directly paylng for the
meeting of the decision making body may well be regarded as inappropriate.

13.5.2 A conflict of interests for the Provincial Authorities
The legislation provides for the participation of the Provincial Executive both in the decisionmaking procqss and as a business participant in the logging venture. (Section 5C (3) and ( )).
To allow such involvement can allow the proper role of government to be compromised. Often
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the Provincial Executive and the investment arm of the Province will be made up of the same
people. The result may be a direct mnflict of interests for tbese Provincial officials.

Matten such as the protection of the environment and sustainable use of the forest cannot be
exPected to be given top priority by Provincial officials when the Province itself is a business
Partner in !h9 lo_ggrng venture. Of coune, all the Provinces are in need of money for essential
services and the Provincial official may well feel that generating money for the Province out of its
participation in the logging venture is a more pressing need than presendng the forests for future
generations; the aim should be to have both.
The role of the National and Provincial Governments should be clearly defined. Through the
C.ommissioner for Forestry Resources, It holds authority over the logging company, il-is tne
enforcer of the forestry laws and protector of the environmenr -Neither ihe-Provincial
gov€rnment nor government officials should be allowed to be financially involved in the business
activities of logging mmpanies. The Provincial government c.annot in reality be expected to
lrinq or. encourage a prosecution against a logging mmpany in breach of the fdrestry liws, if the
Provincial government itself is a partner in the operation.

I3 lny case, even though the Provincial government may be a partner in the joint venture, it is
likely to be powerless to control the operations of the logging venture. f[is is because the
Provincial government will have only a minority interest. -tUe Western Province Investment
Secretariat, for example, which is the business arm of the Western Province government, is
restricted to a 49Vo interest in any venture in which it participates.
13.5.3 Provincial Business Ucences and Forestry Operations

It would appear.desirable for the Provincial governments to benefit financially from logging
operations in their respective Provinces. However, for the reasons outlined above, involvenienl
in the venture itself is not recommended. The answer may lie in the Provinces benefiting from
l_ogging operations by deriving much larger annual fees under tbeir Br-rsiness Licence Ordiiances
from the logging operations taking place in their Province. There would be then no need for the
Provincial governm-ents to become involved in mmplicated joint ventures and there would be no
resulting mnflict of interest for the Provincial government.
In any event, a joint venture between an international logging company and the Provincial
govePqtqnt may be of questionable value for the Province. This is because-"profits' in which the
Provincialgovernment might share may not be forthcoming, as tbe joint venture company affain
can easily be legitimately manipulated to avoid making a piotit at tlie end of the financiaiyear.
On the other hand a business licence tax s),stem would enable the province to budget in advance
for its revenue from logging. Importantly, it would also enable the government to leep a healthy
distance from the logging company so that it could monitor and Enforce the forestry laws and
ensure that the customary landowners and the local mmmunity continued to receive a fair deal
throughout the logging operations.
Section 36r{ of the Income Tar Act 1l)65 treats business licence fees paid to Provinces as a tax
credit to be used instead of paying income tax on profits to th-e National Government.
Therefore, only thoseloggrng mmpanies notmaking a taxable profit muld legitimately complain
about the suggested increase in Provincial br.siness licence fbes for loggrn! operations. 'The
benefits to Solomon Islands of the non-profit operations of any sriiu iompany must be

questionable.

The 1990 Amendment to the Guadalcanal hovince Business and Hawkcn Lbercing Ordinance,
which increases business licence fees, seems a step in the right direction, but a unifofoi approach
by all_the Provinces is needed. At the moment, business licence fees for forestry operatibns vary
from Province to Province for no apparent reason.
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13.5.4 Other involvement of Provincial l-aws
Provincial Buiness Ljcences can be used by the Provinces to regulate loggine actMties in their
Province in the sense that annual business licences- are re4uirei for theTogfrng mmpanie,s to
oPerate- in the_Province. For example, tbe requirements of the Wesuffn6vnciBttsiness
(Amendmeru) Ordinance 1989 arc that rhe logErn! company has complied with all policies and
laun of Western Province and all other laws oF-soibmonlslands. Howiver the current practices
of logging TmpTrq operating in Western Province requiring and being granted'brsiness
licences mnflict with the. provisions in paragraph VI (D) 3 oi the iVestern pro:viice policy on rhe
Environment. In particular,- paragrap! Gt requiies 'environmental impact reporti to be
submitted with arery pro.pos_al and iue deveiopm-ent modified or rejected io accoio with that
re?9rt': Despite this Policy having been approved by the Western irrovince Government, the
P9T."yj n* b.eing Put into practice.- In paiticular, two recent logging company' applications on
Vella l:vella have not been required to submit environmental inl7cireports.

13.5.5 Monitoring of Operations
As well as the lack of an effective s)'stem of obtaining a licence, more problems arise as the
logging gets ulderway. There is no effective legislative-or administrative mechanism to control
what the.logging mmpany does. This is because logging invariably occurs in isolated areas where
communication with the authorities and the ability to-obtain legal advice are often extremely
difficult. The result
tbe logging company is able to mnirol disputes with local peopt6
when they arise, andis.thal
landowners, who own thL resource, are virtually powerless und'et ihe
present s)6tem.

The Timber Control Unit Project with the Forestry Division is presently "Timber Inspectorates"
in the Provinces. To"- will hopefully improve the ability of the Foie.stry DivisioiL and local
landowners' to monitor the amount of lo-gslaken as weil ai other aspects oi logging operations.
However, in the meantime, there is no effective counting of logs taken by the offipi"ies. There
is widespre_ad suspicion th-al. the government revenue from royalties has been underpaid for a
number.of yean. In addition, the Reforestation kvy apitied to licences is inldequate,
considering the actual cost of reforestation. There isvery-littiereforestation on customary'landTo make matters worse, all of the levy appears to have been placed in the Solomon Islands
Government's for its general expendituie- blearly, such levies should be placed in a consolidated
fund in a special account to be managed for the benefit of Forestry Division operations.

13.6

Taxation la$E and Forestry

Various incentives exist in the Income Tax Act for the activities of logging companies. As well as
the usual business incentives, under Section 14(c) there_ are numer6ui OeOrictions for capiral
expenditure which *."y.b: made prior
alsqgsing taxable income. In addition, in asseising
prglF, a-comPanywhich.has pgchrygd,.toa timber-concession is allowed to deduci the price ii
paid for the timber righa it purchased from the amount of its annual profits on which indme tax
is assessed.

Under Section 33A. the.logging mmpa.ny required to withhold a resident withholding tax of
F
llVo from the royalties. it pays_to the landowners
or timber rights owners, and pay tliat lOVo
directly t9 tlte.Coqmissioner. This 107o.is the total.tax payable 6y any residenr bcicy or persons
|nq 3ly indMdual Solomon Islander whose total inmme, including the royalties,'is l&s than
$10,000 in a particular year.

13.7

Summary of Prcsent Position

13.7.1 A sptem that does not work.
The.legislation contains-provisiory.*t-riqh cold pgrde safeguards against an unscrupulous
logging company or a seller of invalid timber righa. However, in practioJ, because of the iack of
an effective s)6tem the activities of logging companies at both national and local levels,
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combined with lack of staff to administer it, the present legislation does not work to achieve
sustainable fqreslry management. No local Provincial Officen have specific power or particular
erpertise to deal with forestry matters. This is of particular conoern in Western and-Choiseul
Provinces, where some 70Vo of Solomon klands mmmercial logging takes place. Similarly, the
Area Councils are even more illequipped to negotiate or deal with an experienced comm-ercial

loggtlg company. Hopefully the establishment of Provincial Timber Inspectorate Units in the
Provinces under the guidance of the Forestry Division will be an important contribution to
addressing these serious problems.
13.7.2 C-omplicated and inaccessible Laws

The forestry legislation is complicated. It is dfficult to obtain a copy of the Act and all is
various amendments and regulations. The hovincial Government Aci, the l-and and Titles Act
and the Lual Courts (Amendmens) Act 1985 all have a bearing on the Forest and Timber
Utilization lc\. At prqent, it is virtually impossible for an ordinary member of the public to find
out what all the law is for forestry in Solomon Islands.
13.7.3 Enforcement of the law
There seems to be little enforcement of the existing forestry legislation. A legislative system that
leaves compliance with forestry regulation largely to the whim of foreign-logging companies
cannot hope to protect the environment and achieve srxtainability of fue r&buice. Such a
situation is not of much benefit to Solomon Islands.

13.8

Draft C.onvention on tlu hrcenation and

Wise ltse

of Forcstr

As a result of recommendations from the 1990 meeting of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) and other initiatives in relation io the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED), the Centre for lnternational Environmental I-aw
(now the Fou_ndation for International Environmental I-aw and Development, London)
prepared a draft international convention on the Cnnsenation and Wise Use of Forests.

Although the suggested draft C-onvention has no official status with relevant international
envir.onmental organisations, it mntains some very useful provisions. In general it seeks to
provide qgmmgl global slttems for preserving the full range of forest vilues and ensuring
conservation of forests and their wise use for susiainable development.
As the draft C-onvention recognises:

forglts are prime environmental, social and economic assets, providing benefits which are of
significance toc3l]V, nationally and globally. Yet forest degradatlon and destruction is prevalent
t1 all regions of the world and the distribution of forest benefits is inequitable, with many groups
of forestdependent people suffering in particular. Throughout the world, forests continuE to be
undervalued, the full range of benefits they provide not being fully taken into account in policies
and economic decisions.
The draft Convention recognises that muntries like Solomon Islands have limited ability to
ggkle fgresJU Problems even if theywish to do so, much proposes international cooperation and
t9 dweloping countries_to protert indigenors forests and the people who are dipendent on
{d
the them. (Foundation for Environmental law and Development, l99l).

13.9

T\eForcsfiy Principla agrted at the Earth Sumnit

Tlte Forestry Principles are a code of conduct agreed at the United Nations C.onference on
Environment and Development in June 1992 (the Earth Summit), on the management,
mnservation and sustainable development of all types of foresg. They are a non-binding
state.ment of global consensus for the management, conservation and sustainable developmeni
of all 6'pes of forests. These principles are of particular relevance to the various iimber
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producing muntries in the Pacific, and in particular to Solomon Islands, which has a substantial
forest cover.

The principles encourage govemments to promote and provide for community participation in
developm^ent, implementation and planning of nationll forests policies, and'urges that all
TpryF of-environment protertion and social and economic devdlopment relatin[ to forests
should- be integrated and_mmprehensive.
_C.olsistently with the Rio Declaration, thE principles
state that the identity, culture and rights of indigenous people and their communities, as *eil as
other communities and forests dwellers, should be recognised. The full participation of women
in all aspecs of forestry management and development is also actively promoted.

The principles also provide that specific financial resources should be made available to
developing countries to establish mnservatioD programs for forests, in particular to stimulate
economig social and substitution activities.

13.10 FAO Report

on Forestry Legislation

A national Forestry Act

13.10.1

The Food and Agriculture Organisation Report on Forestry I-egislation in Solomon Islands
(Fingleton 1990) is the result of a comprehensive examination of thE requirements for a national

ForestryAct.

A draft

Forestry Bill ayd-Regulatians are included in the Report. It is based in part on the
government's Forestry Po-licy Statement of 1989. This proposed new comprehensive'forestry law
aims to satisS the six fundamental principles of the government's forest policies, which are:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

protection of the nation's forests, water supplies, soils, animals and plants and the forest
areas of cultural importance;
sustainable use of the forest resourc€s to maintain their value into the future;
basic needs of.people from the forests must be met - food, water, firewogd, building
materials, medicines and recreation;
development of the forest industry so as to give an increasing supply of forest products,
income, tax revenue and business and employnent opportuniiies lor Solomon Islanders;
participation in decision-making about forests and management between different levels
o!golernment and between government and the customary landowners;
distribu.tion- of the benefits from forests and the responsibility for maintaining and
improving these forest resourc€s (Forest Policy Statement 1989).

13.10.2 Participation of the Provinces

Allhouglt comprehensive draft legislation was prepared in late 1989, a political decision appears
to have been made to devolve to the Provinces the power to pass foiestry legislation. if no*
appeani that devolution of forestry management is unlikely to take place, at least in the short
term.
Although.theprinciple behind such a mov-e may be praisevorthy, such a fragmented approach of
dealing witb.this major natural resource of the Solomon Islands is unlikely to work It idems vital
that the Dational governmeDt should- legislate !n thp all-important area, as well as provide the
money and other resources to make the legislation effective.

The Provinces rely on the National Government funding for most of tbeir revenue. The
Provinces collect small amounts from basic rates and business licences but are not allowed to
impose lTq or deal with foreign- gov_ernments to solicit aid funds. Thus financially dependent
on the National Government, the Provinces have no resources, expertise or hard -cash to
im.plement and/or administer a legal_framework, mvering forestry. Adequate forestry legislation

will require a reasonably high level of expertise by those responsible for its adminiitration.

Solomon Islands will need all the experienced people available in the forestry area to make their
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q6tems
YorF Proposals such as that contained in the 1989 SICOPSA Paper (SICOPSA 1%9)
to pay the Provinces a percetrtage of royalties derived from logging compa'nies will not b6
to fund proper management of theforests at Provincial level. An attempt to ser up eight
:l:ugh
different qntems in the Provinces, some of which have only limited adminisllslion facilitibs, ft[
not be adequate to address the real and serior.rs social and environmental problems that exist in
the forestry area.

The Provinces, their Area C.ouncils and the local people need to have specific mechanisms for
participatioq in lhe new forestry regime, but they cannot be expected- to implement and be
responsible for what is essentially the responsibility'of central governmenl
13.10.3 The draft Forestry

The draft

Bill

fgtT,ry Bill

1989 (see 13.10.1 above) seels to cure many of the problems with the
The Bill suggests that the present sllstem of the Aiea C.ounbil deciding timber
rights should be done away with. However,-it is replaced by a seemingly equally cumSersome
procedure
Ih"-*bV a Forests Board decides whetheia developer is allowed td negotiate with tbe
customary_landowners for logging righs. While there are many welcome and excellent features
to the draft legislation, it is not flawless. For example, having t6 pay $10,000 for the opportunity
to negotiate with the customary landowners may mean in prictice that there will not 6e much o?
? resPonsq to the Board's public advertisement for the chance to negotiate. The maximum fine
for negotiating without the Board's approval is $1000, and ufuess there is a dramatic
improvement in- prosecutions, the commercial risk not to pay the Board the $10,000 may be
worth it for the developer. This part of the draft Bill needs to be reconsidered.
p.resent

legis- la-tion.

The criteria for allowing logging development activity to take place is intended to be mnsistent
with the
Sector Plan. The Minister (undefined) is chirged with developing this plan in
f'ores1r.y
consultation with the.public and then gaining C-abinet approval. Such a Forestry *ctor Plan is
an essential first step in sustainable management of forestry and is an important backbone to the
legislation.

Environmental protection mechanisms in the draft Bill are found both in the declaration of
C-onservation Areas and contro!
lmposed on any logging operation. These controls impose
sensible logging restrictions on all licences granted undEr ihe-new legislation. Howwer, it may
be even more important to impose these restrictions on existing licence holders. Again thesi
controls are not compulsory in tF draft Bill and a licence may allbw, for example, logg:ing within
50 metres of a water course. This should be rectified so that this may odj, ue aii6.tEa by a
licence if the authorities are satisfied on reasonable grounds that no significint environmental
damage will result.
The offences for contravention of the Bill are rather vague. The offences and penalties coutd be
better set out and more orplicit in order-to encourage -compliance. The systein of penalty units
in paragraph 12 of^Chapter 10 above should be incorporated il such new legisiation.
:uggfll*
In addition,-the Magistrate's Courts must be given specific criminal and civil jurisdictioi so that
the Act can be administered and enforced eff&tivelythroughout Solomon Islinds.
Alrhough_the draft Bill allows for competition between developen (which it can be presumed
will benefit the resource owners), the piovisions could be strengihened to ensure that more than
one developer mmpete.s
lor logging, rights on customary land &ery time any developer wants to
obtain a logging concession. It might be advisable, given the current hlk of environmental
TPact assessment, to encourage developers to compete with one another for timber rights on
the grounds of improved environmental safeguards. In other words, a developer could e-ohanc
its chances of being the successful applicant by proposing various measures whereby it protected
the environment during.logging operations by ihtroducing forestry management plins'based on
principles of sustainability.

The draft.Regulations under the draft Bill are a big improvement on what presently exists but
they could be further improved. Since the Regulations-make the sptem w6rk in piactice they
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are very important. Forexample, a rejection form under Cl"*" 23("i) may be just as important
as the- aplroval fotm. The present developer's- Applicatio.n for Approvil to Negotiati Fot
could be filled out by- an urxcrupulous developer by Liniog nisleadinf 6r insufficient information.
Its format muld be improved jo prev-ent tlis. fn-a-adition consideiation should
whether 99
should include a Statutory Declaration and a specific crimin'at offence
be created for"pPli""tion
giving false or misleading informatioh in the application.

dE;"; ;-;

'

While there is no specific provision_for environme4tal impact asscsment reports, clause Vl of
the draft Bill provides for i Forest Investigations Officer io conduct investigltions and mnsult
tbe customary landownen with a view to making a written report to the BSard on what areas
need to be excluded
.from thg forestry operations. Serious donsideration should Ue given to
wbether such a provision is sufficient. ihis report does not show the impact on the envir:onment
o{ !\" lo.ggrng oper-ation. Rather, it is restricle! to excluding areas froi the togging opetaAoos
which will obviously be 'unduly" gtr99te{ by logging. fne tasts of the Foreii Iiveitigations
Officer seem rather.daunting as. he/she is not only required to present this reporf bit also
Prepare comprehensive genealogies as are necessary to identi$ and descnbe the groups that are
recognised by the prevailing:Flom as owning the land in qulstion. With the p-ressure for the
development to_take pla99, this latter onerous task also required, it is very Ufety that the Forest
Inve'stigations Officer will not have the time nor resourc,es to put togeiher a comprehensive
rePort s.ttowilg the likely impact on the environment of the Idgging bperation. Iir order to
ensY|e that the genealogies- are adequately done, as yell as the endonhental impact reporL the
application fee required from the proposed developer should reflect the reil msti of'this
preliminarywork
The. aspect of environmental l-m^p-1ct assessment is an example of why any new forestry
legislation must mesh neatly and fully with other environmental-protection tegistation plannei
for Solomon Islands.

13.11. Summary and Conclusions
13.11.1 The need for reform

5gresfrY.law re_form.is urgent. Unless the present unsatisfactory s)6tem of logging in Solomon
Islands is rectified there is a.very real danger of the valuable
rqsoutG b"eing severely
depleted. This potential environmental and economic disaster ioristry
for the country must bl avertei
with the assistance of a mmprehensive new legislative framework whereby thl resource can be
managed sustainably.
13.11.2 Drafting new forestry legislation

The following points could be noted in relation to the drafting of the new legislation:

(1)

The.legislation must not onJy control future logging concessions granted to foreigu
logging companies, it must also rcgulate and mniiol-abnng forestr! operations. Oie
company should not be allowed to benefit over anothlr simply bicause it gained
loggtng
its concession when the law was still being developed._ The existingiogging mm-panies
would seem to
laye enjoyed- enough.mmmercial benefis already anA il-is dilme td Uring
them into line with acceptable and fair forestry and togging requiiements.

(2)

The le*lation must be drafted against tle very real background of the exploitation of a
relatively scaroe commodity, where profit seeking multinational compaiies, generally
with little environmental concerns wish to cut as much timber as they tan as'q"uickly a's
lhsy cal and where the resource is owned by a largely undeveloped-and mmmercially
inexperienced island community.

(3)

The new law needs to abolish the present unsatisfactory s]6tem for obtaining timber
rights on custo-mary land. In p-articular it needs to stop diveiopen imposing thEmselves
on commercially inexperienced landowners and coercing theninto selling aheir forestry
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resourceoften at a gross under-value. The legislative qntem needs to provide for a fairer
s'6tem of protecting the many rights of the customary landowners and local communities
who depend on the forests. It mrst encourage and allorr for a fair deal to be struck
betrveen the developen and the customary landowners or timber rights owners. Not only
must the cuttomary o\f,'ners be given technical and legal assistance prior to entering into
any agreements with the developer, they should also be given access to all the
information. The nw legislation must insist that the dareloper pronides comprehensive
information on all environmental and social impacts of the proposea forestry operation
to the gwernment forestry authorities in Honiara.

(4) 4l forestry development mwt proceed only in accord with a comprehensive Forestry
Sector Plan. Since large tracts of
forest are ilready being logged under existing licences,
aisting [censees should be made to mmply with the new Forestry Sector Plan. -

gt* legislation must ensure that after licences are granted, they are continually and
closely monitored by the forestry authorities. The legislation heeds to be sirictly
enforced to discourage unscrupulous derrelopers anil to enoourage responsibll
developen.

(s)

Tb"

(6)

lmphasis needs to be given to the drafting of the Regulations as well as the Act itself. It
spiem is spelt out. Comprehensive forms need to
be drafted so as to make it very clear what is required of the developen and to avoid
Tisleading information being given to the authorities. The developer, and not the
lorestry authorities, should have a task of doing the bulk of the administration of the
logging operations, unlike at present, where scarce government forestry resouroes are
tgkeg up obtaining information which could be more efficiently prbduced by the
developers themselves. The enersr of the forestry authorities must be directed towirds a
Prq-?ctive monitoring role with logging activities. This will only be achieved if the
legislative s'6tem is designed so that tbe authorities are pr*ented with all the
informa-tion they need, including such essential information as annuat logging plans and
detailed inventories.
is essential that a workable and simple

(7)

The new legislation must cater for reserves or Protected Areas of forest and the
prolection of water oourses, tambu sites and traditional sites of locat people who live in
and by the forests, as well as protection of the environment.

(8)

The-legislltion should provide for a workable environmental impact assessment s)6tem,
ideally administered under a separate Environmeru Act. It-is important th;t the
dweloper is given the task of carrying out the environmental impact assessmeDt. The
r-epo+ should be submitted as part of the application for a logging licence. The
developer should meet all expenses, including ihe cost of hiring consultants. If the
developer carries out this initial task it saves the government money and the use of the
government's own s€rce human resources. Government staffwill still need to assess the
adequacy of the environmental impact statement.

(9)

The legislation must providg for the proposed developer to have a post-logging plan and
for a reforestation plan to be approved by the lgrestry authoritiei prior to oliaining a
licence. This should be an essential prerequisite of the derreloper's iDitial logging
proposal. It is important that the developer actually carries out the reforestation ind ii
not given tbe option, as is the situation at present, of payng a monetary amount instead
which can easily be used for other purposes. Apart from the issue-of sustainability,
reforestation encourages employment of Solomon Islanden, which would Ue 6f
economic and social benefit to the couDtry.

(10)

The legislativ-e syntem needs to be designed so as to encourage as far as possible
mmpetition between develop_ers. At tbe moment there is little or no competition

between logging companies. Competition should ensure that a better deal is offered to
the local customary landownen. Logging companies would come to realise that to win a
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timber riglq contract they will have to show (perhaps in tbeir environmental impact
statement) how they pf39 to protect the environment. In this way, welldrahed
l^egulation_ can be self-policing to a certain extent - again taking a*ay some of the burden
from the forestry authorities.

(11)

Sufficient resources must be aUocated to the national and local forestrv authorities so
that the legislation may be properly administered by competent trained personnel. The
law needs to be made simple and readable by persons f,aving the minimum of formal
education. The law also needs to be made accessible to ordinary Solomon Islanders. It
must be distn'buted outside Honiara throughout the Provinces to-community and church
groups, schools etc.

(12)
(13)

(14)

The new legislation should conform to the aspirations of the Forestry Principles.

The legislation needs to be enforced so that the law and all national and local forestry
authorities w-ho ge require{ to administer it are respected. Since forestry and thi
activities of logging companies are so important in Solomon klands and since large
amounts of money are often involved, it is appropriate that the Solomon Islands police
force with its prosecution experience be given tbe power of enforcement. The
Magistrate's Court should be given criminal and civil jurisdiction to deal with oflences
and disputes regarding timber rights agre€ments. Where possible, environmental and
forestry officers from national and Provincial governments should workwith the police in
the enforcement process.
Finally,- $e gew_ legislation must mesh with other environmental management laws
planned for the Solomon Islands. The new legislation needs to be administered, funded
and controlled by national government but with scope for the Provinces to take an active
role in its implementation.

L3,12 Recommendations for Chapter

39.

13

That new comprehensive forestry legislation covering both existing and proposed
forestry activities, based on the Fingleton Report, the suggestions mad? in thii Riport,

the terms of the Convention on Biological Diversity, and the Forestry Principles agieea
to at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, be drafted and
enacted as a matter of urgency (page 80).

40.

The Standard I-ogging Agreement, if retained as part of the new Forestrylct, should be
strengthened ..ld completely redrafted, to make is easier to understand; Plain English
drafting principlas should be used (page 86).
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CHAPTER FOI,'RTEEN

MIMNG AND ENERGY

14.1

Relevent Legisletion

Mitus and MkeralsAct 1990
Mittcs and Minemb Regulations l99l (draft)

PetoleunAct

1987

Peaoleun Regulations

t4.2

Introduction

This chapter deals with the environmental implications of mining opcrations, petroleum drilling
and energr ue. Both the mining and petroleum legislation has undergone recent revision.
There is currently no legislation governing ener5r use and mnservation.

f43

Mining

14.3.1 Administration

The Mines and Minerals Act 1990 was enacted in May 1990 but is yet to be brought into
operation _pelding the gazetting of Regulations under the Act. The Act is administered by the
Ministry of Natural Resources through the Geolory Division.
14.3.2 Reserved and protected areas

The Mines and Minerals Act 1990 provides that except with the @nsent of the owner or
occupier, re*onnaissance, prospecting and mining are prohibited in or on any village, place of

burial, tambu or other site of traditional significance, inhabited house or building, any cultivated
-Town
land or land rendered fit for planting and habitually used for the planting of crops.
land
under the l-and and Titles Act also cannot be subject to tbese operations except nith the consenr
in writing of the owner of the nsurface rights". A state forest or mntrolled forest cannot be
subjected to mining unless the permission of the Commissioner for Forest Resources is obtained,
subject to any conditions that may be imposed. I-and used for public purposes also cannot be
mined.

14.3.3 Ministerial powers
The Minister may, on the advice of the Minerals Board, take any measures as may be necessary:
to protect the health and safety of persons;

for conservation purposes with

a view

to preventing waste; or

to minimise damage to any mineral deposit,land, air, water, vegetation or animal life; or

to Protect sites of archaeological, historical or geological significance (s 6(f) Mines and Minerals
Act).

14.3.4 Prosperting ficences
Before a person can- obtain a prospecting licence, a wide range of conditions have to be met (see
generally Part IV Mines and Minerals Act). Among other thingB, the application must include a
proposed programme for the acquisition of the surface rights from the landowners. If this aooess
cannot be obtained, the application fails. If it is obtained only in relation to part of the land, the
application must be amended accordingly. In addition, tbe intentions of the ipplicant in relation
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to environmental protection must be set out (ss 20-21). The prospecting licence itself, when
issued, must set out the programme for environmental piotection.
During. the term o-f the prospecting licence, the licence holder is obliged to backfilt all
excavations and not leave any part of the area unsafe. The Director of Geodg may require the
license bolder to carry out rehabilitation works in relation to roads, stream befr or 6ants or land

damaged as a result of prospecting.

minilg lease application obliges the applicant to provide an environmental assessment with
a_detailed.programme for tailingp and wasiC disposal, progressive reclamation and rehabilitation
of lands disturbed by mining, monitoring and m-inimisltion of effects of mining on air, land and
water areas (s 31(1Xh).
Th-e

14.3.5 Mining Irases
a- mining
ftf9re
tg* ir issued, the Minister must be satisfied,
mining plan provides

mrnmg area.

among other things, that the
for adequate protection of the environment, both inside and -outside the

In carryrng out the mining, the leaseholder is obliged to carry out the mining plan
the lease:

as

specified in

Ting appropriate_technologr and effective equipment, machinery, methds and materials, with
due diligence, efficiency and economy, in accordance with sound consenation, technical and
engineering practices generally used in the mining industry. (section 44 (1)).
A.lluvial miners have specihc environment protection obligations applying to their permits. They
must backfill all excavations and not leave any part of the area-in an unsafe londition. I;
ad.dition, they must not pollute or intem.rpt or advenely affect the flow of any water (section 54
(1) O) and (c)).

14.3.6 Contravention of the MiningAct
Section 71 (1) allows the Minister on advice of tbe Minerals Board to suspend or cancel a permit,
or mining lease when the holder breaches any provision of thE Act or regulatircns, or
breaches any of the provisions of the permit, licence or lease.

li*nT

The Minister can make regulations under the Mines and lulinerals Act for the conservation of
mineral resources, disposal of
productf and tbe protection of the environment, providing
-waste
for the nature and adequacy of.restoration
plans, the hialth and safety of persons employed ani
for the prevention of nuisance (section 80 (i), 0), G), (l) and (n)).
14.3.7 The Minerals Board
The Minerals Board is constituted under.the Act through appointment by the Minister (s 10 and
Schedule to the Act). Of the nine members, one must be a representative of the Environment
and Conservation Di rision of the Ministry of Natural Resburces. In addition, when an
application. for 1 permit" licence or lease is being considered, the Minister must appoint
representatives of the relevant Provincial Government and the landowners.

14.4 Mining Regulatioru

1991

(&aft)

The draft Mining Regulations 1991 elaborate on the duties required to be performed by the
mineral rights holder. In relation to environmental matters, these include @art VI):
that no reconnaissance, prospecting or mining be carried out within a distance of 25 metres from
fly Plaq of burial,tambu or other site of traditional significance, and 100 metres away from any
inhabited house or building.
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In the exercise of mineral rights, holders shall carry out operations with due diligence, efficiency
and economy and in accordance with good technical and engineering practices generally used in
the mining indrxtry so as to:

(a)

conserve and avoid the waste of the mineral deposits of Solomon Islands;

O)
(c)

result in minimum ecological damage or destruction;

(d)
(e)
(0
14.5

control the flow and prevent tbe escape of mntaminants, tailings'and other matter
produced in the oourse of such operations;
Pr€went avoidable damage to trees, crops, buildings and other structures;

avoid any actions which could endanger the health or safety of persons; and
avoid harm to fresh water, marine and animal life.
Comment on the Mines and Minerah Act and Regulations

The Mines and Minerals Act and its Regulations represent a modern approacb to exploration,
permitting, licensing and the grant of "mining leaies. In the absence'of general iegistati"e
requirements in relation to environmental impact assessment, the Mines and Mirciah Act
includes at least the minimum environmental protection provisions that could be expected. The
provisions specifying that an environmental assessment must be done could certainly be
tightened up. In the Regulations under the Act, it could at least be expected that the form and
contents of an environmental impact statement for proposed mining operations be included.

if the government decided to go ahead with the environmental legislation presently
under mnsideration, it may be unneoessary to change the Mines and Minerals Act, or its
Regulations to any extent. A new Environment Act could simply speciff that all applications for
exploration licences, alluvial mining permits and applications for mining leases be subject to the
requirements of tbe Environment Act, and undergo a sperified level of environmental impact
assessment, depending on the potential environmental effect of the application under
consideration (see Recommendation 4l).
However,

14.6

The Petroleum

Act

1987

Tlre Petroleum Act has a limited range of provisions to achieve environment protection aims.

The Act allows the Minister to gazette a Model Petroleum Agreement which may include
requirements in relation to conduct of operations in such a way as to avoid pollution and
ecological damage.

Tlre Petroleum Regulations authorised under section 41 allow the Minister to make Regulations
which can cover a range of environmental matten, including: the safe mnduct of operations, and
the health and welfare of people; the protection of the environment, including the prevention of
pollution, and the preservation of living and nonJiving resourc€s.

The draft Petroleum Regulations 1991 cater for a range of environmental matters. C,ontractors
are obliged to carry out their operations in such a manner as to ensure that there will be no
"unnecessary' interference with the conservation of lMng r€{iources of the sea, so that they result
in minimum ecological damage or destruction; mntrol the flow and prevent the escape or
avoidable waste of petroleum; prevent damage to on-shore lands, and to trees, crops, buildings
and other structures; and avoid any actions which could endanger the health or safety of people.
Contractors are obliged under the Regulations to control and clean up any released petroleum
or other materials and to repair to the maximum feasible srtent any damage resulting from
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If the oontractor does not take prompt
action, the clean up repair etc can be undertaken by the Ministry, at the expense of tbe
oontractor. These provisions appear to be adequate to cater for environment protection
requ-ir-gmegts_fol,petroleum development in the immediate future. Howwer, as witbmining, it
would be desirable to include specific requirements for environmental impact assessment in ihis
legislation or for the proposed EnvironmeruAct to cover this sector (see Recomnendotion 42).
oPerations, with all costs to be borne by the contractor.

14.7

Energl use and conservation

The Enerry Division of the lvtinistry of Natural Resources has a draft Energr Policy relating to
eners/ Ppject- planning, the management of large scale eners/ sectoi projects and the
coordination of small scale energr inputs into rural developmenl

ggt"d above, at present there is no legislation in relation to ener5r use and consenntion. The
Division has an Energr C.onservation section whgse objects include introducing energr-saving
measures and substitution of indigenous fuels for imported fuels. One proposed energr
pr-ogramme, the Komarindi hydro-electric scheme, had ao environmental impact ltudy done in
relation to it, but without any statutory controls or requirements attached.
4ry

The Energy Division has prepared a Project Application for an Energr Act for Solomon Islands.
This legislation is intended give a legislative mandate for the Energr Division so that it has the
authority_to ensure security_of energ/ supples and the promotion of efficient enerry use on a
national basis, The specific-objectives of the proposed Act are to give one government
institution the responsibility of setting energ/ policies and standards, which will -mntrol the
generation, distribution, pricing and consumption of energ/ resources (both mnventional and
Don-conventional) within Solomon Islands. It is clear that there is some need for the
coordination of energy policy, within a coherent framework binding on all government and nongovernment sectors, The present approach of energr pricing and standard setting being done by
yario.try departments with no particular coordination cannot lead to good enerry consewation.
-be
an imp5rtant initiative
lpecific legislation to establish an appropriate framework seems to
the point of view both of economic efficiency and oonservation- objectives (see
!o.
Recommendation 43).

14.8

Taxationlncnnlives

Part III of tbe Second Schedule of the Income Tsx Act allows specific deductions for capitat
expenditure from profits from mining operations. Capital'expenditure' is widely defined.

14.9

Recommendations for Chapter Fourteen

41.

That in the absence of provisions for environmental impact assessment incorporated in
an Environment Act, the Mines and Minerals Act be amended to include specific
requirements as to the form and contents of environmental impact statements ior all
proposed mining operations (page 101).

42.

That the suggested Environment Act cover the environmental impact assessment of all
proposed petroleum operations (page 102).

43.

That an EnergtAct for Solomon Islands be drafted and enacted
102).

as soon as possible

(pag.
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CHAPIER, FIFTEEN

TOt'RISM

15.1

Relennt Legislation

IrcomeAct

1965

solomon Islands TouristAuthorityAct 1970, (amendments lg70 and
Solomon Islands Tourist ewfurity Regulatiois

15.2

l97l)

Intmductlon

The present annual number of foreign tourists to Solomon Islands is in the order of 12,000.
Many adventuro_tts tourists would seem to be attracted to the largely untouched lifestyles of
Fany Soloqon Islanders with their genuine warmth and hospitality irs well as to the natural
beauty of the landscape and_ marine life. Diven and those who coml to remember the fighting
here in tbe Second.Yor.|a.W"r m-ake up a great many of the tourists. Except in Honiari, thE
normal tourist hotel facilities are few. However, Solomon Islands may have an excellent tourist
potential in furtber.expalding its present fragmented s5ntem of smill town and village-based
tourist accommodation. It seems that many overseas visitors are more interested in vis'iting the
islands.-and villages than staying in-a large hotel in the capital. Such small scale developme-nt, if
carefully- managed, may allow an increase in tourism wilhout many of the undesirabie effects
tourism has had on society and on the environment in other muntries.
A TouristAuthority was created in 1970 having as its main objective the orderly development of
tourism. One of its functions is to advise and issist persons winting to establish tourist?acilities.
Tourist facilities must be licensed under the Act by the Authority. Tbe government Tourism
lolig galls foq an overhaul of the existing legislationand for anew-Tourist fudopmmt.,{a. Such
legislation is also called for in a report by the Tourism Council of the South Pacifit (1990:12-15).

153

Touristattractions

Solomon klands has many areas of unsurpassed naturat beauty. It is crucial to the future of the
tourist industry th_at these areas remain intact and not develoied for short term gain. Tourism
has the potential for economic benefits for Solomon Islands initre long term.
Some parts of Solomon Islands such as Morovo

l:goon and Rennell Island have already been
of thE world and have been proposed for-World
Herirage-listing. It is important that great care is taken to preserve all suib ireas. This may
involve the exercise of tight mntrols bver all tourist developments to ensure that no tourisi
aglivity is allowed to take place without a full assessment of'what the medium and long term
effects of the development will be on local people and their environment.
@nvironment fopact
assessment for tourism dwelopmenF
essential; see paragraph 5.5, Chipter 5, above). 'The
!
Ministry of Tourism and Aviation (1991 a, b and c) [as as fart of an education a*aienes,
Programme produced three booklets related to World Heritage listing for areas in Western
recognised. as among the most beautiful parts

Province.

15.4

Naturc tourism (Ecotourism)

Nature tourism is defined as tourism that promotes and depends on the natural and cultural
of a country, with_a tendency to be-low-key, making use of existing features rather than
f"llYlo
building alien structures. It aims to attract touriss-who havl respect for ii'digenous people and
cultures, as well as for the environment. kes argues that nature tourism, if d-one well, can bring
benefits of sustainable developnlggt to
-village-people, building on skills already present ii
mmmunities, such as btrilding traditional huts for visitbrs, and knowledge of forests,-seis and the
environment generally (Ir€s 199O:75-77). The s)6tem of protected foiest areas is seen by Lees
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to be an.essential part of nature tourism, to sure that the natural resourc€s on which it depends
are not damaged or destroyed by other land uses (Ires 1990:77).

The potential for nature tourism in Solomon Islands seems to be very good. However, as
argued in- Chapter 3, the question of customary land ormenhip presents a barrier to both
conservation and development actMties. There is no legislative framework at present that can
ad-equately provide for the various mechanisms that need to be put in place before such a system
will wor!. { protected forest qrutem, or a more broadly-based Protected Areas q6tem,
suggested in Chapter 9, will require a carefully crafted negoiiation proc€ss to eDsure thi close
involvement of landowners and the provincial governments in the development of an adequate
legislative fr am ework (sce Recommendation 44).

15.5

Tourisn et the Pmvincial level

Western Prodnce is the only province with a well developed Tourism Poliry, albeit one which
still a draft. Its guiding principles are:

-

is

Tourism should be dweloped in a controlled, orderly and sensitive manner.
Tourism should be developed gradually to:

-

minimise disruptive and advene social, cultural and environmental impact.
enable the Province to mooitor and assess the social, cultural and environmental
impact of tourism and if necessary, review its policies or their implementation.

-

Tourism development should be based on the inherent natural, cultural and historical
features of Western Province.

-

Tourism development should be on a small to medium scale and should be of high
quaLity.

-

Tourism must

be appropriate to and mmpatible with the local culture

and

environmental setting.

-

The Western Province tourism policy should complement but not mnflict with the
National Tourism Poliry.

-

Tourism development should be mnsidered in an integrated way and not in isolation as it
necessarily links and interrelates with many Provincial services and divisions.

-

Tourism should be kept in balance with other sectors of the Western Province economy.
Tourism development should be sensitive and sympatbetic to and in accordance with the

wishes of customary landowners, and should be to their best economic and social benefit.

Western Province has a 'Tourism Association" in Gizo s€t up by local tourist operators which
tries to coordinate the actMties of the private operators and cooperate with-the Provincial
authorities over tourist-rela ted

m

atters.

All Provinces are able to control tourism by the

use

of their Business Licence Ordinances. The

Provinces have the means to discourage those t)"es 9.f tourist developmens they do not want by

either not allowing a licence or setting very high licence fees for particular tourist businesi
activities. Only th-ose tourist operators that a Province wants are in effect allowed to operate. It
would be a pity if high technolory tgu-nst facilities found in other countries such as the-use of jet
skies, were allowed to-operate in Solomon Islands. Tourist development, like all foreign and
local investment development needs to be carefully controlled, not only to ensure that the
money generated from tourism ends up in Solomon Islands and not overseas, but also because
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the wrong tlpe of tourist darelopment can harm the environment and the cultural and social
interests of the local people.

It

is essential for local people to be involved with decisiolN on whether tourist development
should be allowed to take place in their area. Western Province's draft Policy makes it a
requirement for the local Area Council to give its approval to any tourist development proposal
taking place in its area Such requirements should ideally be found in all Provinces. (see
Recummendation 45).

15.7

Touristlnvestmentlnccntives

A

Solomon Islander or a Solomon Islands company may apply to the C-ommissioner under
Section 11A of tbe Income Tar Act 1!)65 for an exemption from paylng tax on income up to
$100,000 spread over a ten year period in order to establisb tourist enterprise. This 1991
amendment is to be welcomed if it has the effect of promoting small scale tourist business by
Solomon Islanders. It gives local people similar advantages to those enjoyed by foreign
investon.

Under Section llC of the Income Tax Ac\ generous tax advantages and incentives are given to
encourage large-scale tourist developments. For example, as well as a 50Vo depreciation for
capital expenditure, there is a l50Vo tax deduction for expenses incurred on 'overseas
promotion'.
C-areful scrutiny of proposed foreign tourist activity would seem to be warranted, to ensure that
the real benefits of tourism stay in Solomon Islands and are not diverted offshore.

15.t
U.

Recommendations for Chapter Fifteen

That new legislation be drafted to control the development of tourism in Solomon
Islands (page 104).

45.

That all Provinces develop a Policy on Tourism compatible with the National Policy on
Tourism; an appropriate model would be the draft Tourism Policy of Western Province
(page 105).
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CIIAPTER SIXTEEN
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Devolution of the functions and pwen to legislate for environment to tle provitrces
and Honiari fobn Cottncil a?e again being diicussed Evidence h-Eolomon
Islands ovewhelmkgty demonstates the need for a national fmmavork and
itts{ttwional capability for Environntent and Consewation If dnolwion is to
proceed it is essential that a national capability be maintaincd which conH
coordinate activitics and provide advbe to the provinces as well as meet rcgional and
international commitments, and catry out more specinlised functions whbh could
not be fuplicated in eigfitprovinces (Leary 191:55).

16.l

Intmduction

In a

country with some 330,000 people, spread over a vast area, with an inadequate
administrative infrastructure at national and provincial level for the protection of the
environment, but with many environmental problems in common, it makes little sense for each
province to enact its own environment legislation. On the other hand, it is important to
recognise that each province has its own individual demands and needs in terms of
environmental management, customary practices and authority structures. It should acmrdingly
be possible for legislation to be drafted which sets national standards for environment protection
and conservation, with Ordinances and Regulations consistent with a nationalAct to be drafted
to address the individual concerns of the provinces.

If, despite these arguments, national legislation was found to be unacceptable, it would

be
possible, but more complex and expensive, for uniform environmental Ordinances to be passed
by the Provincial Assemblies.

Under either of these options, by-laws muld also be passed to address environmental matten at
village level. Whatever model is chosen, formal legal consistency between the provinces would
be desirable and not difficult to attain. What would be more difficult is to attain mnsistent
implementation of the environmental laws.

16,2

The trcnd of modem leglslation in Solomon Islands

This review of legislation and policy on environment in Solomon Islands indicates that while
there is a great deal left to be done, there is already a steady momentum which has builr up over
the past several years, at both national and provincial level, to enact strong and comprehbnsive
legislation. There is also a good deal of enthusiasm among those working in the various sectors
for the drafting of adequate laws. Some of the recent statutes examined at provincial level
indicate that there is a real commitment to environmental issues and the conservation of natural
resources. The older legislation requires very substantial overhaul. It must also be said that the
administration of the present legislation suffers badly from lack of staff and other resouroes.
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Envimnnental Planning and Pmtection Legislation

The drafting of environmental legislation for the Solomons is a matter of great public
importance. It should be an expression of both the will of the people and of the government, in
terms of how the environment is to be looked after for the future, as well as in the present
diffi cult economic times.

The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, which took place in Brazil
n 1992, (the Eanh Summit), was an important meeting for countries around the world. The
C-ountry Report for Solomon Islands to that Conference shows that presently there is an
inadequate legislative framework for resouroe management and environment protection
(UNCED:1992). It became very clear during discussions at the National Environment
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Management Strategr Se-minar in lloniara in November 1991 that there is an urgent need to
ensure that national leglslation is drawn up. This review of all relevant legislatioi at national
and provincial level confirms and emphasises that perc€ption.

It

is notjust.a matter of whether there is a.specific threat from a particular development activity
fshing. It is a matter of whether the Solomon Islands, in

such as logging, gold mining or foreign

!*p-tg

with the mainstream of the international community, both in the developing and in the

developed *-o.Ild,can put into place the administrative ageniies and legal nechanisds which will
glvg it the ability to.sustainably develop its environmen-t and to meeithe needs of the people
both at present and into the future.

Clearly, the.shape and contents of modern envir_onment protection legislation has to be geared
to the traditions and needs of the country. Horvever, as environmental problems d'o not
recognise national boundaries, it is possible to spell out some principles whicl are as basic to
any scheme of environment protection and resource management in any country.

16.4

Universally accepted envimnmental law

16.4.1 Caringforthe Earth
The recently RublisheO C.aring foy lhr_Fo!! (i1-glpct the second World C-onservation Strategy,
the fint being-published in 1980) (IUCN, UNEP and WWF 1991) states that governmenis
should ensure that their nations are provided with comprehensive spt'ems of enviroimental law,
covering as a minimum:

-

land use and development control

sustainable use

of

renewable resources, and non-wasteful use

resources

of

non-renewable

-

prevention of pollution_ through imposition of emission, environmental quality, process
and product standards designed to safeguard human health and ecoslntems

-

efficient use.of. enerry, through the establishment of energr efficiency standards for
prooesses, buildings, vehicles and other eners/ consuming products

-

of hazardous substances, including measures
transportation

control

to

prevent accidents during

waste.disposal, including standards for minimisation of waste and measures to promote
recycling

conservation of species and
-ecoslntems, through land-use management, specific
measutes to safeguard- vulnerable species and the establishment of i comprehensive
framework of protected areas.

Caringfor the Eanh goes on to say that national legal slatems should provide for:

-

the application of the precautionary principle, [see belowJ and use
technologr, when standards for pollution prarention are set

-

use of economic incentives and disincentives, based on appropriate taxes, charges and
other instruments

-

the requirement.that all proposed new developments and new policies should be subject
to environmental impact assessment

of best available
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-

the requirement that industries and govemment departments and agencies be subject to
periodic environmental audit

-

eflective monitoring, permitting, detection

of

infringements and adjustment of

regul ations where necessary

-

granting public access to environmental impact assessments, environrnental audit data
and monitoring resuls, and to information about the production, rrse and disposal of
hazardous substances (ruCN, WWF and UNEP, 1991:68

76.4.2 The Precautionary Principle
The precautionary principle refers to a duty to take measures that anticipate, prevent and attack
the causes of environmental degradation where there is sufficient evidence to identi$ a threat of
serious or irret/ersible harm to the environment, ef,,en though there is not yet scientific proof that
the environment is being barmed.
The implication of this duty is that developers must assume from the fact of development activity
that harm to the environment may occur, and that they should take the necessary action to
prevent that harm. The onus of proof should be on developen to show that their actions are not
harmful to the environment.

16.5

Solomon Islends Envimnmentel Lsu6

Applytng tbese principles to Solomon Islands and taking account of local economic concerns and
cultural and environmental factors, the following elements for adequate environmental
legislation might be as folloun:

(1) An integrated s)6tem of

economic and environmental planning

management and indrxtrial development.

for

resourre

(2) A comprehensive

scheme of environmental and social impact assessment, including
monitoring, for both private and public sector development, and all governmental
policies which have a potential impact on the environment.

(3) A pollution control scheme mvering water, land, air and noise for the whole muntry.
(4) A heritage protection scheme which oovers the natural, cultural and non-phpical
heritage, including objects, with the protection of potential World Heritage items being
specifically provided for.

(5)

Public participation in all aspects of environmental decision making, ensuring
involvement of Provincial Governments, minority groups, and recognition of customary
lann and practices.

(6)

Effective enforcement mechanisms for environmental protection, including open
standing provisions to allow any person to bring an action to remedy or restrain a breach
of any environmental legislation. Enforcement mechanisms should ideally be able to be
applied, both in the murts as well as at the very local level, through the althority of the
chiefs. For example, forms of punishment such as Community Service Orden, related in
some way to the environmental offence, might be far more effective than 6ning
someone, or putting tbem in gaol (these could also be called an Environmentat Service
Order). U-n{er such an order the convicted offender may be ordered to work a specified
number of hours for a charitable or community cause or organisation, especiilly one
related to environmental concerns. Carrying out of the work would need to be
supervised or at least monitored by the enforcement authority through the local police or
court official. Prior to sentencing the offender would need to be given the opportunity to
discuss with a court official the work he or she is able to perform. The court official
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would need to report t9 the Magistrate or Judge on these discussions and make any
aPp-ropriate recommendations or suggestions for an appropriate C.ommunity Servici
Order at the time of sentencing.

16.6

Process of enactment

Environmental protection and resouroe management legislation should be easily undentood,
capable-o-f being-enforced, and respected by the people af every level. The people musr idendry
with and "own'their legislation, in much the same way as the people should noumn and relate to

any National E_nvironmental Management Strategr that is to be implemented. Ideally, a broad
Ilngg of people should be involved in commenting on any legisl-ation which is pui forward.
I-deally an-adequate draft should be produced and endorsed by Cabinet in principie, be widely

distributed, with opportunities provided for all sectors of the community to lorward theii
@mments to a central point for mllation and analpis. A specific period for mmment and
discussion should be set, before the legislation is reconsidered by the C,abinet.

To address the orderly development and mnservation of the country's natural and cultural
resour@s on a nationally mnsistent basis, the following matters could be included in an
integrated Act:

-

establishment of an Agency or other body to administer the legislation

establishment of an Environment Council to advise on national environmental poliry
environmental planning (i.e. phpical planning)
water, land, air and noise pollution

d"yelopment control and environmental impact assessment for all development projects
and government policies
cultural heritage conservationnatural heritage conservation
endangered species protection

If the Solomon Islands Government wished to address some of these aspects individually, it
would be possible to draft a package of coherent and interrelated legislation to achieve this ind.
However, a single piece of legislation, whilst longer, would address environmental matters more
holistically. An integrated Act would need to be written in plain legal language, so that it can be
understood at village level as well as by the planners and administrators. Given the difficulties
associated with obtaining copies of legislation and explanatory materials, binding all of these
major environmental elements together in one Act would seem to be the most rational
approach.
Tbe Annex to this Review contains a set of preliminary drafting instructions for an Environment
instructions are based on the above principles, and incorporate a range of
ideas derived from discussions with many people during the course of the research and writing of
this Review. They incorporate some of the ideas found in the provincial environmental
legislation already in place, as well as the draft national legislation produced by two separate
consultants (Harding 1990 and Lipton 1992) over the past two years.

Act. The drafting
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16.7

Adnlnishation

16.7.1 National Environment Agency

It

seems to be clear that if an Environment Act were to be properly implemented, there would
be a need for the creation of a new body, possibly outside the present Ministry of Natural
Resources. One option would be the creation of a National Environment Agency staffed by a
Director and officers derived from a range of relevant government Divisions and Ministeries. It
would be advised by an Environment Council mmposed of representatives from relevant
government departments and provincial governments, to ensure that national and provincial
interess are catered for. It would also be appropriate for non-government interests from both
the mmmercial and conservation sectors to be represented.

Alternatively such an Agency would in the short term, take the place of Environment and
C.onservation Division and kept within the Ministry of Natural Resouices.
16-7.2 Ministry of Environmental Planning and Conservation

An

alternative scenario would be, for a new Ministry of Environmental Planning and
Conservation to be introduced. Such a Ministry would-subsume various relevant Diiisions
presently located in other Ministries. These might include the present establishment staff of the
Environment and C.onsenation DMsion, the Phpical Planning Division of the Ministry of
{griculture and l-ands and the Policy Evaluation Unit in the Prime Minister's Department.
Other units or Divisions might also be included.

It

is appreciated that the Government might find it difficult to summon the resources required
to establish such a Ministry, as funds may not readily be available from within the Solomons
Itlqq9* national _budget. Options to overcome the funding obstacles might include: the obtaining
of bilateral aid for an establishment period of say, five years, the setting up of a South Pacific
Environment Fund through SPREP, perhaps in partnership with tha Global Environment
Facility administered by the World Bank, on which the Solomon Islands Government and other
South- Pacific governments might draw for the specific purpose of ensuring tbat such agencies

are adequately established and serviced.

Further oPtions for administrative structures are spelled out in the National Environment
Strategr prepared for Solomon Islands under the RETA project (RETA I99Z).
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ANNEX
Suggest€d Drafting Instructions for a Solomon Islands Eny&wr ment Act

These drafting instructions are not to be regarded as exhaustive. The scope of the Act would
need to be thoroughly discussed by officials within the relevant government Ministries and
Divisions.

The Act should be drafted in plain legal language, to ensure as many people as possible
understand

is

provisions.

Although thc recommendation is to enact a comprehensive Envircwnent Act, it is recoguised
that the v-arigus parts suggested below may need to be enacted separately, or in stages. Those
parts are indicated by an asterisk

1.
2.
3.

The Act would bind the Crown.

4.

The Act would include a broad definition of "environmentn to include all natural
ecos)lstems and human mmmunities, taking into account social, cultural and economic

The Act would cover both public and private sector development.
The Act would prevail over all other legislation relating to environment conservation and
resource development.

@ncems.

5.

The Act would define 'developmentn very broadly, to include all major investment
proposals, both local and foreign.

6.

The Act would establish a consistent framework based on principles of ecologrcally
sustainable d-evelopment, applicable to all conservation and resource developmeni
initiatives and for environmental planning at national, regional and local level.

7.

The Act would institute a comprehensive system of development control

8.

The Act would include provisions for the monitoring and environmental auditing of all
present and future development activity.

9

The Act would provide for a national s)6tem of pollution control, to be administered at
provincial level, for water, land, air and noise pollution.

*10.

and
environmental impact assessment to cover all existing and proposed-development, by the
public and private sector, including foreign investors.

The Act would establish a Register of National Heritage, covering cultural heritage and
natural heritage; cultural heritage would be defined to include structures, h-umanmodified environments, objects, and intangible heritage such as skills, ceremonies and
dance.

*11.
'12.
*13.

The Act would establish a Protected Areas Sptem throughout Solomon Islands, to be
coordinated centrally but administered locally with involvernent of relevant villages and
landowners.

The Act would provide for the conservation of endangered species, both in terms of
habitat protection as well as the control of sale and export.
The Act would establish a National Environment Planning and Assessment Board, which
of all major resouroe sectors, representatives from the
Environment and Conservation Division of the Ministry of Natural Resources, and

would include members
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riePresentatives from relwant conservation and industry interests. The Board would be
responsible ff'r advising the government on all environnental matt"6 io 1.*rh the
governmetrt is invohed. It would recommend policies
be adopted, monitor the
performance of all g@emment agencies in relition to environmdntal'matGn, and
recommend strategies for enforcement of the environmental legislation.

to

14.

Tbe Act would include both crininal and civil enforcement, with provision for "any
person" to bring an action to remedy or restrain a breach of the.legislation.
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About the Bevlews ol Envlronmental [-aw

The National Ervironment Management Strategies which
have been developed o\rer the past two years in a number
of Pacific countries have highfghted a wide range of
environmertal problems. They have also indicaed the
urgent need for adminlstrative and legal responses to these
problems.
The Revierys of EnvironmentalLaw harre been canied out as
part of the National Environment Management Strategy
process. Each of the legal consultants has endeavoured to

ensure that there has been broad input from relevant
organisations and individuals in the Reviews. Thb input has
been irvaluable.
The Beviews indicae that there are marry common problems
faced by each country, related to the dwelopment of
adequate legal frameurorks for the conservAion of the
naturaland social eNironment and the proper aflocatlon of
natural resources. They clearty indicate that some major
initiatives in erruironmental lar are required in each country,
both in terms of the need to draft new legislation as well as
in the implementation and enforcement d existing legislation.
Also clear is the need for environmental legal educatbn
initiatives specificalty aimed
adminlstrators
the
environmental legislation.
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Each of the Reviews has made ertersive suggesiors for
reform of the law relating to the environment. With more
modern erwironmental legislation and improved enforcement
measures, combined with the initiatives set out in the
National Environmental Management Strategies and related
documents, the goal of sustainable dwefopment will
become easier to achieve.
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